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PRELUDE

G

oren Torren watched the writhing body
below. He lamented at what had gone
wrong. The scene was clear. Wire

strands protruded from his scalp, they in turn
were attached to thirteen silver wire coils, each
coursing with electricity. His body arched with
each new surge its tormentors could drive into
his brain.
The dials of the console showed their intent
while the laughter and jeers of the operators
measured their success.
With each new thrust of power and
subsequent convulsing of the body the events
seemed to matter less; for the body was dying
now and Goren would have little use for this hulk
of flesh down there on the table. It wouldn’t
humor its tormentors much longer. Goren’s
body was almost dead. The events of the past
standard-year seemed only too surreal. Goren
was aware of his dimming life.
His mind wandered back. The light faded.
Where did it all go so horribly wrong?
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Life changed for Goren Torren when he was
summoned to the royal-court of Lorde Hymnody
III.
Goren was an independent, meaning that he
was in service of those who ruled the Federation.
Independents performed services gathering
information.
Occasionally a patron might require bending
a law that bound the Federation together.
Federation royalty, which comprised the bulk of
an independent's patronage, when within their
sphere of influence, would extend independentimmunity. That sphere was extended
generously to sectors controlled by other royals
seeking reciprocal rights for their own.
This was how the Santonia Galaxy worked.
This was their system.
Intelligence gathering by independents,
contracting to royals, arose shortly after the
conquest of the known Santonia Galaxy. For the
Federation to function, rulers of sectors,
developed covert intelligence operations, so that
one sector could verify trust in another. Since
the introduction of these independent networks,
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reports of royal hostilities and confrontations
were minimal.
A major risk for an independent was to be
accused of corrupting laws in a distant world, too
far for his patron to help. That patron might be
forced to declare void his independent’s
immunity. Thus a successful independent
needed a keen sense of his patron's disposition
and limits.
When caught in an embarrassing situation,
an independent could be returned to his home
sector to never be heard from again. Thus
independents with ability, or very few patrons,
persisted many years.
Goren had contracted only once prior to his
present commission from Lorde Hymnody III.
Being an independent accorded status and
wealth; both determined by the status and
wealth of the patron. Goren afforded a large
estate with six servants and one large residence.
It was situated in the inner circle of Jilta P.P.C.,
the hub and administrative center of the
Hymondian sector.
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Jiltanian landscape painting

The estate comprised large gardens, walled
off from the outside city. In the center of was
Goren’s residence, unassuming compared to the
expanse of its grounds.
The residence comprised two stories above
ground and three basement levels. The ground
floor housed Goren's inner residence, while the
floor above accommodated the staff.
Basement Level One was the administration
level, while Basement Level Two housed security
and research. Goren had the largest
paperbound private library in Jilta. Most of
Goren's research and notes were in hard copy,
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his reasoning being security. On the lowest
level, Basement Level 3, were transports and
weapons, with little usage for the latter.
Security access to the residence was tight.
Every door housed activated iris flashscans,
admitting or barring personnel as programmed.
The transport area garaged two private
interplanetary craft. The first was an antique,
and along with an original smaller estate, was
inherited from Goren's great ancestor Phi Torell
of ten generations past.
The craft, GP Carrier 1, traveled when Phi
Torell belonged to the Council Ministry of
Settlement of the Confederated Council of
Planets. This was a time when the Confederacy
was expanding prior to conquest by the
Federation.
The Federation, though known by the
Confederacy at the time, was never considered a
foreseeable threat, being smaller and a quarter
of a galaxy away.
GP 1 used travel propulsion called quantumdrive, a system of attaining speeds below lightspeed. As fast as this was, a Confederacy
expedition to the then Federation, and return,
could take decades. The first such expedition
had taken explorers two hundred and eighty-five
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standard years. Reports returned that the
Federation was neither expansionist nor a high
technology. The recommendation was made to
open long-term trade links.
It was unlikely that Goren's ancestor would
have approved of Goren being an independent to
a royal of the Federation. But family traditions
and values change.
Goren's patrons were lordes and rulers of
The Imperial Galactic Federation. Goren's great
ancestor lived in the heady times of exploration,
settlement, of quantum-drives hopping from
planet to planet.
Traveling great distances back then
required ships' occupants to undergo freezethaw preservation. This technique was designed
to conserve ship operating systems, its crew,
and perishable items, over great periods of
travel. Side effects of this preservation were at
the thawing end of the journey, these being
body discomfort, disorientation, gentle memory
loss, headaches, all of which could last for days.
With The Imperial Galactic Federation came
Warp Drives, propelling their occupants at faster
than light speeds. There was no warning of that
first invading fleet, only the arrival of Imperial
Galactic Federation cruisers, having traveled
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faster than any courier or message at light or
sub light speeds. The Confederacy was
defenseless. It wasn’t even aware it was under
attack. Each planet was conquered in its turn by
vastly superior firepower and speed. No sooner
had a planet surrendered or fallen, than a
provisional Federation administrator had taken
charge, and the news of imminent attack arrived
from the previous planet. What took months to
travel at Quantum speeds took only days under
Warp Drive systems.
GP 1 was 2,476 standard years old and
operational, even though Goren seldom found
time to use it. Sentiment had its place in
Goren's world, but the practicalities of Warp
Drives were very real.
The other craft in Basement Level Three
was a Warp Drive system craft. Goren's status
of being an independent had procured the craft.
Goren was unaware of any other person
outside of royalty who owned their own Warp
Drive craft. Standard procedure was for a
corporation or a highly placed individual to lease,
not own a Warp Drive vehicle.
Craft were custom designed to the lessee's
needs by the Imperial Federation Warp Drive
Bank. The Bank designed the craft, built it,
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leased the craft, and maintained the Warp
Drives.
As part of the Lease Agreement between
the Bank and its Lessee, the Bank always had
the right of inspection of the craft, any time
without notice.
Any Warp Drive engine compartment found
to be, or appearing to be, tampered with in any
way, would lead to the death of the ship's
owners, captain and crew. To refuse to admit a
representative of the Bank onto the craft would
result in the automatic destruction of the ship
with all aboard.
For a starship or yacht to become a tiny
supernova in space wasn’t uncommon in the
early days of the Bank. No less than 176 Warp
Drive craft were incinerated in the century after
the Bank's inauguration. None had been lost
since. It was the Warp Drive development that
gave the Federation its power, its edge. As
conquerors the Royals knew they were too few
to hold a military supremacy over such a large
volume of space. With the introduction of The
Bank Transport Monopoly Act, simple trade
economics took over. The Federation, meshed
with fast transport at its helm, fashioned a
bourgeoning expanding economic empire.
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Goren had freehold title of his ship. As the
Warp Drive craft was connected to his patron,
Lorde Hymondy III, the drives and engines
remained the leased property of the Bank, but
unlike other craft lease agreements the Bank
had no immediate boarding rights. Like all
ships, these drives were sealed; this left no
doubt as to the fate of the craft and its
occupants, should the Bank become aware of
tampering.
Military vessels could be either owned or
leased, but due to the prohibitive outright
purchase costs, many of the Federation royalty
who ran the military entered lease agreements.
Either way the Bank retained all rights to the
drives, engines, and servicing thereof. On no
account could any organization or individual, be
it Federation royalty, political heads of state or
merchants have access to their own Warp Drive
systems. The craft could be owned but not the
drives in it.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 1

LORDE HYMONDY III

Goren Torren sat in the antechamber. It had
been too long since the last mission. He stared
at the same walls, tapestries, carved furniture
and mosaic floor patterns as before. He
breathed deeply, letting the palace mustiness fill
his lungs. Absent-mindedly he looked to the
clock, stood, and walked over to the hung
portraits.
Visions of times past swelled his mind.
Goren loved his work, loved the excitement, and
most of all saw the good he could do. To his
knowledge he was the oldest serving
independent in any realm, and he would serve
his lorde for many decades to come. Goren
attributed his success to the man he served.
A noise interrupted his thoughts so he
turned.
A large carved timber door creaked open. A
valet nodded for Goren to enter. Goren's
anxiety rose as he stepped into the Great Hall.
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The palace was unassuming from outside,
but inside it was beautiful. The buttressed
ceilings, ornately carved from Jiltanian
Bloodwood timber towered impressively. The
Hall itself sparkled with tinted golden light from
vaulted windows stretching upwards through
stone walls. Goren strode past a line of
attentive guards towards the dais.
With his footsteps echoing Goren
maintained poise as he approached.

Entry to the Royal Palace of Jilta

Lorde Hymondy sat in his hand carved seat,
embroidered in the blue and gold colors of Jilta.
Behind him, in colored crystal windows was the
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crest of the Hymondian reign. Goren stood and
bowed his head.
“I’m pleased to see you Goren.” Lorde
Hymondy's voice was soothing.
“The pleasure is mine, my Lorde.” Goren
stood erect and gazed at Hymondy.
Lorde Hymondy smiled and then sighed,
before taking on a serious expression. “Do you
have an idea as to why I have asked you here?”
“None, my Lorde. I anticipate another
mission.”
Lorde Hymondy stepped down to Goren, his
royal racial features large and obvious. Royals
as a race were taller. Goren, though considered
tall, always felt dwarfed in his lorde’s presence.
In the early days of the conquest, the Royals
were said to have opted for a program of genetic
engineering to place their bloodline above
others. It was rumored that royal genetic
makeup was incompatible to any other race in
the galaxy. As a race, royals also considered
themselves having superior strength and
perception.
“Do you recall a planet and mission you
undertook over a century ago, called Sequetus
3?”
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“Indeed my Lorde. It was one of my first
missions under your patronage. I believe I was
there for six of their calendar months. It was a
mission to reconnoiter the planet for
intervention, my Lorde. They called their planet
Earth.”
“What would be that planet’s status now
Independent?”
Goren hesitated; he had had no reports on
Earth's status for over a hundred standard
years.
“I can imagine then, 1872 local date, to
now, 1989 local date, they should have
developed liquid fossil fuel transport. They may
have developed electrical wire communication
but I imagine it is in its infancy.” Goren looked
away for a moment and continued. “Also, the
population may have reached a billion. I found
them to be prolific breeders, my lorde, obsessed
with the techniques of reproduction.” Goren
looked to Lorde Hymondy to see his lorde's
attentive eyes still upon him. Goren continued.
“As to the planet's status, it has been under the
Royal Malukan family since the Imperial Galactic
Federation conquest. Prior to that, Earth was
observed only by the Confederated Council of
Planets.”
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Lorde Hymondy nodded. “What else do you
recall of Earth's inhabitants and technologies?”
Goren mulled over the events of over a
century ago.
“The longevity of the population was
exceptionally short, giving rise to speculation of
adverse genetic engineering. There was
something very troubling about that.”
“Yes, I recall that mentioned that in your
debriefing report. You also stated that you
found no hard evidence supporting such genetic
engineering speculation, apart from the shortlives themselves.” Lorde Hymondy was
beginning to pace the floor. Goren could tell
something was very wrong.
“Correct, my Lorde. However, the planet,
though primitive, has preserved historic religious
transcripts reporting persons alive on the planet
with a longevity exceeding even our own.
Whether these are reports on the lives of
unauthorized visits of members of the
Confederated Council of Planets, or examples of
the race once having lived a much longer life
span, we never verified it. That data, if it
existed, was destroyed on the administrative
planets of Tema, Goldor and Trell, during
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Federation conquest.” Goren could see
Hymondy waiting.
“Yet upon saying that, I did come across a
large cross section of the populace experiencing
an awareness of lost time, or at least not
sufficient time to fulfill their lifetime
expectations.”
“Yes, I recall. What of their technologies?”
Goren began to feel urgency in his lorde’s
questions. “When I left the planet, it was going
through a mild refinement of primitive solid fuel
projectile blasters, and very crude forms of
industrialization, construction and transport,”
Goren said.
Hymondy nodded, concern read on his face.
“I recall that you advised that Intervention Day
should be in two millennia.”
“Correct, my Lorde. That figure is based on
the statistical timing of previous isolated
planetary cultures with life expectancy only
slightly longer than Earth’s. Also it is based
upon the Malukan observations and projected
records at that time. The Malukans calculated
the date before my date; in about 1500 years.
However, I was also taking into account the
Matherson Hypotheses, which basically
maintains the longer the life span of a culture's
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population, the faster the technologies within
that culture evolve. I merely reversed the
hypotheses, my Lorde.”
Lorde Hymondy could feel the anxiety in the
independent's voice and nodded in agreement.
“A sensible conclusion, based on the data we
had. Indeed, great advances in the sciences and
arts have always been from those cultures with
individuals that lived long. They build on their
own earlier discoveries, having time to
consolidate their work, and don’t need to spend
great portions of their lives learning only from
others.”
Goren was obviously feeling tense. “The
hypothesis exactly, my Lorde, but....”
“Relax, my young independent. You have
done nothing wrong. Let me continue my
questions. I also remember that your reports
mentioned that the time for intervention should
be marked by the planet's ability to
communicate through transmissions into space.”
“Correct, my Lorde, when the signals are in
their infancy. To intervene later has shown
historically to bring about Planet Group Hysteria.
I believe that would be about the year 4000
Earth time. My Lorde, can I….”
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Hymondy smiled. “What would you say to
the report that the planet has already the
technology of atomics, along with sufficient
weapons to annihilate a planet five times its
size? Plus I have a report that it has already
sent communication craft beyond the gas giant
planets of the Sequetus system1?”
Goren pondered the magnitude of that
report. Lorde Hymondy felt the calculations
racing through his independent's mind.
“My Lord,” said Goren, “Apart from not
believing such a report, I would have to say that
the right time for intervention has passed, but
beyond that...it couldn’t be true from the data I
had, unless the technology was being fed onto
the planet by someone outside.”
“Exactly so Independent Goren Torren. I
have lost contact with two junior-grade
independents, sent there over the past
standard-year. They first alerted me to these
anomalies when they came across Earth
literature, in a local Academia. They crossindexed it with your earlier intelligence report,

1

DEFINITION: Sequetus System: The outer rim planet
series in the Malukan Sector, comprising Sequetus 3, Earth
and Sequetus 4, Mars, inhabited worlds. Sequi f Galactic
root language: to follow. Searfinders Index p. 235.
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so I sent them to Sequetus 3 to get more
information.
“Goren, data is missing. Your mission is to
penetrate the Sequetus system, get onto
Sequetus 3, Earth, get that missing data, return
alive, and present to me an intelligence estimate
of the planet.
“I don’t know what that missing data is, but
that little planet has a reported populace of six
billion. Also I believe one of my junior
independents is dead. The other, I can only
speculate has met a similar fate. It is more than
likely that the Malukans have a hand in what is
transpiring there. Their reports to Federation
Central Command only bear out your original
projections. Others and I, want to know the why
of Sequetus 3.
“As to who else wishes to know, I can’t
disclose, but to give you an understanding of the
enormity of your mission I have deposited three
million credits into your account.”
Goren remained still as Hymondy continued.
“In addition, I’m placing at your disposal my
Royal Archives, plus I’m providing you two of my
finest Boguard, Captain Mepat and Guard
Instructor Letone. Take what weapons and
stores you need by consulting Letone.”
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Hymondy began to pace the floor again. “I
have arranged for you to visit the planet as an
anthropological survey team, to which the
Malukans have been extremely obstructive. You
will have passes for only five of you into the
Sequetus system, including yourself, and only
three passes onto the planet Sequetus 3.
“The Malukans have many agents on the
planet and you can assume they will do all in
their power to resist your mission.
“As to what lengths they will undertake to
have you fail, I’m uncertain, but realize that you
will be traveling as my Independent which will
protect you to a small degree. Neither myself,
nor Lorde Maluka, will be in a position to lose
credibility.
“You will leave in one month. Your return
would be ideal within a standard-year, though
the results are more important than the timing.
“Don’t fail me, my young friend. This body
of mine is growing weary. It will require
regeneration within three standard years. It is
imperative your mission concludes well prior to
that time.”
Hymondy's gaze was fixed at the rear of the
hall. “Oh, and independent, the planet already
has very primitive computers.”
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Hymondy wasted no time in dismissing his
Independent. Quickly he was surrounded by six
of his Boguard. As the large doors closed
behind, the exiting independent’s steps echoed
through the hall. Hymondy sighed at the
probable fate of his young charge.
Through the palace corridors Goren strode,
Hymondy's conversation still in his mind.
Atomics, computers, space travel, who, why?
He looked at an impassive Boguard while turning
the last corner.
Goren walked out from the palace gardens,
thankful to forego the usual body scans.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 2

THE TROOP

By the time Goren had returned to Residence he
had decided on the remaining two members of
the team.
First choice was Navia Charlton, not
because they had married briefly at cadet
training school, but rather she was a trained
social anthropologist of repute. Navia's specialty
lay in Social Computers Studies, the historic and
social interaction between computers and human
behavior. Though intelligent computers2 had
been outlawed by every civilization under the
2

HISTORICAL NOTE: Intelligent Computers: “7,550
standard years prior ago, Luis Medallia developed the first
recorded fully mobile intelligent computer. At the time it was
recorded as a brilliant technological marvel. Not only could it
store and extrapolate data but it had the ability to create.
The basis of all intelligent computers is the program to
create.
These programs coupled with the subprogram
survive, led to the demeaning of the human inhabitants to
that of service status species within decades. Without the
intervention of the Medallian Rebellion, as it was called,
these computers would have spread throughout the galaxy.
It is speculated that within millennium, all human and
humanoid races could have become extinct. The cost of the
Medallian Rebellion was fifteen billion human humanoid
lives.” Searfinders Index - Medallion Rebellion, pp. 27892993.
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Imperial Galactic Federation, and its preceding
administrations for some millennia, sometimes
computer development had been overlooked
when intervention was overdue.
If Earth had developed computers, then a
scientist with knowledge on how to divert them
to non-intelligent development could be vital.
Another reason for including Navia was that
she had accompanied Goren on seven previous
successful missions. Navia had the quick ability
to determine which were real problems, from
hosts of apparent problems, and find lightning
solutions.
Later that day Goren stood in the corridor
outside Navia's apartment arguing with her. The
corridor was crisp white, with healthy green
leafy plants lining one side of the granulated
stone floor.
Her apartment was typical of many of the
new superrises now following the shores of Lake
Lerry Tiffan, on the outreaches of Jilta P.C.
“Goren, you know I love you as a brother,
and I would do almost anything for you, but on
this occasion I have to decline.”
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Jiltanian superrise building

Goren sighed. “But....”
“But nothing. I simply can’t go to Sequetus
3 with you. As I explained I have only just
taken up a lecturing post at Academia Alson.
This is my first big role at Alson, the most
prestigious Academia in the sector.”
Goren groaned. She always did this to him.
“Listen Goren, no use moaning. I have
three hundred students needing me just as
much as you do. Possibly they need me more.
They need the experience I have in the field, and
I have a professional responsibility to share it.”
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Goren began to look at the ceiling with little
interest.
“And besides, if I break my contract, not
only will the Academia sue my breeches off, I
won’t get a post teaching nursery school.
“However, I can give you half a dozen big
names that will jump at the opportunity to go
with you, and perform better.”
Navia looked at Goren with big open green
eyes.
Goren looked back into them deeply.
“Before I came here I deposited a third of a
million credits into your account.”
Without waiting for a reply Goren turned
and headed down the corridor. He heard a
scream of exasperation behind him.
As he turned the corner he called back.
“Our ship lifts off in twenty-seven days!”
There was no sound. Goren was waiting for
the elevator doors to close and a faint voice
echoed through the corridor. “To what address
do I send my luggage?”
The last member to be enlisted was Erin
Torb, Marshal, retired. He had previously
accompanied Goren on a mission to report a
potential uprising in the Kinetics Province.
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The marshal had retired from the Imperial
Federation Fleet Command (IFFCo). In service
he had been decorated and revered by his peers.
The marshal had put down uprisings on the
planets of Tilon, Crackess and Solan. When
needed, he crushed the enemies of IFFCo with
great courage, and small mercy that had earned
him the nickname Stone Heart. Yet, it was
known that the marshal's troops would give all,
should he command it.
This trait of the marshal's command made
him a mixed target of great wonder, admiration,
derision and criticism amongst his peers at
IFFCo.
Statistically the marshal had over and over
defeated adversaries three or more times his
command’s size. To have Marshal Erin Torb in a
campaign cut anticipated losses of that
campaign by half. The loyalty between the
marshal and his troops was a reciprocated
relationship that few IFFCo commanders
understood.
Erin Torb's battle philosophy was simply two
pronged; attack the enemy with all his might for
the sake of IFFCo, and defend his troops for
their sakes.
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A final consideration for the marshal's
inclusion was his dislike of Malukans. Though
Goren knew these feelings ran deep, he didn’t
know why.
Ω

The initial briefing took place in the blue
conference room at Residence. The room
catered for fourteen around a polished black
stone table. The walls and floor were covered
with shades of pale gray. Woven ancient
tapestries hung on two walls depicting scenes
from Confederacy days.
Goren stood at the head of the table.
Behind him three banks of compuscreens were
busy with information about their mission. In
the wall to Goren's left was the disguised door.
There were no other entries or exits.
The two Boguard stood either side of the
entry, as though ready to prevent any
unexpected intruder. Physically the Boguard
were smaller framed than the average Jiltanian,
but their reputation as fighters was well earned.
The Boguard were loyal to their Lorde at the
expense of all others, including themselves. The
ethos of Boguard was the protection of Lorde
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Hymondy III. They bore no other apparent
purpose. It was said that Boguard were
dispossessed of emotion, and they seldom
fought at the side of others. Though respected
for their purpose and abilities Boguard were
sometimes quietly disliked, and perhaps feared,
by the military. Many rumors abounded with
stories of super feats of strength and heroism.
Much had been speculated as to what other gifts
they possessed, of which little was known.
Yet for all that, to have Boguard appointed
on an IFFCo mission was considered an omen of
ill fortune. IFFCo always objected to their
presence, no matter the circumstances.
Boguard dress consisted of a snug fitting
black one-piece costume, long sleeves, tied with
a thinly braided gold belt. Over the suit they
sometimes wore two diagonally crossed
pocketed weapons belts. They were shod with
calf length boots, more weapons attached. The
total outfit was black.
Goren had just asked for questions.
The marshal cleared his throat. “I don’t
wish to grind an old axe about IFFCo
superstitions, but I don’t see a need for Boguard
on this mission. I mean, any trooper worth his
pay can spot them. Even if the Boguard agree
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to travel out of uniform, which I doubt, if they’re
picked as Boguard by the Malukans, it will end
any disguise as an anthropological survey team.”
The marshal looked over at the Boguard. “No
disrespect intended to you boys, but I just don’t
see you fitting in.” The marshal turned to
Goren. “Their reputation can’t be denied Goren,
but I can locate any number of special-forces
troopers who are unequaled, and their loyalty is
beyond question.”
Goren looked to the Boguard; both
remained unmoved by the marshal's comments.
He looked to Navia and gestured for any
remarks.
“Erin does have a valid concern Goren,” she
said. “I’m an anthropologist. The marshal
certainly could pose as one. You’re an
Independent. The Boguard may pose a problem
to our credibility. I don’t doubt your ability to
talk your way out of most situations, but
Boguard?” Navia hesitated. “They will be
difficult to disguise. Perhaps we should be
asking what the intent of their role is on this
mission. Is it merely defense, which I doubt?
“As you said, marshal, you could select
many excellent troopers for the task. Whatever
their real purpose, marshal, it will no doubt
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remain a secret between them and Lorde
Hymondy.”
Navia looked at Goren with raised
eyebrows. “And, perhaps also with Independent
Goren Torren?”
Goren slipped a smile while shaking his
head slowly. “I have no secrets on this.
Whatever the Captain's and the Guard
Instructor's extra purpose, they have their own
instructions. I have already questioned them
without success. Lorde Hymondy has instructed
them to be here. That is enough.”
Goren thought he might have perceived a
smile on Captain Mepat, but decided it was
imagined.
The Captain stepped forward. “Independent
Goren, permission to continue loading supplies.”
His voice was steady, crisp and clear.
Goren nodded, the door opened and the
Boguard silently stepped out. Goren wondered if
there wasn’t some hidden communication
between the pair.
As Goren watched the door close, he
wondered if he saw a shimmer in the air. He
suddenly had a strange feeling of déjà vu.
Ω
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Goren came across the Captain and Guard
Instructor during a lull period. They were
beyond the ship facing towards its exit, in
Basement Level Three. To Goren it was as
though they were listening to some distant
unspoken song, straining to hear the next note.
Goren stood watching, silently. Without a sound
the Boguard turned to face him. Unexpectedly
they both smiled. A shiver went down Goren's
back. Then, inexplicably Goren felt warm and
pleased all over. The air shimmered beside him.
He shrugged and walked toward them.
“Instructor Letone, regards the acquisition of
small weaponry, I think you know more, so
please get what we need. Add communications
to that list, too please. I would also be pleased
to supply any specialty stores for your own
needs. Understood?”
Captain Mepat answered. “Yes
Independent.” They both nodded.
“Good. Be here in 51 hours. The ship's
drives will begin to warm in two days. When
they’re ready we will immediately warp out.”
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The Boguard3 took a step back, and
departed, without sound. Goren shook his head;
he had never seen Boguard smile before. Now
two Boguard smiling. Strange. That feeling of
déjàvu returned, as did that shimmering effect in
the air.
Ω
The two days following the briefing were
spent collecting and securing stores. Goren left
ship battlements and navigation to Marshal Torb,
while Navia stocked mission supplies and library.
She had restricted research access on a Level
Three rating to the Royal Archives.
The Boguard physically loaded the ship.

3

DEFINITION: Boguard: Race of bodyguard for the
protection of Lord Hymondy III. Inception of this role was
about 550 standard years after Federation conquest. Origin
of race unknown. Life expectancy unknown. Run along
military lines. Source of instruction; Lord Hymondy III. No
command links with IFFCo. Very little is known or recorded
about them. Mostly only male Boguard ever seen publically.
Searfinders Index p 6123.
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Boguard Guard Instructor Letone

Ψ
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_____________________

ROYAL ORDER

Hymondian Realm
562 9/M

ATTENTION: INDEPENDENT GOREN TORREN
The fee of three million Galactic Credits for which you
were commissioned to find out the why of the Planet
Earth has been revoked.
You failed. The correct WHY was not found. Your
mission is however not over. In place of your
deducted fee You’ll now find 3500 Milliard Galactic
Credits.
My Lordes, and myself have funded this venture.
The WHY of the Planet Earth is still elusive.
We plead with you to help us Goren. We’re unable to
help ourselves for fear. Remember that it pains me
to offer that thing, which I once did before. You may
need more. We can’t help.
Royal Palace, Jilta PPC
Examine this message
SIGNED AND SEALED:

vbnD

Lorde Hymondy for the Free Galactic Federation

______________________________
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Map of Australia,
showing Lake Yamma Yamma
and the ACI launch facilities.
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CHAPTER 1

THE WORLD OF
GOREN TORREN

I

t had been five years since Goren Torren
had initiated the defense of Earth, or
Sequetus 3 as it was known to the rest of

the Galaxy.
After the battle that split the Federation,
Goren established his home in Beverly Hills,
California: a three-story mansion surrounded by
three acres of garden. The household consisted
of Navia Charlton, Arlon and the home staff,
Mepat and the Boguard.
It was Goren's fortune, bequeathed to him
by Lorde Hymondy III, and other unknown
Lordes of the Federation, that enabled him to
search for the solutions to the enigmatic planet
Earth. The fortune was so vast that it could buy
planets in the Federation. However, the fortune,
like his mission, was a riddle, and came with an
undecipherable document.
Goren Torren was an independent, whose
mission had been partly to find why Earth had
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been so important in the eyes of the Federation
Lordes; important enough to be destroyed.
In the Battle for Sequetus 3, over three
quarters of a million Federation lives were lost.
With those lives, went the destruction of massive
Imperial Federation galactic cruisers and
destroyers, sent to destroy or defend Earth.
Why was Earth so important? That was
Goren's mission. He had almost stumbled
across the answer five years earlier, but since
the battle any further solutions had eluded him.
He had thought that the Malukans had been
using Earth as a laboratory, to develop Warp
Drives. They had, and had manufactured ships
to take the known Galaxy, but they needed to
destroy Earth, their laboratory; thus the Battle
for Sequetus 3.
After the battle, the Lordes who defended
Earth vanished from their home planets without
a trace. The exception was the Duke of
Kalanon, who attended the battle, but who
refused to return to his sector. He stationed
himself cautiously on Moonbase.
Ω
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December the fifteenth 1995. Goren had
just completed his annual Christmas address to
the employees of Aeroitek Consolidated
International, ACI; his corporate vehicle on
Earth, legitimizing his Earth operations.
To date, Goren and his household had kept
their off-planet4 identity secret. Earth's
inhabitants were still convinced of their solitude
in space. The Malukan agents who used to so
freely roam the planet did not respond to recalls
from Moonbase. Mostly, they were never found,
as they were roaming wild, or at best, when
found they were dead.
Though it was obvious that the
governments of Earth witnessed something
during the time of the battle, agents on Earth
were quick to point out that the skyward flashing
lights were nothing, but ionizing of excessive
solar flare activity up in the asteroids. No, it
was not a battle in space, as some irresponsible
scientists had suggested.
Aeroitek was a necessary subterfuge to give
Goren access to the wealthy moguls who
4

DEFINITION: Off Planet: A vernacular saying from the
planet Jilta. It means off from the planet, away from the
planet, or not on the planet. Source unknown. Ref:
Searfinders Index, p. 1289 ◄Return
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controlled the planet. Out in the Galaxy, Goren
was possibly the wealthiest person alive. On
Earth he had no direct contact with the
Federation. His wealth could only be transferred
onto the planet at a slow rate.
Aeroitek began with very few resources, but
with knowledge of a superior galactic technology
it was able to trade with think tanks around the
planet. Some of that off-world knowledge was
now finding its way down to Earth. Aeroitek
initially provided technology, and accepted
royalties from it, but it was not long before the
corporation had taken over many of its earlier
clients.
Once in control of small manufacturing
firms, Aeroitek, via dummy corporations, was
able to raid shares of some of its less profitable
larger clients. With the technology of the
Federation behind him, Goren's corporation was
soon controlling billions of dollars of trade.
Goren looked out from his office on the
seventy-ninth floor of the Aeroitek Building. He
scanned the horizon and the expansive view
over the city, and ocean below. He sighed with
disappointment as another calendar year had
ended without a hint of the why of the planet.
Certainly there was a lot more information, and
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several times they thought they might have had
a breakthrough, but really, they still did not
have the answers.
The Allied Council of Free Sectors of the old
Federation was pushing him to wind up, and give
up his search. They were now stating there was
nothing to find on Earth or anywhere else.
He looked up to see a tall man standing in
the open doorway. “Lee: see you in mid
January. Have a good Christmas,” Goren said.
“Thank you, sir. It has been a good year.
See you upon your return.”
Goren watched him depart. Lee Owen was
a Vice President of ACI, in charge of ACI
America.
Like Goren's other Vice Presidents in
Europe, Asia, Russia and Australia, Lee had no
idea of his employer's background. Lee had
semi-retired two years ago at the age of fiftyeight, from MacDonald Douglas, and was swept
up into the mercurial rise of Aeroitek
Consolidated International. Lee had never been
a top executive at Douglas, and was surprised at
the salary package offered to secure him. He
accepted the senior role in ACI management and
within a year was appointed as a Vice President.
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Apart from the day to day running of the
continental operations, the Vice Presidents were
to look after all the media coverage of ACI. As
Chairman, Goren deplored the media, especially
personal publicity.
Standing by the two flags that hung at his
desk Goren looked down over the choppy blue
water beyond the city. Earth was beautiful, but
in such a hurry, and so far from his other
beloved water planet, Jilta.
Jilta was steeped in its historical past of
academias5, and the administration of the
Hymondian Sector. It was a beautiful planet, of
wonderfully old cultures, and vibrant people.
Goren looked to the American flag on his
right.
Yet, five years on, his time on Earth had not
been wasted. As well as gaining galactic
technology, the shock of the Battle for Sequetus
3 was still raw in those who were high in
government circles. They knew. One American

5

DEFINITION: ACADEMIA: (Plural – academias) The
institutions of the highest places of learning in the
Federation. Source, Standard Galactic: named after the
gardener Academos who used to tend the gods in making
their gardens a paradise. Searfinders Index pp. 178-187
◄Return
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president had stood before the United Nations,
and suggested uniting mankind in the face of
outside intervention. Then, the Iron Curtain fell,
the Cold War finished, and the risk of planetary
nuclear obliteration subsided. Not all of Goren’s
time had been wasted.
With his reverie ended, Goren returned to
his desk, put on his suit coat, and began to walk
to the executive elevator. The offices were now
empty. He took one last look as the elevator
doors closed, and he was speeding down to the
ground level.
Goren walked over the granite floor, and
fare welled Harry, one of the security guards. As
the doors closed automatically behind him,
Goren stepped down to the awaiting open
limousine. Goren sank deep into the car’s rich
leather interior. His chauffeur slipped in behind
the wheel.
“Good evening, Mr. Torren, sir.”
“Evening Barlock,” said Goren as the front
passenger closed the other door. “Evening,
Fernil.”
Both Barlock and Fernil were Boguard.
Their purpose was to protect Goren on Earth.
Beneath the civilian clothes were the trained
protectors of Lorde Hymondy III. The origin of
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Boguard was unknown to Goren. Of the
multitude of Boguard that had once protected
Lorde Hymondy, only these thirteen on Earth
were known to have survived the Federation
upheaval five years prior. For these thirteen
Boguard, the survival of Goren Torren was more
important than their life.
Goren looked down, and flicked on the small
viewscreen in front of his seat. Navia's face
came to view, smiling.
Goren relaxed. “Did you locate any of
Jenny's relatives yet? I understand that two of
our agents had traced a sister.”
“Correct, Goren. Finally we have the
address of the sister, Marline, outside
Melbourne, Australia.”
“Excellent. Let our Sydney offices know
that we’ll be arriving in Australia in a little over
thirty-five hours.”
Goren watched as Navia acknowledged, and
the screen blanked out. He sat back, and looked
out through the tinted windows.
In a far off voice, he informed Barlock of
their destination. Goren watched the world go
by, as the armored limousine sped along the
freeway to the airport.
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His thoughts went to Jenny, the brave
Australian they had met out in the Gibson
Desert, who had given her life defending the
Boguard captain, Mepat. Goren imagined that
he saw the bright face of Jenny in the limousine
window. It did not seem like almost six years
ago.
Watching the suburbs slip silently by, Goren
wondered if anyone would miss half the houses
if they vanished. The same little boxes,
surrounded by the same little fence and garden.
Goren had promised himself that when
Jenny's relatives were found, he would do
something to ease any pain that they would
have suffered due to her death. Possibly it could
even ease his own pain. Too many good people
had died, following him. He kind of half laughed
when the memory of another young female voice
ran through his mind. “Only the good feel the
pain.” What was Fio doing back on Jilta now, he
wondered?
It began to rain as they pressed on. Goren
remained silent, as he looked through the
crisscross pattern the rain was leaving on the
car's windows. He could barely hear the
elements buffeting the car. Goren closed his
eyes.
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Ω
“So what do we know about our Mr. Goren
Torren?” a deep voice asked from the rear of the
room.
The lights dimmed, and a large video screen
came to life. A large silhouette pointed to the
figure on the left of the screen, and began a
dialogue. Goren could be seen leaving the ACI
building, for his limousine.
“Torren is thirty-eight years old, and lives a
reclusive life. He resides in this mansion in
Beverly Hills. His corporate trading vehicle is
Aeroitek Consolidated International, ACI. This
company began just over twenty years ago,
making flight computer circuitry for the aviation
industry. The company always struggled for
small contracts with a low turnover. That
changed five years ago, when Torren purchased
it.
“Since then ACI has consulted to industry,
often buying out their less profitable clients.
Two years ago it diversified into the production
of monorail systems winning many contracts in
the big cities of Eastern Europe. In Europe
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alone, it has current contracts exceeding twentysix billion dollars.
“More recently ACI began to manufacture
large passenger aircraft. Six months ago, the
organization entered the field of satellite
refurbishment. To date, it has secured contracts
for thirty satellites, and the business potential
for this ranges into the trillions. The center for
this operation is Australia, where launch facilities
are being prepared.
A new slide came on the screen showing the
Australian head office in Sydney. The voice
continued. “ACI claim that they can refurbish a
satellite for only forty-five percent of the cost of
new construction. On top of contracts to
refurbish, ACI has been making successful bids
to purchase satellites now defunct, and with
decaying orbits. Some have already been resold
on, as refurbished items at higher orbits.”
“So, what is the problem?” asked a slow
voice from the rear. The silhouette continued.
“Up until now, we, as a group, have almost
undisputed control of the wealthy, as well as the
poor. There is almost no nation who either
directly or indirectly doesn’t owe us. Up until
now, not one credit institution isn’t indebted to
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us. Plus we have access to the financial history
of every adult at our fingertips within seconds.”
“So why do you say until now?” asked
another voice slowly.
“Simply that this Torren is different. He
makes no effort to get finance. He no longer
invests in public stocks or bonds. It’s impossible
to determine his worth.”
“Surely some estimate is possible.”
“Not really,” said the front silhouette. “All
his corporations are private. He buys companies
when they’re useless, and a short time later
they’re profitable. Added to that, we don’t know
the extent of the number of companies he owns.
Furthermore, of the high technology
corporations under the ACI umbrella, we know
that he owns lucrative diamond, gold, and
titanium mines in three continents.”
A new voice coughed from the middle of the
audience. “Can we transfer his assets without
his knowledge? It has been done before.”
“I’m afraid not,” returned the silhouette.
“As I said, he owes nothing, and has no links
with any of us. We can’t even trace what he, or
his staff, buys at a local store, as none of them
use the plastic.”
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A man from the rear rose. “There must be
some bank or financial institution that he deals
with!”
“There is.” There was a sigh from the back
of the hall, while the silhouette continued. “But
he owns the bank, and that is where the real
threat begins.” The audience went silent.
“A little over a year ago ACI bought the
failing Metropolitan Bank of America outright.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 2

OPERATIONS AUSTRALIA

A day later Goren, Navia, Mepat and their
Boguard driver were headed along the Burwood
Highway to the outer Melbourne township of
Healesville.
An hour passed before the limousine turned
off the main road to enter a track overshadowed
by eucalypt trees. Goren lowered the window to
inhale the soft fragrance. The air cooled, as
they passed larger trees of the small temperate
forest. It was late afternoon, and bellbirds seem
to announce their arrival, throughout the valley.
The narrow dirt track wound through the
small hills, until they finally slowed outside a
broken timber gate. The car crawled through,
and up the gravel driveway, to the old
weathered cottage.
The house was surrounded by wide
dilapidated verandahs. The metal roof sheeting
had rusted, with many gutters corroded.
As Goren stepped out from the car he could
see a young boy, with a Labrador pup peering
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down at them from behind the railing. Navia
stood beside Goren.
Goren smiled at the boy. The air was clean,
and the area restful. As he stretched to enjoy
the surroundings, a woman walked around from
the side, stood at the rails, and peered down.
She was dressed in a short sleeve shirt, and blue
jeans. The young boy clung to her right leg, and
put a hand in his mouth. The pup edged
forward, and sniffed under the bottom rail.
Goren looked up. “Hello. Are you Marline,
sister of Jenny?” There was no reply. “My name
is Goren Torren.”
After a few seconds she replied. “Yes, I’m
Marline. Please come up.”
She motioned them to walk around to the
old timber stair leading up to the verandah.
Goren dodged the broken steps and holes in
the floorboards, before seeing Marline in front of
him.
“Who did you say you were again?” she
asked.
“Goren Torren; this is Navia Charlton. We
both knew Jenny.”
Marline stared at them, and then smiled.
“Please come in.”
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Goren saw the car outside was on blocks
and rusting. There appeared to be no tools lying
around, and any repairs had been needed years
ago.
As the pair followed Marline, Goren could
also see there were no wall hangings; the carpet
was holed, and the furniture tatty.
They dodged a floor of plastic toys, as
Marline motioned them to be seated, before
vanishing into the kitchen to prepare tea.
While seated the small boy slowly walked
over in front of Goren, and looked. He was only
three years old, with short blonde hair, and blue
eyes.
Goren smiled at him, but felt uneasy
wearing a business suit in the impoverished
surroundings. “What is your name?” he asked.
“Mathew,” the boy said slowly making his
name into two distinct syllables.
“My name is Goren,” Goren said, with
emphasis on the two syllables. “This is Navia.”
Mathew ran away into another room, and
promptly returned. He handed Goren a plastic
toy. “Scampi broke.”
Goren looked at the toy. It was a plastic
soldier, with its head missing. The chew marks
around the neck showed the guilty party. Goren
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looked down at the pup that seemed dedicated
to make its next meal Goren's right shoe.
“I see,” said Goren. “Does Scampi like to
play with your toys?”
The little boy put one hand in his mouth,
and the other on Goren's knee and said, “Uhh
huh.”
Quickly Mathew withdrew, and ran to
another room. He returned again, this time with
a small picture book, old, dog eaten and torn.
Mathew climbed the settee, and pointed to
the second page of the book. “Scampi.”
Goren laughed at the picture, and looked
down at the pup still chewing on his shoe.
Mathew leaned over Goren to turn the next
page.
Navia was watching a slightly different
Independent Goren Torren. “You are enjoying
yourself,” she said.
Goren smiled uneasily at her, as if to agree.
Marline walked in. “Mathew! If I give you
and Scampi two scones, will you take Scampi
outside, and play? It would be better if Scampi
ate a scone rather than Mister Torren's nice
shoes.”
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Mathew jumped from the settee excited,
and held out his hands. A scone was placed in
each.
“Does Scampi want jam, and cream on his?”
Mathew nodded.
“Scampi...come,” called Mathew, as he
walked away licking the top off one of the
scones. He then held it out for Scampi to see.
The pair quickly ran outside.
Marline poured the tea. “So you knew
Jenny?” she inquired softly.
“Yes, she was helping us when she died,”
explained Goren. Marline hesitated slowly.
“How did she die, Mister Torren? Her car was
found, but her body was never recovered.”
Goren sat forward placing his cup on the
table. “We met her in the Gibson Desert. She
was a wild adventurer, and died at the hands of
the American Government Armed Forces saving
the life of our companion seated in the limousine
outside. She could have saved herself, but she
chose to save another. Like all of us she was
aware of the risks. She also saved my life
personally, plus possibly many others.”
Goren sipped his tea, and watched Marline
who remained silent, but listening.
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He continued. “Our venture was
nonmilitary; not political, nor was it corporate.
As you can tell from my accent, I’m neither
Australian nor American.” Goren put his cup
down, while watching her eyes. “She died to
save myself from a brutal torture less welcome
than death. There is little else I can tell you,
except that should you contact the authorities, it
would put others and myself, in considerable
danger. Jenny's death must remain a secret, as
dramatic as that may sound.”
Marline sat back and looked at the strange
man. “You came here to tell me this?”
“Partly,” said Goren, “The burden of Jenny's
death still hangs heavily around me. I wish I
could unburden myself more, but I daren’t risk
it. Did Jenny have any other relatives?”
Marline sighed, as she looked to the
window. “She did, but our mother died a year
after her disappearance, quickly followed by my
father. A broken heart I suppose. Jenny was
the elder daughter.” Marline stared into her cup,
as though looking through reflections.
Goren placed his empty cup on the table.
“Recently I have been financially successful. If
permitted, I would like to ease the financial
burden you have in life. This may seem strange,
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but I really can afford it, and it would make me
feel better.”
“Are there any requirements attached.”
Marline asked.
“Only that I ask, you to preserve my
privacy. I don’t like to make my financial affairs
public information. There is nothing clandestine
about my offer of help.”
Marline half smiled. “I understand. Though
I’m uncertain by what you mean by easing my
financial burden. More tea?”
Goren held out his cup. “Do you own this
property?”
“I have a mortgage.”
“Good. First I can pay it out. This house is
in need of exhaustive repairs. With your
permission I could restore it. Do you have a
car?”
Marline looked a bit flustered. “Sort of, you
saw it as you entered.”
Goren smiled. “Yes I did. You’ll receive a
new four wheel drive vehicle within the week,
and a fully maintained account will be set up at a
local garage for running costs, and repairs.
“Now, to Mathew. An educational bursary
can be set up to cover school expenses over the
next twenty-three years.”
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Marline was beginning to recover from the
shock of it all, and asked, “Are you sure that you
can afford all this. It is really not necessary.”
Goren laughed. “I could really afford well
over a million times this amount. Don’t concern
yourself with costs. What I need to know is, will
you accept it?”
Marline thought for a moment trying to
repress a smile. “Yes I believe I can.”
“Excellent then. Before we go; do you
work?”
“Sort of, I’m a writer. I have had one
adventure novel published, and two completed
manuscripts, with notes for more.”
Goren thought for a moment. “If you can
send me copies I’ll forward them to my
publishing house in London. If they’re good the
publisher will be in touch.”
Marline did not know what to say.
Goren and Navia stood, and bade Marline
farewell.
Before they entered the car, Goren and
Navia looked up to see Mathew waving from the
verandah, with Marline standing behind.
The bush land had a murky late afternoon
tint to it, as the last of the sun's rays were trying
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to penetrate the thick forest canopy without
much success.
“You don’t have a London publishing
house,” said Navia, as they drove off.
“Then we had better find one,” said Goren
sitting back watching the trees growing smaller.
The last of the sun's rays vanished behind the
hills, and the early summer evening began to
cool.
Ω

The following morning Goren had made
arrangements to be carried by helicopter to the
west of Lake Yamma Yamma, just inside the
South Australian border.
While still in the air, as the sun was
beginning to set, the lights of the Aeroitek base
could be seen over the horizon. The ground
below was the large familiar flat plain in all
directions. As the helicopter began its descent
two figures came out from a building to greet
them. The machine finally settled, and the
blades whipped the hot dry dust into a brown
swirling cloud.
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Goren and Mepat made for the refuge, of
the nearby entry to the base buildings, escorted
by the two in white uniforms.
“Good to see you Johnson, Murphy,” Goren
yelled above the roar of the helicopter turbines.
Johnson extended his hand, and then
ushered them all inside.
The base was divided into two sets of
buildings. One was used for accommodation,
the other for technical work facilities. Mostly
they were set well into the ground to protect
from the sun, as well as heat-flash from the
rocket lift off. The base was manned with
dozens of technicians, along with another
seventy transient construction, and transport
crews. The launch towers behind were well-lit,
and brightening as night began to fall over the
flat land.
As with the Gibson Desert, the heat had
been oppressive, and Goren was thankful to
have escaped inside.
Within moments of entering they were
seated in the Starflight Lounge. Johnson
indicated to Murphy to turn on the screens to
display the base. The scene was of brightly lit
towers flooding the plains, with light for miles.
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After viewing Goren smiled, and said, “It
looks as though, you have managed to pull off
the construction of the tower on time, Colonel.”
Johnson nodded. “As are the tracking
stations, on the three other continents. We’re
also ahead of program, on the construction of
our third rocket stage.” Johnson turned slowly
to Goren. “You are certain that no one will have
the chance to actually go up in it?”
Goren laughed. “After seeing the recorded
video where your Mars probe exploded through
sabotage five years ago, we have ruled out
manning these missions. It is safer to use the
Rangercraft.
“However, we still need the capsule to be
launched, and appear manned, and still
rendezvous with Murphy up there. We’re going
to fulfill our contracts regardless of any who may
try to obstruct us. However, we aren’t about to
risk lives. Are there any problems on the
program?”
Johnson sighed. “The local wiring loom
contractors in Sydney are beginning to run low.
We may have to inject further funds.”
Goren nodded. The need to produce on
time had already been gone over before. Speed
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was their selling point. “Anything else I should
know about before I turn in?”
Johnson looked at the others. “There are
camel races in Birdesville tomorrow. It is a few
hundred kilometers northwest, and the hot tip,
Backus Raccuss, is an outsider.”
“Thank you for the offer Colonel,” Goren
smiled, “Tomorrow Mepat and I’ll be gone. We
have to meet Navia in Sydney where she is
presenting us with another extraterrestrial
theory. Additionally she is setting up an
interview, with a reporter in L.A. for me in a few
days.”
The Colonel nodded.
Ω

“So you finally have got your interview, with
the elusive Torren. That was well done Judy.”
Reporter Judy Jones was in her boss’s
office. He was about forty, overweight, balding,
and his desk a mess.
“Thank you, sir.” Judy sat in the chair he
pointed to. She was a twenty-eight year old,
current affairs reporter.
“Now that you have the interview, we had
better go over what’s to be reported.”
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“Sir?” Judy had until now produced minor
stories of second grade importance. She had
always been left to her own creativity, with little
restriction.
“Well, we have to work out how we’re going
to present the story. You know, there has to be
a purpose in the story, or did they forget to
teach you that at university?”
Judy hesitated. She looked at her boss
strangely. “I promised Mister Torren that the
interview would be what was reported.”
Her boss leaned over to her. “Judy, you can
do some good reporting, but let us not be naive.
It is a real world out there, and you have a
career right?”
Judy felt ill. She just sat back, and listened.
“To start with, we must work out the guy's
angle in life. You know what I mean?”
Judy nodded silently.
“Good. Now it seems to me, that with this
guy, forgiving debts and such tripe, he has to be
a lefty for sure. I mean, not wanting people to
be in debt to the banks, I mean, it flies in the
face of economic reason. The guy is likely a
throwback commie from five years ago.
Probably the reason he wants to not lend out
money is because it is stolen. I bet if you dug
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hard enough you would find he is a criminal of
some kind. If everyone did what he wants the
economy would go to blazes. He stinks, you got
it?”
“I think so,” Judy despondently said. “You
mean like because he bought the Metropolitan
Bank, he is trying to wreck the economy, so he
could be the leader of some neo-fascist group,
or a one-world government industrialist nut.”
Her boss thought for a moment. “Yeah,
that’s good, real good. Now go, and do your
research, and get the story.”
Judy got up, and left the office. She was
beginning to feel queasy.
Ω

Goren was up at 4:30 am. He put on white
overalls, and walked up the steps to outside.
The air was pleasant prior to the summer sun's
daily onslaught.
He watched the night fade, as the first
luminance began to creep over the horizon. He
walked over to the tower. His shoes squeaked in
the desert sand.
He stopped, and looked west. Stars still
studded the last of the black velvet night,
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defiant of the approaching fiery dawn. Facing
south Goren felt the fresh soft wind caress his
cheeks. He could start to make out the low
stark vegetation, exposing flat land, without
even a sand dune to break the monotony.
Goren turned north. Something moved
about a kilometer out from the compound.
Goren strained to see. Probably a kangaroo, or
an emu. He strolled over slowly. He saw it
again, a dingo, the native dog of the Australian
bush. It is more or less harmless to man unless
it was hunting in packs. There it was feeding on
old food scraps it had dragged away from the
compound.
Something in the sky caught Goren's eye.
It was a light. Another and then another. Three
bright lights were traveling in perfect formation
south away from the base.
A warning went through Goren, as he
realized they were not terrestrial, traveling at
about 5,000 kilometers an hour. In two seconds
they were gone. Goren looked at his watch.
4:56 am. If they were Federation why wasn’t he
informed? He returned his gaze to the hanger.
Goren opened the door, stepped through.
Inside was the third stage of the rocket on rails,
towering up seventy meters to the roof. He
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casually inspected the hanger, and returned
outside.
The sun had finally tripped over the horizon.
Its rays lanced into Goren's skin. The shadows
of the tufts of grass were shortening, as the day
temperature began its climb to an estimated
thirty-eight degrees Celsius. The summer was
young, and would get hotter in the months to
come.
Goren looked to the, one of the few other
buildings above ground, and entered.
Five men and two women were on duty.
Goren recognized one of them from Jilta.
“Good morning, sir.” The senior technician
came over.
“Good morning. Did any of you see
anything unusual out there about an hour ago?”
“If you mean the UFOs, we got a good fix
on them, positive returns on radar.”
Goren thought for a moment, as the other
staff began to gather around. “Have there been
previous experiences?”
“Yes sir, eleven in total now. They have
become a regular feature. Moonbase can’t track
them, as they usually appear when the moon
isn’t in the sky.”
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One of the junior staff handed his superior a
sheet, which was passed to Goren. It had times,
dates, readings and numbers, of the UFOs
recorded over the past three months.
Goren nodded, as he perused the file. The
duration between sightings was getting less, as
the launch date drew closer.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 1

THE TIME GATE

I

ndependent Goren Torren studied the
viewscreens. As they took on their familiar
deep purple shimmer, the image of the

Mexican desert below, disappeared. Goren
rechecked the coordinates and then nodded for
Captain Nykol to proceed.
The violet static remained for three
seconds. Screens flashed an incandescent
green. A slow whine reverberated from their
engine. Vision began to blur. Goren blinked,
trying to focus on the console by his seat.
Pegasus was wavering, the images becoming
transparent. The objects within the craft lost all
solid form, followed by the whole craft appearing
less than real. It became translucent. Light
permeated the walls of Pegasus. A pale misty
green light in the distance became stronger.
Pegasus was glowing brightly from outside, and
within. The walls lit up with a bright iridescent
green.
Just as quickly, the transparency and light
within the craft faded. Goren looked at the
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others on the bridge. Was that the experience
of traveling the portal?
Pegasus was loaded with instruments
recording every known phenomenon. They had
been in this alternate existence for seconds.
That was enough. They needed to disengage
their drives in order to observe momentarily
what was there, and return the same route they
had come through.
Goren punched in the co-ordinates and
nodded to the captain.
“Disengaging drives, sir. We are at the coordinates,” said the captain deliberating over
each word, not lifting his eyes from the screen.
The Warp Drives disengaged. The screen
began to shimmer, and died to dullness, which
soon turned black.
The familiar blackness of space took over
the screens. Goren searched for Earth. Felice
felt his anxiety and said, watching the overhead
screens. “No Earth, and this space doesn’t
conform to any astronomical records that we
have. We are on the other side.”
Goren looked at the captain. “No Earth,” he
responded. “However, the element analyzer
shows the outside universe is the same, but
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where are we? There are no recognizable
reference points.”
“At least it is our physical universe,” said
Felice, sighing with relief.
Mepat nodded agreement.
Goren sort of agreed. It was time however
to get back. Twenty seconds had been plenty of
time. They needed to leave, before they lost
polarization within Pegasus. Rebooting
polarization would take an additional half an
hour. Their data was needed aboard the Impeel
now.
The Warp Drives did not re-engage.
They tried again and watched the
compuscreens roll on with data. Finally, the
data on the screen stopped scrolling.
The captain looked up at Goren and then to
Felice. The Boguard remained quiet in the
background. The captain said. “The computer
confirms it. We are a relative 0.32 from the
center of the galaxy, as distinct to Sequetus,
which lies 0.937 off standard center6, and space
itself, is now a quarter of a degree warmer.”
6

DEFINITION: Standard center: A relative measure from
the center of a galaxy. 0.0 is absolute center. 1.0 is the
absolute outside rim. The measurement is decided on the
proportion of mass within the galaxy nominated, not
distance. Example 0.3 has 0.3 of the mass of the galaxy to
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“Any systems present?” queried Goren.
They were stuck, and in trouble.
The captain shook his head, with keeping an
eye on the screens. Space here was much
brighter than the space they had left behind at
Sequetus. He was beginning to make some
sense of it, “There is a red dwarf, about three
light-years away....”
The captain began to adjust the scanners
and then rose from his seat. With intense
interest he walked up close to the screen.
“Independent, please amplify this image.” He
pointed to a blur in the bottom left corner.
Goren enhanced the magnification and
squinted at the image. “Is that the gate?” asked
the captain.
“I believe so. Interesting...see how these
objects keep fading in and out of the screen...
There... They... have disappeared
completely.... Back again now....
What do you think?” asked Felice.
Goren stared at the six round objects. The
largest was the size of the Earth satellite Moon,
while the others were smaller. “According to the
small amount of data, which is being analyzed
the center of the orbital position nominated. Searfinders
index pp. 3421-5 ◄Return
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by our computer, they seem to be small planets,
natural compositions.... It is interesting that
there is no solus, yet they are following an
orbit.”
“The orbit of Earth, or around Earth?” asked
the captain.
Goren tapped out something, on the consul
and then looked up, startled. “Yes.... I believe
they likely are.”
“Are there any transmissions being
received?” asked the captain of Felice as she
monitored communications.
“No, sir. It’s all quiet. What do we do now?
Signal to the satellites?” replied Felice looking up
from her monitors.
Goren shook his head. “This is already of
enormous importance to the Federation. If we
don’t return immediately....”
“If we sent probes we would get more
data,” suggested Felice.
“No,” replied Goren. He was beginning to
feel edgy. He let her feel his mind and the
strange sensation he was getting. “Our
predetermined plan was an immediate return.
We have to follow it.”
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Felice understood. Goren gave the order
again to return. “Engage Warp Drives again
captain.”
Captain Nykol mimed a short salute and
engaged the drives. The screens went through
their shimmer-to-violet routine this time. The
captain then thrust the craft to reverse its
trajectory through the portal. In a few moments
they should be re-emerging back into the
universe position, which they all knew so well.
They waited. The captain nodded to Goren
and then disengaged the warp systems. The
screens began their familiar shimmer to reemerge and then the full star studded blackness
of space returned.
“No!” called Felice, as she looked at the
coordinates, “we are in the same region. The
stellar pattern is the same!” She swiveled in her
chair, her alarm obvious.
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Beyond the portal

The Boguard looked concerned for the first
time. “My Lorde, there was no repeat of the
green light phenomena.”
Goren checked his instruments and
monitors. His face showed what he had found.
They were nowhere near Sequetus 3. He
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focused the screen on the shimmering objects,
around the portal.
Mepat of the Boguard said, “Lorde Goren.
It appears that the Zone portal may be a oneway entry from the other side. I suspect that we
need to find an entrance from this side, in order
to return.”
“We projected where the Earth would be,
when we came out of the portal, and where we
must return from, after taking into account the
distance the Earth would have traveled, in the
moments that we were here. There must be
more governing the portal, than what we saw
from the other side. From Sequetus, we could
only see the gate operate when a craft came
through, but perhaps there is a time when the
gate opens and then closes. Perhaps, it is open
from the other side permanently, yet opening
and closing from this side at some controlled
point.”
Goren listened. “So then, how to return?”
Mepat rose from his contoured swivel seat
to take a closer look at the screen. “With a lack
of data, our choices are limited. The items that
appear to alter out there are the six planetoids.
They fade in and then out. I expect that they
are within a Warp Field. My guess is that, at the
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ebb or flow of the Warp Field, the portal opens.
I suggest that we attempt another traverse of
the portal and then another, and another, until
we strike the right timing and break through.”
“Luck?” asked Goren.
“That may be our only option, good luck,”
offered Mepat.
“Very well,” said the Goren, “we will ....”
He stopped in mid speech. A tremor ran
through the hull of the craft. It increased into a
high frequency rocking.
Goren’s eyes flicked from one monitor, to
another. “Traction; it’s magnetic. Check the
drives.”
The tremor began to rumble; the screens
began to flicker. The captain called, “Get a
Boguard to check the drives, we are losing
power and being dragged towards the center of
the six planetoids. I have the standard-drives
on maximum hold, but we are losing ground.”
Pegasus was shaking as the standard-drives
pulled hopelessly against a greater power.
Mepat half fell over the intercom and
ordered Boguard down into the lower deck, to
man an interceptor. “Lorde Goren,” he called,
“one way for us to escape this, is to attack. We
cannot defend to ourselves, here.”
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Goren's hands vibrated on his armrest, as
he tried to stand. He kept his footing and
staggered to the screens. “Captain, how long
until we are pulled into the center of those
planetoids?”
“Twenty-three minutes, at the current rate,”
replied Nykol.
“Apart from capture, does there appear to
be other danger to life?”
Nykol shook his head. “Capture is their
probable intent. If they wanted to destroy us
they could have done so moments ago.”
“My Lorde,” suggested Mepat, “If launched,
the interceptor could attack. We must launch.”
Pegasus lunged to one side. The lights
temporarily dimmed. The ship then lurched in
the other direction. Goren scrambled across the
floor, to regain his seat.
“Try Warp Drives” cried Goren.
“Inoperative” called back Nykol.
Mepat seemed to sway with either direction
of the movement of the ship, unaffected. “My
Lorde, it is possible that their intention is to have
us in a position for more certain destruction.”
The craft lunged again and then a wailing
sound began to run through the ship. Quickly, it
became a shrill noise.
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Goren screamed at Nykol. “Warp! Get us
out of here!”
“Cannot... No response!” cried Nykol.
Goren read the Boguard mind. He nodded.
Mepat yelled through the intercom.
“Interceptor out! Go! Go!”
Ω

The Boguard's name was Leader Bren. He
was young and strong. His shocksuit was
Boguard slick black and reflected the lights
overhead, as he climbed into the cockpit. He
slammed the canopy back down, and locked it.
“Systems go, Von?” he called to his navigator, at
the rear. He heard the muffled confirmation
behind him. Interceptors were a tight fit for
their crew, with nothing but a cockpit sitting on
huge drive thrusters, fuel, and weapons.
He strapped himself in; looked at the
instruments, checked that all was ready. There
were seventy-six instruments in all. On his left,
were the communications systems and in front,
the missile panels.
He waved to the two Boguard next to his
cockpit, still in the hull bay of Pegasus. They
gradually nudged the interceptor to the door.
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Slowly they pushed, edging it sideways, and out.
Finally, it drifted past the doorway.
He counted down; saw the doorway to
Pegasus close. He looked to the opening of the
hold doors and saw the blue light was on; so he
pressed the launch button.
The interceptor slowly came to life. The
Boguard looked back through the plastiglas
canopy, revealing the jewel studded void called
space. The stars were bright, more densely
compacted than Bren had ever witnessed before.
He was awed. Before him, was an uncertain
universe. To his knowledge no other humans
had seen it before.
The stars twinkled on the other side of the
plexiglass, and Bren saw Pegasus drift away
behind him, as he turned to the controls,
engaging the thrusters.
His controls then closed down, they had
locked, the finger response was frozen, and he
was now slowly accelerating, towards the enemy
planetoids. A traction beam was on him, as
well.
The communications to Pegasus were down.

Strike? He thought to his leader.
Confirm strike, Mepat replied. Fast.
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Bren had just enough control; to check his
instruments. Lining up the six planetoids, he
fired a volley of six Class B non-atomic missiles;
one missile at each planetoid. He watched, as
the six flared, racing towards their mark. Their
burners becoming only white dots of light, in the
distance.
After twenty seconds, the traction beam
was still firmly operating. Bren let loose a
second volley, of Class J atomics. He waited, as
they too, sped towards their mark. He began to
count down the final seconds. Both he and
Pegasus hoped that the approaching rockets
would force the enemy to release their beam, or
choose their own warp drives in order to escape.
Bren could feel Von's thoughts behind him.

How soon? Came Goren into the Boguards
mind.

Soon friend Goren...
8...

10...

9...

7...

Six rockets exploded, out of sequence.
Bren nodded, the rockets had detonated
prematurely. Now, wishing with all their might,
he and Von waited for the next volley to
continue. As though on another cue, the six
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missiles exploded in space, again six seconds
prematurely.
Bren’s hopes began to wane. Now? he
thought to Mepat.

Outrun traction at the enemy, came
the answer. Bren grinned. Yes, he engaged the
controls of the interceptor and accelerated to the
center of space, between the six planetoids. It
was working, it was freeing them; the thrusters
were engaging and the controls became
responsive.
Goren and the crew of Pegasus watched, as
the interceptor slowly accelerated. After seventy
seconds, the screens burst with an explosion of
light. The interceptor had engaged its
afterburners. Goren began to count. One
hundred thousand Ks and still accelerating. One
hundred and ten, twenty, thirty, he was almost
there; forty, fifty and then a hundred and sixtythree thousand Ks per hour and the interceptor
was through, to the other side of the planetoids.
Immediately, the screen showed the image
of Bren. He had broken free of the traction
beam and was also and streaking, out to the
other side. Bren smiled, “My Lorde, you are
correct; it is possible to outrun the beam.”
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“Remain well out of effective range of that
beam.”
Goren turned to Nykol. “Ready the second
interceptor. Have two Boguard and Felice
crammed aboard, within three minutes.”
The captain nodded. Moments later, the
flare of the interceptor burned bright across the
viewscreens. It would be free in moments.
While the second interceptor was on its way
to a precarious freedom, all the Boguard crew
were assembled, in the Rangercraft. They would
escape the traction beam, along the shadow of
their mother craft, Pegasus. As the traction
beam gripped Pegasus it cast a shadow behind
it, that was devoid of the beam. Goren's
intention was for the Rangercraft to exit into that
shadow and escape beyond the range of the
beam.
“Ready Captain?” asked Goren.
“Ready. The interceptor is now passing
through the center. The traction beam on us
has decreased, maybe enough for a rotation
maneuver.”
“Sixty-four degrees port, Captain.”
The captain complied and the screens
showed the stars revolve around them. Ten
seconds later the Rangercraft drifted out from
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the hold of Pegasus and accelerated outwards,
within the safety of the beam’s shadow.
At least, away from the beam, they had an
opportunity.
Goren looked at the captain and Mepat.
They were drawing closer to an enemy, which
they had vowed to find. “How long will we take,
to reach the source of the beam?”
The captain looked up. “Fifteen minutes.”
“How long will the three craft survive out
there, without Pegasus?”
“Three weeks, if they link up with the
Rangercraft,” the captain replied.
“Then, our only escape is for us to meet
that enemy. Pegasus cannot reach the terminal
velocity of the interceptors.”
Ω

Goren watched, as his three craft
rendezvoused well out, from the influence of the
traction beam. There was little time remaining.
The viewscreens magnified the craggy surfaces
of the planetoids. They approached their
obvious destination.
The beam had now become three beams,
emanating from three separate worlds. None of
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the planetoids appeared to have any
atmosphere, and their gravities were slight.
Heat escaped them, at irregular intervals. As
Pegasus drew closer to them, their surfaces
were seen marked with occasional spots of light.
The computer data showed that the
planetoids were rotating as a single group, in a
twenty-four hour orbit around a common axis.
The whole system was like a cartwheel web, with
Pegasus being drawn to its center. Each
planetoid also rotated on its own axis.
The six worlds appeared to pulse a rhythmic
magnetic force, each pulse lasting seconds.
Pegasus was drawing to the center of the
hub, to become stationary. There had been no
attempt from out there, to contact them.
The captain had a theory. “Goren, maybe
the planetoids each go into warp drive, in a
sequence that maintains contact with Earth and
here, at the same time.”
Goren again tested the drives, “If so, then
the Warp Drive portal could be opening rotating - in various places around Earth, at
different times.”
More data was coming onto the screens.
The mass of the worlds varied. The larger
planetoid was low in standard specific gravity.
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Pegasus’s scans showed it to be hollow.
Possibly, bases were on the inside of the
planetoids, not the surface.
Goren's thoughts were interrupted by the
voice of Captain Nykol. “Independent, with the
exception of our bridge instruments, Pegasus
has just totally powered down by itself.”
Goren had no further ideas. “Keep life
support batteries alive, powering the bridge,
close down the remainder. We will wait. They
did not pull us all the way down, to kill us now.
It is their call.”
Goren remained vigilant, keeping an eye on
the screens. The others armed themselves,
ready for an enemy boarding.
It was an hour, before the first real sign of
alien intelligence emerged. Three light-craft
drifted out, to settle at the edge of Pegasus.
Pegasus slowly started to move.
The captain reported. “We are drifting
towards the smallest of the planetoids; it is
three hundred and eighty four Ks across. It
looks like we are about to go down a chasm,
inside it.”
The planetoid was less pockmarked than its
neighbors, probably younger. There was a
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littering of space debris over its surface; some of
its craters were over two Ks deep.

Π
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CHAPTER 2

THE ENEMY

Finally, the string-beam ceased and Pegasus
hovered pacs above the surface, in a small
shallow valley, with a less rugged small plain.
Goren's attention was on the screens, as all of a
sudden the ground opened under them, with
light streaming upward from within it. With no
control of Pegasus, Goren could only observe, as
they now descended into the chasm, itself.
Light-craft followed, appearing as a red
glow. They looked similar to the craft seen at
the earlier crash-retrieval site, in America.
Pegasus was being swallowed down the
vortex, descending three Ks below the surface.
The far screen on the left, showed a new source
of light, two Ks ahead. A small opening was
visible, light streaming from it. The circular
opening was too small, for Pegasus to pass
through.
Goren braced. There was no intention to
stop there. Just as they were about to be
crushed against the tunnel’s end, the opening
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widened, like the iris of an eye, and Pegasus
slipped through safely.
Goren stared unbelieving, as light from the
screens flooded the bridge. Pegasus was rising
from the ground, into an internal surface, of a
hollow world. There, outside was a vista of
mountains, plains and a far off small sea.
Goren poured over the ship's sensors. The
air was breathable, with an oxygen nitrogen mix.
Atmospheric conditions were saturated with
water vapor, visibility at fifteen Ks, and had an
air temperature of sixty-eight degrees
Fahrenheit.
Goren looked at Nykol and Mepat. “It
appears we are in an inverted livable world.”
Goren checked more instruments. “The
void seems to be all but the fifteen kinopacs,
which comprise the planetoid crust. Gravity is
point four specific, and is mainly created
centrifugally. The sea out there is fresh water,
and the plant life is carbon oxygen life forms. I
believe to that degree, it is safe.”
Nykol nodded. “The shaft we arrived
through, has closed, sir. Our systems are still
failing and soon inside Pegasus, will be in total
darkness.”
Goren looked at Mepat.
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He responded as he watched the power
slowly disappearing from the screens. “My
Lorde, we have been brought here. There have
been no overt hostilities against us. If we stay
inside Pegasus much longer, then we will lack
the power to open our hold doors, in which case,
we would eventually suffocate. Added to that, if
we shut the ship down totally, now, there might
be sufficient reserve power when we return. If
we stay, our life support systems would deprive
the computer of power, within about six hours.
We will need the computer operating, if we are
to get back to Earth.”
Goren nodded. “Agreed; power down the
hold doors so that we can get out. We need to
find whoever brought us here. Suit up.”
Goren was the first out. The air was clean
and they were overlooking a large valley, from a
rocky outcrop. Pegasus sat atop a large metal
platform. There were mountains to their left.
Slightly down was a sea. There was no
perception of the ground continually sloping, and
nor was there far to see. The source of heat and
light seemed to be coming from a central point,
above them. Goren could only guess that it was
unnatural. There was no evidence civilization,
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no buildings, craft, people, or farming. The light
craft had gone.
After one last glance back and the three
began their walk through the tall tufted grass,
down to the sea. Their aim was to get to it,
before the light faded, whenever that was.
Jointly they had reasoned that any greater life
would be down by the water.
A fog was growing denser and visibility was
down to three kinopacs. Mepat checked his
small instrument again. There were no major
life forms ahead. The trees were about six Ks
away. The fog was soon giving way to a fine
moist spray that was beginning to glisten on
their shock suits.
It was almost an hour and a half before
they reached the first of the trees. Goren threw
his survival pack to the ground. He was
drenched from the thick fog. In ten minutes
they had a temporary shelter erected and some
food heated.
When they finished the meal, Goren stood
by Mepat. Staring out into the darkness, from
the trees, they both could feel it. A numbness of
mind was seeping into their psyche. It pervaded
them slowly, by ever increasing smaller degrees.
Mepat found mindspeak difficult and Goren was
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beginning to be touched by a fear, which
seemed to have no analytical foundation. There
was something out there and it was powerful. It
had them as its prey and was feeling them,
touching their minds. Goren found his ability to
reach out, to touch any other mind out there,
rapidly receding. They turned in for the night,
with each taking a turn watch.
Ω

The three awoke with the full light of day.
The sky was clear blue with the fog from the
previous evening lifted. Goren opened his eyes.
Quickly he looked around himself. Nykol was
still asleep, while Mepat was sitting on a large
log, opposite.
Mepat nodded. “My Lorde slept well?”
Goren felt embarrassed about sleeping past
first light. “Good morning, Mepat. Yes, I did.”
Mepat slipped down from his perch. He
looked about him. The light above was reaching
through the leaf canopy, vaporizing the water on
the ground. The trees trunks were up to six
pacs wide, towering one hundred pacs into the
air. Goren stood. The underbrush in the wood
was high and thick. It seemed to Goren that
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there was something dangerous about travelling
towards the center of the forest.
“My Lorde, there are flashes of life forms in
the wood. They read strong and appear to have
retreated upon the onset of light,” Mepat said.
Goren looked towards the center of the
wood. “Any idea of what species they are?”
“No, my Lorde. I only feel that this whole
place is watching us. I feel danger, both in the
wood and outside of it.”
Goren looked around. “I too. Wake Nykol.
We will make for where the wood meets the
savannah.”
It was Nykol's voice, already awake. “I will
ready the packs.”
Goren nodded, and after helping to break
camp, he hauled his pack onto his shoulders and
began to go forward, into the forest.
While walking, he pulled out his hand laser
and shot to a far tree trunk. There was no
reason he did it, only the need to ensure that
the weapon still functioned in this environment.
The short tight shot of light and energy struck its
mark, and seared a hole in the trunk of the old
tree.
Instantly Goren received a shock to his
firing arm and dropped the weapon. Shaking his
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arm violently, he stared at the gun and then the
tree. Slowly, he turned to Mepat, with a look of
surprise.
“My Lorde,” said Mepat. “I felt the mental
energy of pain, and it was not yours. I believe
the tree struck back at you.”
Goren stared at the tree and then at Mepat.
“Are you trying to tell me that the tree attacked
me, psychically?”
“No my Lorde, I believe it may have been
defending itself. I feel we should hurry.”
Goren agreed, putting the laser back into
his holster. He now began to feel a deep mild
headache. He looked upon the tree suspiciously
as his enemy, and hurried. They would be out
from this wood soon, he hoped.
Pleased to see the full sky, upon leaving the
wood, Goren stretched and smiled. As Mepat
and Nykol stood near him, looked up to where
they had previously left Pegasus. It was gone.
Goren strode off, in the direction of where the
ship should have been.
Mepat caught up to him, with a hand on his
shoulder. “Sir, the ship has gone. Please don’t
lead us back there. I have a feeling of danger,
which is making me.... Please, the craft isn’t
there and has been removed for a reason, which
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suits the enemy. To go up there, and be out in
the open...” Mepat shuddered.
Goren looked at his most senior Boguard
who was visibly shaken. “Very well, we’ll stay
close to the tree line and follow it, down to the
shore. Perhaps we shall find some clue to this
place, on the way.”
Mepat looked at his hands, which were
shaking. He wondered at what he had just felt.
It was fear; fear that he had not known before.
He now felt angry, but at whom he was not sure.
He bounded after Goren. With the lower
gravity the energy expended by their bodies was
minimal and they could make a good pace for as
long as the light held. Through the haze, he
could see the shoreline, but it would take several
hours to reach. Mepat looked about him, behind
him and into the air. That awful feeling of fear;
it was beginning to return.
With the trees well to their left and traveling
through the open tall grasses they made good
time. The seashore lay directly in front of them.
Goren stopped and held his hand up. The
grass was waist high. The sky was a hazy blue
and the sound of water could be heard; small
waves were gently lapping against the rocky
shore.
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In front of them was a small, one pac high,
large headed alien, up to his knees in the water.
Goren watched his surroundings. On the stones
of the shore was a small basket, two small nets
and three rolls of line. The alien was fishing.
Goren watched him cast a hand line, out into the
water, its end plopping ten pacs out. The small
humanoid paid the three behind him, no
attention at all.
Goren looked at Mepat, walked up to the
small alien and coughed slightly to announce
himself. Still the little grey man didn’t pay them
any attention.
Goren turned to Mepat and shrugged. With
urging from Mepat he now waded out further, to
the small grey form, as it pulled another line
from his tattered green cloth jacket.
Stretching out, to touch his shoulder, Goren
stepped closer. As though sensing something
strange, the little man turned, to see the large
form of Goren almost upon him. Immediately,
he shrieked. He threw his hands and line into
the air. Trying to run through the water, his
legs caught into his line and he tripped, falling
headlong, into the small waves.
Goren lunged, to haul him out of the water
and lifted up the grey thrashing body. The alien
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screamed again, as he stared at Goren, who had
a firm grasp of him.
In a split second Goren dropped the grey
man in the shallow water, as a searing pain
slashed through his mind. Goren shook, his
body quivered, his knees began to buckle and he
felt his body falling. His eyes fluttered open as
he saw Mepat's face above him.
As quick as it had arrived, the pain
vanished. He found himself looking clearly up at
Mepat.
Mepat was kneeling. “My Lorde, I can feel
the pain you suffered. It was strong.”
Goren looked around; he was on the shore,
lying face up. He felt the pebbles beneath his
body and stretched an arm to Nykol, to help him
up. “That small fellow shot a thought through
the base of my brain; it seemed almost strong
enough to start a Rangercraft.” Goren shook his
head and looked down the shoreline. He had a
headache that numbed his senses.
“He ran on that way, my Lorde,” said Mepat
pointing down the shoreline.
Goren stared hard ahead and then looked
around. “Collect up the nets and the rest of his
belongings and follow me.” Goren set off in the
direction of the alien.
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They did not have to jog far, as the small
alien had set out his line again, only two Ks
further along the shore. Goren waited for his
comrades to catch up. The alien, again, had not
seen them and Goren kept about twenty pacs
back this time.
The little grey man cast out a line, totally
oblivious or caring about the regrouping
company, on the shore. Goren indicated for the
nets and basket to be placed behind the alien,
on the pebbles.
Goren stepped well back, picked up a small
rock and threw it. It landed with a splash
behind the small grey man. It did not rouse
him.
“Deaf?” asked Goren looking at Mepat.
“No, but I think he may be hard of hearing
and his attention isn’t on us. He is trying to
catch a meal,” answered Mepat.
The pair watched for a while, until the small
alien had caught something on his line. He
tugged and pulled until he almost went under
the water. He regained his footing and began to
haul the catch in. Finally, after a three-minute
struggle, what came to surface appeared to be a
form of kelp. It was brown and thick, with no
apparent head or tail. As the alien reached
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down for it, he jumped as the thing on the end
of his line came to life, wriggling. He stared at
the thing, until it became limp. Slowly, he
unhooked it from the line, his small lips
revealing a tight smile.
He turned and saw the three on the shore.
He dropped his catch and looked for a way of
escape. Goren pointed to the nets on the shore,
and the alien stopped for a second. Looking at
the three, he slowly waded out from the water.
Carefully, he inspected the baskets and grabbed
them. Slowly, stepping back into the water, he
grabbed and stowed the kelp.
Watching him, Goren thought: Friends?
The small alien eyed the three, suspiciously;
glanced at the kelp he had caught and then
broke into a small smile. Friends, he thought
to the three.

No pain? thought Goren.
No pain friends, came back the
thought.
The small grey humanoid stepped slowly
onto the pebbly shore. “Do you vocal speak?”
he asked in a squeaky, but gruff sounding voice.
“Yes!” answered Goren, totally surprised at
the alien's grasp of Standard Galactic. “My
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name is Goren, and these are my friends Mepat
and Nykol.”
The little man nodded. “My name is Vila.
Are you Masters?”
Goren looked at Mepat and then shrugged
at the alien. “I don’t think so.”
“Of course not!” said Vila, “You have
traditional fundamental-form.”
Goren was indeed puzzled. “What is that?”
“What you have, as you stand, as you
are.... You know, look at you. You have
fundamental-form.”
“My Lorde....” Mepat addressed Goren. “I
believe our friend here means as we stand tall,
as we are larger and as we have bigger bodies.”
“Is that correct Vila?” asked Goren.
Vila shook his head. “You certainly are not
Masters. You are too stupid. You must be a
product from the Historical Research Laboratory,
but when they made you, they left out some of
the brain reconstruction. Right?”
“No!” said Goren indignant at the thought
that he had been created in a laboratory. “We
are from Sequetus, and originally Jilta.”
“Ha,” called the grey alien as he went about
tendering his line. He waded into the water and
threw out a new line. “Those places are for
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children's fables. They may have existed once
but they are deserted wastelands now. That is
why our worlds were created. Still, I don’t think
you lie, but rather your creators have
programmed you, so that you believe what you
say. That is to your credit; to have such
creators. I suppose you have no knowledge of
this place?”
“Of course not! We are not from here.”
Goren was becoming frustrated.
“Please pass me that bag,” requested Vila.
“I think this will be enough. You’ll join me for
some food?” He walked out from the water.”
“Thank you Vila. We would be delighted,”
answered Goren.
“Good. Follow me, then.” The small alien
walked off towards the trees. “I suppose you
have been well programmed with many
memories of this Sequetus and Jilta?”
Goren caught up with Vila. “Of course, but
they are memories, not programs.”
“How can you be so certain?” asked Vila
calmly, as he walked.
“Because...” Goren was becoming
frustrated. “We did not choose to be here, and
this entire stupid place is new to us...!”
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“All right...fine... I understand. I have no
intention to run against your program.”
“I’m not programmed!” snapped Goren. He
turned to Mepat. “You explain.... This alien is
making my head spin.”
Vila looked at the three. “If I upset you,
you can leave. I only asked you to a meal. I
don’t necessarily feel obliged, to require your
presence.”
“My friend Vila,” said Mepat, “We enjoy your
company. If our memories only consist of times
foreign to here, then we beg of you to familiarize
us about here, for we genuinely have no
memories of anything in this sector of space or
time. Please help us.”
Vila stopped. “Help, you say, Mepat. Yes I
can help you, and your friends, including that
strange one called Goren. The Masters certainly
made him strange.”
Mepat smiled. “Perhaps he was difficult for
them.” He noticed that Goren did not think his
comments were funny.
Goren was now following. “I can prove
where we are from. Help us find our spaceship
and I will prove who we are.”
Vila began to laugh. “Spaceship? What do
you think I am, as stupid as you are? If there
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was a spaceship, then how is it that you have
lost it?”
Goren balked at the question. To think of
an answer in a hurry, made his head hurt. How
did he manage to lose Pegasus? He answered
slowly. “If you help us find it, I will show you
anything that you wish about this place. What
do you say?”
“Where did you leave it?” asked Vila.
They were almost at the tree line. The
place they had left, the previous night, could still
be made out, in the distant hills, through the
haze. “Up there.” Goren pointed.
“You would expect me to go up there and
help you find it, I suppose?” asked Vila.
“Well, yes,” answered Goren.
Vila shook his head. “You are already crazy
and need no help from me, if you think I’m
about to go over there.”
Goren shook his head. “What is so wrong
with helping us out there?”
Vila stared at the three. All of a sudden a
flash of fear was read on his face. “Perhaps you
really are Masters, trying to fool old Vila...”
“No.... No....” Goren began to say and put
his hand out, but the alien had ducked down and
fled behind a tree. Goren ran after him, but
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there was no sign of the small grey humanoid.
He had dashed into the thick undergrowth, only
pacs beyond, and gone.
Mepat caught up to Goren, by the edge of
the tree line. “Vila is a strange person, but his
help is necessary, if we are to get out of here.
We should begin a search for his home. We
need from him, about this place.”
“Remain together.” Goren led the way.
“Vila... Vila....” Goren began to call, as they
entered the thick undergrowth.

Π
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CHAPTER 3

VILA

The three searched for hours, gradually
exploring further and deeper, into the woods.
The underbrush was growing thicker; impeding
their movements. Vines hung from tree limbs
beginning to make their passage through them,
almost impossible.
In frustration Goren lashed out at the brush
with his clife7.
Instantly, he fell to the ground in pain.
“No, no,” squealed a high pitch voice hidden
from behind a tree. It was Vila. He quickly
dashed to Goren's side. “Never strike the life-ofthe-world, for it will destroy you. The life-ofthe-world is our protection against the rytoen.
Never strike at the life-of-the-world for it will
strike you down, with a vengeance.
7

DEFINITION: Clife: A long Federation military blade made
from Magnopolop (a non metallic resilient compound) that is
worn in a sheath of every shock suit. Clifes are either dress
or combat style. Origin: from the days before Federation
when the Royal race was planet bound, the clife was worn as
an instrument of bonding of the earlier warrior clans.
Searfinders Index pp. 1223-90 ◄Return
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Goren glanced up at him, and then at his
catch.
Vila shook his head while looking at Mepat.
“The life-of-the-world isn’t against the natural
order of life, and you can eat what you grow,
catch, or find on trees. I just know that
unnecessary destruction gets a bad reaction
back. Maybe you really are not from here.”
Before Goren could ask more, the small
alien answered. “You don’t have the power, for
you are in fundamental-form.” The grey alien
had reached Goren's side.
Mepat bent down beside Goren, looking into
the alien's yellow eyes. “Will he be all right?”
“He will survive. Carry him, and follow me.
My home isn’t far from here.” Vila stood.
Nykol and Mepat each put an arm around
Goren, who was semi groggy.
As the three followed Vila, he was heard to
mumble something to himself about having to
educate mutant experiments, before they were
all destroyed by the life-of-the-world.
Ω
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Goren awoke, to find himself lying, in a
corner of a small mud hut. He looked over, to
see Mepat and Nykol listening to Vila.
Vila's voice seemed to barely carry. “I now
do understand, that you have no memory of this
world. No Master or experimental creatures
would attack the life-of-the-world. It is
forbidden by all law for intelligents to knowingly
harm the life-of-the-world.”
“The life?” asked Nykol.
The alien looked at him as though he was
really stupid. “The life! The green-life, short
and tall.”
Nykol nodded. “The plants and trees.”
Vila shook his head. “You really did not
come out of any program, here. The life-of-theworld is that life-force that controls the living
things. There is one life here, of this world, and
it protects all the other living things here. There
are also other life-forces, which share in running
the shoals of fish; a life-force can guard a whole
forest or grove. There are also smaller lifeforces in each tree too, but they are not the
plants or trees themselves, as those are just
what you see. I’m speaking of the forces behind
nature, those life existences that run whole
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groves or schools of fish.” He looked at Nykol
who shook his head.
Nykol said: “I thought it was one life for one
animal.”
Vila said: “Your creators were not very
clever, were they? Have you ever seen a shoal
of fish all turn as though they had one mind?”
Nykol nodded. “Good. That is, because they are
under one mind. How hard is that to work out?”
Vila laughed at his own joke. “What about a
hive of bees, a flock of birds, and a nest of ants;
they all work as one mind. Have you ever seen
that?”
Nykol nodded.
Vila smiled. “Are they not in some way
similar, to the cellular life of your own body,
which also works under one mind?”
Nykol looked at his hand, and wondered.
Vila continued. “Well, there is life and there
is bigger life. Above all this life is the life-of-theworld. It protects, helps and encourages all the
life of this world, to stay in harmony. It protects
us from....” Vila looked around, to make sure he
was not being overheard, “Him.”
Vila had everyone’s attention and
continued. “It is a law of the universe that if one
strikes at the life-of-the-world such, life will
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strike back. Are you not familiar with such a
law?”
“We are subject to such a law, where we
come from, but the law isn’t as severe there as
here,” Mepat said.
Vila smiled. “You really are not from here,
are you?”
Mepat shook his head.
Vila nodded. “Having fundamental-form
means you don’t have the power or the
protection either. Am I correct?”
“The protection?” asked Nykol.
“This,” said the alien tapping his skull.
“There is a reason for this head being so large.
Inside it, the Masters gave us a brain, so
technologically advanced that it can amplify a
thought, ten million times. I can control the
thoughts, of lesser lives than my own.”
“What about the lives of those, greater than
yours?” asked Mepat.
The grey alien’s face appeared to change
color. Mepat believed Vila was blushing. The
alien cleared his throat. “I’m also not a natural
to this world. I come from another, as you do. I
believe I was made as you were, but where I
come from, there is a hierarchy of control, and
that control is governed by what is built in up
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here.” Vila tapped his skull. “Here, a senior life
form can control a lesser life form's emotions. A
lesser life form can be made to feel love, anger,
fear, hate and even great zeal.
“I was made a middle life form and I had
my place in our society. I performed my tasks
well and was given great joy by my superiors.
Like my friends, I worked hard for the Masters.
I enjoyed the life I was living, and all I lived for,
was the joy of being able to serve.” Vila was
now looking out through the small door of a hut
to the underbrush, outside.
Recalling his past, he continued. “Then,
one day my life was shattered. I was struck on
the base of my skull. All of a sudden, I found I
had control of the lesser lives and that none of
my seniors could control me. At first, I thought
that I was free, but it did not take long to realize
that, without my Master's pleasure I had little
purpose. I no longer lived to perform my work,
and any desire I had to enjoy life had vanished.
Life soon became miserable. I needed and
yearned for their control and their pleasure.”
“Why did you not report the damage?”
asked Nykol.
Vila laughed. “I was free. Free of my
Masters and free of the anxieties and fear that I
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would experience if I ever even dreamed about
freedom. That freedom was strange. I enjoyed
the dreams to be free and to avoid the fear, but
what I was doing, which was purely a clerical
operation, became so boring for me.
“I couldn’t tell my mate how I felt. I was
able to keep my thoughts to myself, but
eventually I felt that I had to get out. That was
on one of the other worlds. I had never even
thought of exploring outside, in my own zone,
before. I had to escape, and that was when I
heard of this world; the world of the Masters.
After a year, I knew that I wouldn’t be able to
withhold my secret much longer. I would be
spotted as different, so I stowed away on a
freighter and here I am.”
“So, are you free now, Vila?” asked Mepat.
The little alien shook his head. “No my
friend, but I’m at least free, to be what I want
and not what others wish of me. Still, I risk
being caught here, by the Masters, or even
worse, the rytoen.”
Mepat looked at Nykol and then back at the
alien. He had felt a slight psychic tremor at the
mention of the word rytoen. “Rytoen?” asked
Mepat. The tremor again came, from Vila.
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Vila withdrew slightly from the pair, as if he
should never have mentioned the word.
“Rytoen...” he started slowly, “Is the creature of
the dark, which hides in the center of the world.
It lives in the night, so that no life is safe,
without the light. Please don’t ask more.” Vila
had withdrawn, to the corner of the room.
Mepat smiled. “One last question, please,
friend. We need your help. Does rytoen cry at
night and live up there?” Mepat pointed past the
roof, to beyond the treetops.
Vila had retreated and crouched on the
floor, with his hands covering his ears, his small
body beginning to shake. Slowly, he nodded his
head.
Goren stooped, up, his head almost
touching the thatched ceiling. “Well, it must be
late in the day, Vila. Are there other friends
here, whom you would introduce us to?”
Vila stopped shaking, lowered his hands and
stood. He cocked his head slightly and then
said: “Yes, I will take you to meet them.”
“Good,” said Goren.
Vila smiled and walked out of the small hut.
Goren found out the name of the group of
six worlds was simply Six Worlds. Each world
had a name. There was Yildon, the world they
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were in; plus Tibel, Vauxou, Paleno, Ferrow, and
Julipor.
Fifteen minutes later, after pushing and
ducking through trees, they arrived at a small
village. Vila had explained that the previous hut
was merely an outpost. Apparently, there were
others here, who had escaped, from the grip of
the Masters. Goren wondered why the masters
did not retrieve their lost people; surely they
couldn’t condone the escape of the people, they
sought to control.
Vila laughed. “The life-of-the-world
protects us.” They were passing the first hut on
the left. There were four huts, all mud brick and
thatched. Another was seen in the distance up
in a tree, with a sentry look out. Six aliens were
already on their way, to meet them. “Simply,
the Masters cannot find us while we are amongst
the life-of-the-world. The life is so strong here;
neither Master, nor machine, can detect us.
There is no way to detect us while we have the
protection of the life-of-the-world. They need
this world, because they need the air it makes.”
Vila ran forward, to greet two other aliens;
they must have been good friends, indicated by
the tight embraces.
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“It would appear, my Lorde...” said Mepat.
“That there is no way for this life-of-the-world to
differentiate human life; from the tree life that
surrounds us. From your experiences with the
vegetation, it doesn’t surprise me. Perhaps that
is the reason why our own abilities seemed to be
blocked. Possibly, the vegetation gives out
some form of psychic jamming or overload,
which dampens what we can think and feel.”
Goren bowed his head to the first villager,
who was about to greet them.
Vila said, “Her name is Rimo, and she is my
partner, but she doesn’t vocal-speak. She came
from a different world to me, and was never
taught how.”
Goren nodded. He already had heard how,
in the hierarchy of the Masters, those lesser able
beings were given menial tasks, with simple
mental soothing as the major reward. Servants
were never educated.

Welcome, came the thought to Goren.
Friend, thank you, Goren replied.
The alien looked at Mepat and Nykol, and
the pair politely smiled and bowed. The small
alien blushed to a pinker grey. She turned and
beckoned them all, to follow.
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Moments later, they found themselves
sitting around a small table, legs crossed, with
Rimo serving them a very small meal. It
seemed to Goren that there might have been a
mental quarrel ensuing, about the volume of
food to be served to their guest. Goren tried to
ignore it but realized it was already settled when
Rimo brought in a large plate of cooked kelp,
and placed it in the center of the table. Her
smile told all. She was a proud person wanting
to please her guests. Goren stared at the kelp
and tried to smile. He caught a mental glimpse
of Mepat who was beginning to feel strange.
Nykol looked at Goren and wondered if his face
was about to take on the color of their alien
hosts.
Ω

That evening, fed, Goren lay down. After
an hour of sleep, he woke to the screams of an
animal overhead. He shuddered each time the
screech echoed through the hills. Goren looked
up to the treetops, hoping to see past the foliage
into the night and glimpse the shrieking beast
that flew the plains.
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Another scream, and Goren rose and walked
over to the fire. He saw Vila looking into the
flames. Alone, Goren was surprised that no one
else was woken by the screams of the animal.
Vila slowly smiled. “It is an animal that
glides on extended skin. In one gulp, it can
devour this body of mine. That is why we seek
protection of the wood. The life-force of the
wood protects us.
“Is that the life-of-the-world?” asked Goren,
making conversation.
Vila rolled his eyes, and looked up and
sighed. “No, it is the life-of-the-wood, like I
said.”
Goren thought he might slowly go mad.
“As you were repelled, when you wanted to
harm the wood, then that same life-force
protects us from that menace out there. It is
the life...of...the...wood,” said Vila really slowly
to make sure that Goren understood him.
Goren nodded. He could now understand
how the beast could suffer pain, if it were to
crash through the trees above.
Vila continued. “It could enter the wood if it
were not angry. If the beast were not hungry
for prey, then it could live here, too. The wood
would welcome it. That is why we build the fire
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at night, so the beast knows we are here, so
that it will be angry at its past failures to trap
us; then it cannot come in.” Vila stacked more
dead wood on the fire. “The forest doesn’t like
anger.”
“Where is the beast from, and are there
more than one?” asked Goren.
Vila looked up, as the screeching was now
directly overhead. He showed no fear. “They
were bred in the laboratories, to hunt us down.
It is my friends and I, which the beasts are
after. We here; are renegades from our society.
We wish no harm to our society, but we are seen
as threatening the Masters. For that reason, we
are hunted down by that flying animal.”
“We did not get attacked by them last night,
when we slept.”
Vila nodded. “The fog, it keeps them away.
They don’t like watered air. You were lucky.”
Goren understood. He had been told
earlier, that the purpose of this small planetoid,
was to provide a source of oxygen, for the other
five worlds. Goren stared up into the darkness.
It seemed difficult to realize that the whole of
what he saw around him was for the purpose of
oxygen generation. “Do your Masters produce
grain in this world?” asked Goren.
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“There is some, but that is for the exclusive
use for the Masters and their favored helpers.
For the masses of us, there are the yeast bins of
Yildon that are on the other side of this world.
Yildon is our smallest world and most of us
never get to see inside it, like we have.” Vila
smiled as he remembered the feelings of
pleasure he used to receive, when he ate the
yeast produce. They were all gone now. Gone
were conditioned thoughts of pleasure, for food.
Now their only meal was kelp, from the depths
of the sea. A rubbery tasteless edible compound
that did not strike back when caught.
Goren yawned, stood up and apologized for
being so suddenly tired. He left his host, to
sleep some more.
Ω

Goren awoke in a cold sweat. He looked at
the thatched roof which was so close to his face.
Crouched down, he staggered from the hut.
He stretched and looked up, what was it he
had been thinking? A dream, a dream so
horrible he would want to forget it already. He
wondered what it was. Immediately he raised
his right palm to his forehead, a severe pain ran
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through his head and it almost felled him. He
took another step, swooning, and then he
dropped to his knees.
Mepat saw him stumble, drop, and was at
his side in seconds. Holding his shoulders, he
urged Goren to awaken. “Please, open your
eyes.”
By command alone, Goren opened his eyes
for a second, vaguely. Goren's lips began to
quiver and the Boguard leaned closer. Slowly
Goren whispered, “The eyes,” and fell
unconscious.
Vila was also now, at their side. He put a
hand on Goren's forehead, looked at the
Boguard and said, “He has the fever. Few live
through it. Though, if he is strong, maybe there
is a possibility. We won’t know for three days.
He may die.” Vila continued watching Goren's
body, as it began to twitch and jerk.
The little man stood; he beckoned to be
followed back, into the hut. Immediately, he
waved for his female companion.
Goren was carefully moved and lowered
onto straw floor matting. Vila looked at Mepat.
“The water contains a virus. The Masters have
contaminated it, so that humanoids cannot
survive beyond a few days. Fortunately we
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have, for some reason, bred immunity to the
virus, as have the animals of this world. For
outsiders, however, it is deadly to be here. This
world exists for the Masters and not for any
others. I’m sorry, I assumed that you must
have been immune... but then... you Mepat...
you have also been in contact with our water. If
Goren has fallen to the fever then it stands to
reason that you too, and your comrade Nykol,
will also fall to the disease.”
Mepat looked at Goren and then back to the
small Vila. He sensed something was different,
but couldn’t put his attention on it. He couldn’t
really see what the difference was, and it
concerned him.
Mepat thought a while longer, and realized
that they had lost their desire to return to
Sequetus 3. They seemed to be seeped in
lethargy. Mepat wanted to shake his head, to
wake himself up. Yes, they had made no
attempt to leave this place, and they desperately
had to get back to their comrades, beyond the
reaches of the traction beams. Their comrades
would soon run short of supplies. Wake up, my
Lorde, he thought. Goren was the Magi and
Mepat couldn’t leave without him. It was Goren
who was prophesized to be the Magi, not the
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Boguard. It was all in Mepat’s ancestors'
prophesies about the coming of the Magi, the
liberation of the Boguard, and of all humankind.
This prediction had been in folk law of various
civilizations in the Galaxy, for many millennia.
Here was the Magi, at death’s door, eightysix thousand years into the future. If he died
here, would anyone know, or care. If he died in
the future, how would that affect the prophecy?
Mepat looked at Vila, who responded with a
smile.
Vila spoke softly. “It will take days to
determine if he will live, and then we must
prepare for you two. You have the virus in you,
also.”
Mepat heard again what Vila said. If he
capitulated to the virus, would he be able to lead
himself and Goren out? Mepat began to feel the
world dim slightly about him, as though his
awareness had lessened slightly, like a night fog
settling in. He squinted at Vila and slowly said.
“I shall not be affected by any virus in the
water.”
Mepat left the hut, looking for Nykol. One
thought stuck in Mepat's mind, and it was
Goren's mention of the eyes. Mepat imagined
something so frightening, the idea of it made
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him sweat. Had he seen the eyes in his own
sleep? Images had flooded into Mepat's mind,
haunting eyes that he seemed to know. How did
these images get into his mind? Were they
recent or old? Why were they haunting them,
and whose eyes were they? Mepat couldn’t
quite reach them. As he grasped for them, they
disappeared, to only reappear when he was not
ready.
Ω

Mepat spent the next three days hovering
over his lorde, who had slipped into a coma. His
breath was barely detectable.
Mepat propped up Goren's head and bathed
his face with fresh water. He did not believe
there was a virus in the water. In order to be
certain, he had put his attention into the fluid. If
there were organisms in the water, he should be
able to sense them, being this close. There was
no life-force he knew about that was truly
beyond his ability to sense, even here.
To his surprise, there were bacteria, but it
was friendly, not dangerous. There was no
virus. Mepat looked up and wondered.
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Mepat handed the mug back to Nykol and
placed his lorde's head back on the straw
matting.
What was it that bothered Mepat? Was it
the lack of aliens he found in the village? Was it
that he never saw the rytoen, only ever hearing
its blood curdling screams, through the night?

Π
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CHAPTER 1

JARON

“T

he ground-world is reclaiming it
now. From mountain to mountain,
the land was sick. The over-ground

dwellers, lived as far as the eye could see. That
was, until the resurrection8.”
The class of juniors looked on as the oldone spoke about the history of the world. They
did not miss a syllable, of how the world retook
what was once the over-ground dwellers’ land,
and it was being returned intact to their village.
The old man was going through the same
story, he so often told before. He looked out,
from his cave and stared towards the mountain
ranges, beyond. The day was temperate, and
clouds scudded to the east. The old man smiled.
Every few years he was given a new crop of
youngsters, from the village. He told the same
old stories, year in and year out. Some of the

8

DEFINITION: RESURRECTION: That time when the Earth began
to be healed, and mankind started to diminish in numbers, about
one thousand years ago. ◄Return
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villagers said he was as old as resurrection itself.
He said that he was over a thousand years old
and spoke only from memory. Few believed
him.
He looked down at the wide attentive eyes
of the children, who were, temporarily away
from the village and its petty squabbles. It was
here, that he taught the children to survive the
world. It was here that the village sent their
children during the day, to learn of the world, as
they had done and their ancestors, before that.
In three years, the old man would teach them
how to survive a world that grew more deserted,
with neighboring village populations simply
disappearing overnight.
This group had twelve boys and nine girls,
the eldest being sixteen. They all sat around
him, in their scant native garb. Their black hair
and dark brown skins were silhouetted against
the light, at the entrance of the cave. They were
a captive audience.
The children looked at him. Some said that
he was crazy. Most did not believe him, but his
stories were hard to turn away from. The old
man spoke slowly and deliberately. “Yes, it’s
hard to picture,” as he extended his arms.
“From the land of the eagle in the south, to the
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ice in the north, the land was dead. It festered
and grew upwards, from the ground to the sky
as a disease, and peopled dwelled within that
disease.”
The old man continued with his riddled talk,
trying to get the children to understand what he
had seen. The jungle had long ago taken over
the desolate and wasted land; a land where the
world couldn’t survive, but teemed with human
life. “The world was dying, until the
resurrection.” He hesitated, remembering the
hell that came with that term. “With the
resurrection, came the eyes; the eyes of the
night, that could see as far as the mountains. If
they spotted you, they would come for you, and
you would disappear. You won’t be of this world
anymore. They’re the eyes that saw all, that
created the resurrection. They’re the eyes that
created the destruction, and changed the world.
Ground folk, be careful of the eyes, or you too
can vanish.”
The children stared up, at the old man. The
sun had fallen behind the distant hills, and the
last of its rays were still breaking over the
horizon. The old man looked down to the valley,
now blanketed in darkness. There was no fire,
no sign of life. Down there, was the village that
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supported him; that he protected, with his
knowledge. In return for his teaching, he was
provided with food, and any personal needs. In
exchange, the village still existed, where others
had vanished overnight, while their campfires
still burned. The old man knew when the village
had to move, when to stay, and when to find a
brand new location.
Night was rapidly approaching. The old
man thought back to a time when the valley was
strong and villages and people were common.
That had changed, with time. Now, they were
the only village, and even the numbers within it,
had diminished over the years.
One of the boys, an inquisitive fifteen year
old pointed to the first stars, up in the sky.
“Why are they always there? They never change
their position.”
The old man scratched his long grey beard.
“They have always been that way. They’re part
of the greater creation. Those are stars, and are
the ultimate creation. Like this world, they’re
permanent.”
“What about that star; which moves?” The
boy pointed to the dark horizon, over the
mountains.
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The old man strained to see through the
gloom, to see over the valley. He paled as he
saw it. A small light rose from the horizon.
“That isn’t a star! That is an eye, an eye that is
looking for you, and if it finds you, that will be
your end. Run! Run to your mothers! Hurry,
before the eye sees you!”
He raised his arms, to show them the way
and the children ran, in fear of the rising pale
light, in the far night sky. Down the track, into
the cover of the jungle blackness, they ran. In
moments, they had vanished from sight. The
old man looked about, the blackness of the cave
offering security from the scanners, now
overhead. He watched, as the tiny dot of light
passed over and began to recede, to the other
horizon. He sighed; they had not been detected,
so he turned, to seek refuge, deeper into the
cave for the night.
As he turned, he saw one of the children
was still with him. It was the bright fifteen yearold Jaron, who smiled at the old man, and
looked out at the sky. “Don’t be angry at me,
old man. I told my mother that I would be late
tonight.”
“I see, and why will you be late?”
“I need to talk more, with you.”
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“Why?” asked the old man, stroking his
beard.
“I need to know, more.”
“Why?”
The boy shrugged. “I don’t know why; I
just need to know more, and I know there is
much I need to learn.”
“I see; and how much more do you want to
learn?”
“Whatever it takes... anything you need... I
will do anything there is to learn.”
“Hmmm... What do you think there is to
learn, Jaron.”
The boy looked out to the stars, and turned
back to the old man. “I have this feeling that
there is much to know ...of out there. Not the
jungle. I’m a good hunter, and that is
important, but there is more that needs to be
known about. You must teach me.”
“Why must I? Are you not satisfied with
being a great hunter and helper; for your
family?”
Jaron smiled. “Maybe this is strange, but I
somehow feel you owe it to me. Perhaps this is
because you’re getting old, and you need to
teach a new one. I believe I’m that one, and I
want to know what you know.”
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“Which is?”
“What is it that I see and feel about this
place? What is it I feel about you, old man?
What is it that I sense, that I can’t see, feel or
hear?”
“Hmmm...,” mused the old man, “Well, if
you must learn, then you must. Get back to the
village now, Jaron. Be here at mid-morning. I
will give you my answer, then.”
Jaron looked into the tired grey eyes of the
old man. They seemed to know so much, feel so
awesome, powerful. Jaron nodded and backed
away. He turned and disappeared into the
night.
As he ran, he avoided the trees and vines in
his path. Fleetly, he passed through the
nocturnal forest that had now come to life.
Around bends he ran, over two creeks and finally
down the last path, until he saw the first
silhouette of the huts through the trees.
The old man looked down and watched the
boy, as he was engulfed by darkness. Wearily,
he turned and walked back, to the rear of the
cave. He thought to the echo of voices, which
seemed to surround him, in his mind.
After a moment, he squatted on the rock
floor and looked at the food, which the children
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had brought him. He smiled, and the cavern
immediately filled with a dim light, which simply
emanated within the hollow of the cavern itself.
The old man picked up some food, which had
simply already been heated by his thought. He
broke off a piece, put it into his mouth and lay
back contented. The cavern darkened and
warmed slightly, to guard against the outside
chill, which would soon descend over the jungle.
He fell into a pleasant slumber.
Ω

The old man awoke, startled. Light shone
in, through the cavern entrance. He heard a
voice and headed out of the cavern, to be
greeted by the brilliant day and young Jaron
hopping around, shaking his hand in the air,
obviously in pain. The old man smiled in his torn
tatters, which the village had provided for his
services. “Jaron, am I to believe you tried to
enter my dwelling, without my prior approval?”
The young boy jumped around trying to
withhold the pain. “Yes old man. I’m sorry. It
won’t happen again. The pain in my hand is....
great.” His eyes winced as though he was about
to cry.
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“Jaron, look at me. The pain has gone.”
The boy stopped and stared at the bearded
old man. He then looked at his hand. It was
true; the pain had gone. He looked at the old
man suspiciously. “How did....”
“Come inside, boy. I will explain.” The old
man stepped back into the cave and glanced
back to Jaron, who now was motionless a pace
from the entrance. Jaron stared at the rock-face;
then he looked around him; he could find no
evidence of anything, which could have inflicted
him with such pain.
“Come on, boy!” called the old man.
“How do I know that it’s safe?”
The old man laughed. “You were not
welcome, then. You’re now. It’s safe.”
The young boy tentatively pushed his arm
forward. He felt nothing, and then looked
towards the old man. “It’s safe!” he called, and
walked into the cave.
The old man looked up and shook his head.
Can this be the one he was to teach? He turned,
to see the skinny Jaron catch up to him. He said
to the boy: “You believe that you must learn,
what I have to teach?”
Jaron nodded. “More than life itself. How
did you do that, back there?”
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The old man squatted, looking out towards
the entrance. He motioned for Jaron, to do the
same. They both stared to the valley below. “If
you want to learn from me, you must get used
to doing as I say, without question. That is,
until I tell you otherwise. Do you understand?”

Looking from the cave
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The boy nodded his head.
“Tell me; what you think is out there,
Jaron.”
The boy peered at the horizon. “I don’t
think that the world is empty, as village lore
would have us believe. I think there are people
out there.”
“How many?”
“Many villages, old man. More than I could
count.”
“How far away are they?” asked the old
man.
Jaron thought for a moment and said, “On
the other side of the world and then beyond.
Maybe even in those stars.”
“In the stars, you say. What makes you
think that?”
The boy shrugged. “Just a feeling, is all.”
“Have you ever seen any other tribes?”
“No.”
“Have you ever heard of other tribes,
outside of the world?”
“No, but I know that they did exist and that
they’re still here, if smaller.”
“I see. Are they good or bad?”
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Jaron’s body began to tremble. “I don’t
think that they’re all good. I don’t know why.”
“Hmmm.... What is it, which you expect to
learn from me?”
Jaron stood and paced to the entrance and
back. He looked at the old man. “Somehow, I
feel that there is bad out there, beyond where I
can see. I feel you can show me something,
which can help me fix the wrongness, but
perhaps you can’t. I don’t know anything else.”
The old man smiled. “You’re correct. I’m
the one to teach you. I too, am looking for
something. I’m looking for one to teach, so that
he may correct the wrongs out there. Tell me if
you’re he.”
Jaron went onto his knees by the old man.
“I’m he, the one you want to teach, the one that
has to correct what is out there. Please old
man, I beg of you; what is it that you have to
teach me? Why am I here? Where am I going?”
The old man smiled under his pale grey
beard. “I will show you, if you will promise
never to reveal it, and what you’re to learn here,
is to be used in the demise of our common
enemies.”
The boy’s eyes pleaded the answer. He said
nothing and the cavern began to fill with light.
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Jaron’s eyes opened wide with excitement. He
looked at the old man, who was smiling as
pieces of fruit, from the far corner of the cave,
began to roll across the floor, to the feet of
Jaron. Three pieces of fruit rose in the air,
rotated and fell into the boy’s lap.
Jaron held one piece up, for a closer
inspection. “Is this wizardry, old man?”
The old man smiled and sat back. “In a
fashion. I believe this is more an exact science,
than magic. If this is what you seek, then I can
teach it to you. However, the teachings don’t
come without responsibility. There is also the
learning to be battle ready.”
The boy nodded. “I need what you have to
show me. Yet, I believe that I’m already battle
ready. It was only three days ago, that in single
hand combat, I defeated the great-spirit snake,
anaconda.”
“So I heard. Many of the children have
sung of your courage. To defeat that great
snake, is worthy of the best of poems. Those,
who you will battle, will have the skill of a
hundred anacondas. Will you be ready for that?”
“I will try. There is another hunting party
going out, tomorrow, and I will be in it. I will
run harder and faster than before. I will get
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these muscles and bones ready, for the hundred
anacondas.”
“Good, Jaron. When you’re ready, then we
shall begin. Now, hurry outside. Sheril is
coming up the hill, looking for you. It seems
that you did not tell your mother that you would
be here, this morning. You should go, now.”
Jaron stood. He looked towards the
entrance. He did not hear her, until a moment
later. Off in the distance, he heard her voice
singing. “How did....”
The old man smiled. “You will also learn
that, later. Now, go.”
The boy turned and ran from the cave, to
greet the pretty Sheril. She was pleased to find
him, and they descended the hillside, together.

Θ
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CHAPTER 2

HOUSE OF
TORREN
1053 BS
AFTER BATTLE OF SEQUETUS 3

The Great Hall of Jilta was full. Over two
thousand Temple leaders had thronged to the
annual speech of The Master Templar, the
sixteenth in the line of succession. The center of
the greatest religion in the Federation was on
Jilta, having left Sequetus 3 less than a
millennium ago. Jilta, it was promoted, was the
holy home planet of Lorde Torren, who died over
a thousand years ago. It was Jilta that had sent
out the expeditions, to liberate Sequetus 3 and
in turn the Galaxy. It was Jilta that had
spawned the religion of Torren, not Sequetus 3.
That small planet, Sequetus 3, Earth, had only
been a local battleground, though the events
there had changed the Federation and the
Galaxy.
Since the early days of Torren, his name
and glory had spread to the far Outer-Worlds of
civilization. At first, the Temples were a
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curiosity, while the fervor their short-life Earth
followers created, was looked upon with scorn.
Now, there was at least one Temple, on eighty
percent of all civilized planets. That did not
mean that the religion’s growth was slowing, as
its followers comprised only a small percentage
of any planet’s people. The religion was
expanding, but in its own estimation, it needed
to have a greater impact, more followers, more
influence.

Planet Jilta

Keeping with tradition, the Master Templar
was a short-lifer. He stood before the massive
thronging crowd.
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The Royalty of Jilta had vanished with the
exodus of Lorde Hymondy, and the prior fall of
the Federation Alliance, over a millennium ago.
Now the Royals, what was left of them, were no
longer a united elite race, of their own. Most
had disappeared, prior to the Battle for Sequetus
3. Earth had been saved, but it was the
beginning of the end, for the known Federation.
The Royals no longer ruled. On some of the
planets, they still held a position of status, but
their ability to wield power had diminished. They
were often being only a Head-Of-State, as an
antiquated rubber-stamped institution.
Planet administrators were representatives
of the leading interest groups, on the planets.
Most planets had representatives from the
military, the Warp Drive Bank, the larger
commercial corporations, people’s
representatives, occasionally a member of a
Royal Family, and more recently, a
representative from the House of Torren of the
Temple.
On Jilta, the planet had been swept up by
the teachings of Torren. It took little time
before the House of Torren safely filled the
vacuum, left by the Royals. There were now
over one hundred and twenty-seven thousand
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Temples throughout Jilta. The once Great Palace
of Lorde Hymondy III, was now the heart of the
House of Torren. Such was the influence and
power, of this new religion.
The Master Templar stood on the podium in
the Great Hall, its stained glass windows
reaching through the fingers of intricately carved
rock walls, to forty pacs above. Its vaulted
ceilings now had paintings of Earth scenes and
Jilta, as sister planets, in a sea of confusion.
The Master Templar raised his hands. His
garb was heavily embroidered with gold, on
royal-blue velvet. Over his left breast, he wore
the ten-pointed star of the House of Torren.
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He looked down on the thousands below.
Not all were local. Some had journeyed from
the far Temples, of the outer reaches of the
Federation.
Behind the Master Templar, was that
famous picture of Torren, holding the bullet that
had been shot at him, by the assassin on Earth,
over a millennium ago.
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“Control is what was needed then, and it’s
needed now!” cried the Master Templar to his
audience.
“More control!” the crowd called back.
“How are we going to get it? By becoming
bigger, assuming the void of power left to us, by
the Royals. Only then, can this Galaxy be at
peace, with itself. It needs the guiding hand and
spirit, of a well controlled House of Torren.
“We’re what was prophesized; we’ll govern
all aspects of life, in the Federation. Already, we
have seen Temples flourish in the new worlds,
well beyond the old sectors of the Federation.
Yes, this is a religion spawned on Earth and
carried on the migrating wings of the masses,
from Earth to their new worlds.
“However, this isn’t a religion of Earth
versus the Federation, as some protagonists
would lead the civilized worlds to believe. This is
a religion for all people, short and long-lifers
alike. Only when enough see the light from the
House of Torren, will all of mankind be set free.
“We’re no threat to anybody. We wish all to
do well in life, to be honorable and good. We
will, however, expand our Temples, our
followers, and the number of planets we’re on.
Let no one try to stop us, for we shall not be
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stopped. Until now the only limit to our
expansion is the limit that we have put on
ourselves. If you don’t agree with those limits
on our work, then may man finally be free. It’s
in your hands, that freedom.
“Thank you, and remember, as was said by
the Torren, himself: Only we make our own
future. Do what is right, and good night.” The
Master Templar raised his hands and waved.
Music began, after a short pause; he turned and
stepped down from view. Applause filled the air,
and so ended the final service, of the annual
Sortet9.
The Master Templar removed his goldenhood; a symbol of the torment Torren had gone
through in his final days, to save all known
civilizations.
The Master Templar hurried down a corridor
to his quarters, where he would refresh himself,
before his next meeting, with the Seven
Cordellos.
The Seven Cordellos were the seven most
powerful Templars in the Galaxy. They were the

9

DEFINITION: Sortet: The annual Grand Meeting lasting two
weeks, of the House of Torren. All Temples from the civilized
world are represented. SOURCE: SERVICE’S GUIDE TO
TEMPLE BEHAVIOR, THIRD EDITION 1211 BS, PP. 23-25
◄Return
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Temple leaders of the seven largest Temples.
The size of a Temple was determined by its
income, generated from followers, the size of its
membership, plus the number of Temple
Minors10 around it.
Currently, the largest Temples were three
from Jilta, one from Kalanon, one from the
sector of Silto, and the last two were from the
sector of Centor.
The Master Templar was nervous. Until this
year, Jilta had held a majority of four seats of
the Seven Cordellos. Now, the fourth seat had
changed, and was a temple in the sector of
Centor. There was little reason to believe that
the Master Templar’s position was at risk, as the
Seven Cordellos had never in the past broken
from the tradition, to elect a Master that was
nominated by his forbearer. Traditionally, the
Master Templar was a short-lifer, a Jiltanian,
who endorsed and ratified the rulings of the
Cordellos. As per the House of Torren’s own
constitution, the Master Templar was elected by
10

DEFINITION: Temple Minor: A smaller temple, a subsidiary
temple. A Temple could have ten, or ten thousand Temple Minors.
A Temple Minor could have as many as a hundred thousand
members, with smaller local missions consisting of thousands of
members. Temple Minors and missions are all temples.
SOURCE: SERVICE’S GUIDE TO TEMPLE BEHAVIOR, THIRD
EDITION 1211 BS, p. 437 ◄Return
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the Seven Cordellos, and gave the official
approval to their plans and projects. The Master
Templar also had the power of veto, nullifying
the power of the Seven Cordellos, with the
exception of his own election.
The Master Templar waited, in the small
anteroom to his residence, where the Seven
Cordellos would soon appear. He drummed his
fingers on the table. Had his speech been
powerful enough?
The Centorians were fanatics about
expansion. He knew what they wanted; military
advancement. They wanted to arm, to develop
a galactic fleet that would go to the rescue of
any Temple under attack, for expressing its
beliefs.
The Centorians had sent their resolution in
before, when they had only Minor Cordello
status, and it had been declined year after year,
for the past two decades. Now, Jilta had lost the
control of power. The Cordellos of Silto would
side with the Centorians. They had done so in
the past. It was the Cordello of Kalanon who
was a wild card. Which way would she vote?
Would she go against Jilta? Would she side with
the Centorians? Could this see the office of the
Master Templar removed from Jilta, after a
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millennium of expansion? No, in the past the
Kalonian had always been an ally of the
Jiltanians, but now the Kalonian held the balance
of power and that made the Cordello from
Kalanon, one of the most powerful people in the
Galaxy. Which way would she vote?
Last year, the Cordello from Kalanon
attempted to introduce a ruling; to expand the
number of Cordellos from seven to nineteen.
The other six Cordellos had defeated the
resolution. It obviously would have been a
diluting of their power. Now the Master Templar
wondered. Where did the balance of power lie?
If he did give approval, for the number of
Cordellos to increase to nineteen, how would it
affect the control of the House of Torren? From
twelve new members, there would be four from
Jilta, two from Centor, one from the planet
Sleebo, another from Silto, one from Penec and
the last three would be from the new short-life
Outer-Worlds, beyond Penrell. Yes, the OuterWorlds beyond Penrell, held the balance. The
Earth colonies were traditional, and colonial, but
not military expansionists. If they ruled, as the
balance of power, at least the Galaxy would be
safe from a military backlash from the
Federation, which he feared would occur, if the
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Templars took up arms. The only way to
expand, was in peace. It was difficult to see
expansion, under any other guise, than peace.
The Master Templar sighed. He knew that
times were changing quickly, now. There was
really only one simple solution, and that was for
Jilta to work harder and for their Temples to
regain their former splendor. It was only five
hundred standard years ago, that all of the
Seven Cordellos, were all from the planet of
Jilta. It was recorded as a great triumph for
expansion, when one of the seats finally went to
another planet.
Yes, with that expansion came shifts in the
balance of power. He knew that the shifts were
swinging away from Jilta. He did not object to
that. He only wanted the expansion to be
strong, but devoid of militarists. Only then,
could they be assured of placing their Templars
in positions of power, in every organization, on
every planet. Only then, could the dreams of
Torren be achieved. They would usher in a time
of peace, when good men could hold their heads
up high. That time was still in the future.
The Master Templar had held his position
for twenty-three standard years. He was fiftyeight years old and of Earth ancestry. He was of
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medium build and had a powerful ruddy face.
He would like to rule for the next five years,
fulfilling a natural office term of thirty years. He
would then be able to witness the results of any
resolutions, passed during this session.
All resolutions adopted as Canon Law would
be adopted for a trial period of five years, as per
their constitution. Upon the lapsing of five
years, the canon law would be reviewed and if
changes were required, they would be adopted
for another five years. Should no changes to the
law be deemed necessary, then the law could be
granted permanent status.
In walked the Seven Cordellos; hooded in
gold cloth, and contrasted by burgundy capes,
heavily embroidered with gold thread depicting
the heraldry of their own temples. The Master
Templar sat at the head of the long table,
nodding to each, as they sat.
Finally, the senior Cordello for Silto,
entered, a middle aged man, but different to the
others. He had been a Cordello for fifteen years,
the first as a long-lifer, the first true
Federationists to gain the title, within the
Temple.
They all opened their agendas. The first
two items were ratifications of existing five162 | P a g e

years-laws. These passed, without much
discussion. The next item was the ordination of
a hundred and twenty more Minor Cordellos,
from the far Earth colonies. These were also
approved quickly.
Finally, they reached the familiar proposal
of the Cordello of Kalanon. She read her
proposal and looked up. She never expected it
to be passed, but she earnestly believed that the
time was approaching, when the Jiltanians must
throw the burden of control open, to the other
Temples and that, only with greater
representation from the new worlds could the
House of Torren expand, beyond the clutches of
their enemies.
She sat there, stunned. The Master
Templar smiled at her soft face. It was not hard
to realize why she had so much power. She
looked every part of the saint. Wisps of bright
golden hair curled, from under the hood. The
Master Templar estimated her age as no more
than thirty-six.
The three Jilta Cordellos had just approved
her motion. This meant that, for the next five
years, starting in twelve months, the Sortet
would be ruled by nineteen Cordellos.
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She stared at the Master Templar, who said,
“Well done. Times are changing and our
expansion must continue. It would appear that
the control of the House of Torren must now be
shared with many others, at least for a period of
five years.
The two Centorians exchanged glances.
They had voted against the proposal, but knew
better than to voice any disapproval, against the
outcome. This was obviously a time to be
amicable, and to try to get the Kalonian Cordello
to vote for their proposal. They knew that they
had lost the play, for a stronger stand against
the enemies, of the House of Torren. As soon as
the Jiltanians had approved the Kalonian
recommendation, while the Centorians had voted
against it, they had no chance of having their
own recommendation approved by her, this
year.
Their recommendation was now tabled
quietly, and politely denied. There would be no
military arm of the Temples, this year.
The Cordellos politely rose, bowed and left
the room.
The Master Templar looked towards the
Jiltanian secretary, taking the recorded minutes
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and said, “That means we survive a Holy Junta
for another year.”
“Next year, what will happen?” asked the
secretary, as he rose from his seat, with the
transcripts.
The Master Templar shrugged. “We have a
year to lobby and buy favors. A year to get our
marginal Temples into the top nineteen,” he
sighed. “It appears that the simple easy days of
expansion, are past.”

Θ
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CHAPTER 3

THE BANK
1053 BS

“What do you mean the recommendation was
not approved?” The tall skinny man was glaring
at the man standing by the wall.
“The Cordellos voted against the
proposal,” the shorter man answered.
There were three others there, with them.
The room was small; its walls were decorated
with maps and systems of the Galaxy.
The tall man was livid. “We invested a lot
of money in the Centorian temples, to get them
to the needed size, so as to be able to break the
Jiltanian stronghold. They should have easily
taken the recommendation and acted upon it.
Did we not provide enough provocation, to have
them want to go military? Did we not attack and
destroy enough temples, and destroy their
merchant shipping to the Outer-Worlds? Did we
not have at least a dozen temples burnt to the
ground in Kalanon? What more do they require,
to tell them they need to arm; to protect what is
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theirs? What will we have to do, for this
proposal to be accepted?”
The second man swallowed and said
nothing.
One of the others stepped forward. “It
isn’t so bad. We all know that for the Bank to
grow stronger, fastest, it must have two parties
at war. Otherwise, there is little profit. We need
the Templars to arm, so the Federation will
realize the risk that these fanatics pose, to our
peaceful society. This will be done, and if not in
this Sortel, well, then there is next year.”
The tall man nodded. “All our work, our
timetable…,” he sighed. “We needed to start
producing this now. We’re losing control, over
the Galaxy. First, the wars with the Alliance a
millennium ago saw us as victors, but we lost
our monopoly of manufacturing Warp Drives.
There are three independent manufacturers,
now!”
“I know, I know,” said the third man. He
was old and had seen most of the changes to the
Bank, from its days of glorified single rule over
the Federation, to making wars and ceasing
wars, to suit its own ends. All was done, in the
name of good economics. “Still, we have come
a long way since that woman arrived here….”
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The others fell silent. It has been agreed that
she would not be spoken of, again. The third
man looked around, shaking his head. “You
forget how easily she made us succumb. There
is almost nothing recorded of her and look what
happened. A millennium ago was….” A pain in
his head made him double over. He tried to say
her name, but couldn’t. He straightened, and
resumed talking, on a slightly different subject.
The pain vanished. No one could ever recall that
woman, and what happened on Palbo, a
thousand years before.
The third man continued, “As our
forefathers realized, the only way to rule and
provide peace in this Galaxy, has been to have
one ruler. That ruler has been us, since the
inauguration of the Warp Drive Bank, and it shall
remain that way. Only by singular economic
rule, will there be peace that lasts. Yes,
sometimes, that means minor wars have to be
started, to divert the populace’s attention away
from us. It was during those times of uprisings
against the Royals and the Federation, by the
last of the Confederates, which saw our greatest
leaps forward. We’re still the kingmakers, and
what the loss of power of the Royal Families,
pays tribute to that. They went against us and
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now, they’re relics; a forgotten era of the
Galaxy.”
A squat round man, who had been sitting
away from the rest, now rose. “That was a
mistake and I won’t go into why again, but I say
that the Royals were our greatest asset. They
ruled on our behalf. They did our bidding as
programmed, except for one last occasion. That
singular mistake did not mean that they should
have been disposed of.... like rats.”
“Get to the point Rachass!” called the last
man, also old, but not as rotund. He walked
over to the group, wearing a black single piece
suit, as did the others, but with heavy gold on
the arms depicting rank.
“Yes.” Rachass stiffened and looked
ahead. “It isn’t as bad as it seems. The work
and investments, fostering hatred for this group
of misfit religious fanatics hasn’t been wasted. I
understand the reason the Centorian’s
recommendation was not passed, is because the
bill put up by the Kalanon Cordello was
accepted, and that acceptance threw off the
Jiltanian stranglehold. They just defeated
themselves.”
“Good,” said the last man. “All things will
be achieved with time and perseverance. All
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that is needed now, is that continued
perseverance.
“So, what has happened on Sequetus?
Have we found him yet?”
The tall skinny man’s face tensed as he
went over to his notes. He stared upward and
then slumped into the chair. “No sir. The
depopulation has almost finished. We have not
found him. I believe it may be possible that he
eluded us, and escaped to the Outer-Worlds.”
“No. He is there, otherwise we would have
heard of him, elsewhere. Keep the operation
going, until you find him. He must not escape,
especially to the Outer-Worlds.”
“Yes sir.” The others were returning to
their seats.
“Good,” the round man said. “What we
need to do now is look at our strategy of the
past two years. We need more strength in our
attacks. This religion isn’t hated enough. It’s
getting too free a reign in the short-lived OuterWorlds. In fact, without our direct intercession,
too many of the peoples of Earth would have
emigrated. They breed prolifically.”
The long skinny man looked at his leader,
“Sir, we have tried to provoke violence between
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the long-lifers and those of Earth, and there
seems little interest.”
“Yes, but wait until they increase in
numbers and appear as a threat to the longlifers. That will worry them. They’re of
insufficient numbers on the inner planets, and
the outer planets are too far away from the old
Federation, for the long-lifers to be concerned.
Arming the House of Torren, shall change that
attitude. When the Templars take up arms, then
they will be seen as the threat, which they really
are. Then, the old Federationists will awake and
want to eliminate them. It will be then, when
we regain our absolute ruler status.”
The meeting continued.

Θ
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CHAPTER 4

RAMBUS 2
LATE 1053 AD

Gerome sat at the head of his table. On his left
were his two daughters and on his right, his son
and son in law, Rango.
His wife smiled, at her husband and their
life. This was a time of celebration, the Exodus
Week; the week when the First Fleet set out
from Earth, to colonize the Outer-Worlds,
beyond the Federation.
In Gerome’s case, life had been good, as it
had in the case of all his ancestors, since the
first settling. The Planet was good to them, their
friends and all the colonials.
“Before we eat, I think today being
especially Arrival Day it would be good to take a
moment’s silence to think about what The Torren
gave up, so that we could all be free.” Gerome
looked about him and then lowered his gaze to
the ground. He waited a moment and then
glanced up. “Hazel, could you pass the bread?”
he asked his wife.
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The table was full of produce. The family
began to pass the food back and forth. There
were breads, vegetables, baked protein yeast,
sauces and a few fruits. The planet had been
very good to them, and this week, they would
eat only what the planet had directly supplied.
During this week, there would be no imported
goods on the table. Such were the new
traditions of the Outer-Worlds.
The mealtime lasted an hour. Celebrating
Arrival Day, was the major event of the five
hundred and twenty-three day year. A day was
twenty-eight standard hours long.
Gerome stood up from the table and the
children ran out from the dining room. “Don’t be
too long on the holo-phone, to your friends.
Satellite hire is still expensive.”
“Yes papa,” called the eldest, as they ran
out to their other rooms. Gerome knew they
would be all calling their friends on the next
station, six hundred kilometers away. Still, if it
made his children happy, how could he complain
on Arrival Day?
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A township on Rambus

Gerome stood looking out through the wide
glazing, over the dry desert and rock, which
stretched out below him. Today, the mining
harvesters of the desert sands would be inactive.
He looked towards the far craggy hills on the
horizon, at the glinting of their metallic sands,
against the sun. Beyond them, were the great
lakes, eleven kilometers deep. They provided the
heat from the inner planet; the energy for the
algae to grow and breed, creating the oxygen
that had built up in the atmosphere over the
millions of years. The soil itself was too arid and
poisoned with bauxite and hard metals, to allow
any significant plant growth on land. The algae
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seemed to be able to withstand the metallic
components in the water and, had in turn,
protected the water source from the overhead
sun.
Tomorrow, he would return to work in the
mineral harvester.
Ω

The first mate cried out, to the crew, “We
have been boarded! Defend the ship,” and he
dashed from the bridge, with ten guards.
He made a stand, shooting from the other
end of the hallway, against the white shining
uniforms and dark faceplates of the pirates. The
mate dived to the left, as he shot.
The guard behind him fell, with the left side
of his chest exploding. The mate glanced up and
fired at the approaching enemy. A series of
shots whizzed past, and he scrambled back to
the bridge over the dead bodies of crewmates.
As the door opened, he collapsed. His right arm
was severed with the knife-like precision of laser
fire. He lay on the floor, one eye staring at his
arm, lying alone, across the hall. He could
barely breathe.
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The first mate heard a few more shots,
footsteps; and then a boot came down hard on
his severed shoulder, driving pain into him, until
he almost passed out. He screamed, until his
skull exploded, from a close range shot, from a
pirate. His body twitched and another shot was
fired into the brain.
The pirate looked into the bridge. Three of
his comrades were dead, as well as the whole
complement of this ship’s crew. He pushed his
way past two dead bodies. “Colonial short-lifers,
the scourge of the Galaxy!” he grunted. The
sight of short-lifers disgusted him. Carefully, he
adjusted the controls, and viewed the planet on
the screens. The ship would be within its orbit in
twelve hours.
The pirate looked towards his own men;
nodded and motioned that it was time to leave.
All the raided ship’s crew was confirmed, as
dead.
Ω

Gerome looked out from the bubble sidedome. “It seems that the density of bauxite is
lessening. See if we can locate a new deposit,
Rango.”
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“Sure boss. I reckon going to the east, will
pay.”
Gerome nodded. “Gerome, to bridge….
Ralph, move the rig to grid 134 by 1295. We’ll
try one more run, before we change shifts.”
“No problems boss,” came back the reply,
over the radio.
The great rig began to lumber over the
desert plain. Gerome and Rango were in a
reconnaissance sand-craft that moved, using
twelve triple jointed legs. There were eight such
craft, which operated around the clock, except
Arrival Day.
The rig was two stories high, with
accommodation quarters above, and the
operations deck below. Crew rotation was done
by gyrocopter, at the end of each shift, them
being ferried, back and forth, to the mother
harvester.
Gerome sat, strapped in his chair, bouncing
up and down, as the great aluminum machine
lumbered over the craggy landscape.
After fifteen minutes Gerome received a call
from the harvester, two hundred kilometers
away.
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It was the harvester captain. “Gerome.
Urgent mission. It looks like we have been
pirated.”
Gerome looked at the man on the screen.
“They have never been this far out before; why
would they want to attack our merchant ships?
There is almost nothing aboard, on the incoming
flight.”
“I know, I know. There is no answer, only a
short mayday, and now the ship is on a collision
course, with Rambus, through our atmosphere.
I need you to detour. It’s coming down now.
The expected impact point is being transmitted
to you.”
Gerome looked down at the map points.
The destination was a lake, not far from them.
“Impact point identified. Rover 1 out.”
He stared out from his bubble to see a long
streak of smoke flash across the sky, and
vanish, across the horizon.
Rango’s voice came over the speaker. “By
the Torren, boss, did you see that?”
“Sure did. That is where we’re headed now.
That was our freighter and supplies up there,
coming down.”
“Not pirates!” groaned Rango.
“Apparently so.”
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“Damn it. I had a gift for Silfy,” said Rango.
Rango was twenty years old, planet born and
had not yet ventured beyond the atmosphere.
He had married Gerome’s eldest daughter Silfy,
who was eighteen. He loved her deeply and
worked long shifts, to provide the things he
wanted, for her. On the freighter were items he
had purchased; some jewelry and household
appliances.
Commodities were expensive out on
Rambus, but the life was free. Free to work
hard and earn a living, away from stories they
had heard, about of the crowded cities of Earth.
Primarily, Rambus mined bauxite, and on
the harvester it was converted into aluminum.
In great slabs it was lifted, and sent off planet,
aboard the freighters that found it just economic
enough, to serve their small community.
The bauxite harvesters were run on a
cooperative basis, with those who served in
them, having bought their right to be there.
Those who had initially bought and paid for the
original harvesters were wealthy now, by any
planetary standard. Initially, the first loans for
the operations came from the House of Torren.
Hundreds of years later, they were still paying
back the original, no interest loans. No one
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begrudged the payments, for if it was not for the
will of the Templars and their desire to expand
to make the Galaxy theirs, then none of the
settlers would have reached the colonies.
Rambus did not have a Temple yet, but it
was hoped that when they reached a population
of one million they would be assisted by the
Templars, to build one. That site was down near
the southern pole, where the temperature was
cooler and plants could grow outdoors, in treated
soil. There was even now a small town, down
south, which was almost self-sufficient, away
from the harvesters. That was progress.
Gerome owned the rights to the exploration
vehicle, they now roamed in. He was contracted
to harvester H1. His job was to find the bauxite
and guide H1 to it.
As Gerome watched the screens and stared
out to the rock hills looming ahead, he thought
of the components that had been lost on the
freighter. He had bought a new satellite dish,
and presents for his children; but more
importantly, how would the harvester get its
aluminum off the planet? The freighter should
have had aboard the anticipated planetary food
supplies for six months, as well. Rambus was
able to produce necessities to support itself, but
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luxuries were always imported and looked
forward to. Would they be able to salvage any
food, or anything else, from the freighter?
Gerome wondered what hardships this
would bring. He had heard of whole new
communities being wiped out, through supply
ships being pirated. He watched as the ground
slipped by, underneath. They had only this one
last rock outcrop to scale, and they would see
the lake.
He could now spot it over the ridges beyond
a smaller lake. “There is deep water on that
other side,” he called to the crew.

The crashed freighter on Rambus
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Their machine lumbered up, to the top of
the last rocks. Gerome stared, as they rested at
the summit. The freighter was there. Its
shining silvery hull was half out of the lake
pointing upwards. It had not broken up
completely in the atmosphere, and was nose
down and half of it, a good three hundred
meters above the surface of the lake. Gerome
stared. It was the largest structure that he had
seen in his entire life.
It had crashed into the lake, and its
superstructure was still intact, not sliding to the
lake bottom. Gerome started the exploration
vehicle, down to the lakeside.
Ralph’s voice came over the radio. “By all
Torren boss. If that don’t beat all. Look at the
mark of the water line, on the shore. It must
have sent a wave, a kilometer inland.”
Rango’s voice now cut in, over the top of
Ralph. “Look! Smoke from the far side. It’s
gradually slipping down.”
“Got it Rango. Images are being
transmitted to Mother.” Mother was the
nickname for H1, their harvester.
The captain of H1 was on line. Gerome
tuned in the image, as they reached the bottom
of the rocks and began traversing the flatland,
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towards the lake’s edge. “Gerome. We have
now launched three gyrocopters to you. I can’t
understand why the ship hasn’t burnt up.”
“Perhaps there was someone still aboard
and somehow they slowed down the descent,”
answered Gerome.
The captain nodded. “Maybe the pirates are
getting sloppy. Check it out. Does it look like
you can get out there, before our help arrives?”
They were closer to the shoreline. “I doubt
it, but I will scout about, to be certain. It looks
like the surface lining of the lake was scattered
out over the desert when the ship crashed.
There may be a chance someone survived.”
“OK, but don’t take any unnecessary risks.
Keep me informed. H1 out.”
A few minutes later and they were at the
lake’s edge. Gerome stopped the machine. He
noted that the freighter had slid another twenty
meters into the water since their first view. The
smoke had vanished. “I’m going out there. If
any of you wish to join me, do so.”
Gerome threw open the lid to his
compartment and scrambled out, into the fiftythree degree Celsius heat. He glanced towards
the sun and then back at the lake. He walked
along, to a ladder and stepped down to the
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ground. He sank a few inches into the ground.
Mud! This would have to be the first time that
this place had seen mud.
The surface kelp and weed that prevented
the lake from evaporating, was now scattered
for kilometers, over the dusty and rocky land
surface.
Gerome breathed in the hot air and
squinted over the lake. The water around the
ship reflected the light from the hot sun.
Normally, that water couldn’t be seen. A
reflective weed covered it, and it protected the
water from the sun’s rays. However, at the
same time it permitted some light to penetrate
into the water below. The weed leaf was
translucent. Few other plants could survive so
near the surface. The sun’s rays were deadly.
Just below the surface leaf, was jammed great
kelp and plants that enabled the water to
support life. It was almost solid plant for the
first seventy meters; it then gave way to the
softer plant life, followed deeper by microscopic
algae. At the deepest points, who knew what
lay down there, for the lakes had never been
surveyed.
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CHAPTER 1

THE RAVAGES
OF WAR

B

randon Mirak stood looking over a large
wall screen of the galaxy. The red
covered his New Territories. The black

represented the worlds he had yet to conquer.
He mused as the red sections grew, to overtake
the black.
A rap on the door interrupted Mirak.
“Enter!”
The door swished open and an officer
smartly marched in. “My Leader Mirak, I have
news from Base Commander Balgoss.”
“Yes?” Mirak turned away from his map to
glance up at the guard.
“The news is that they have captured the
daughter of the Master Templar. The message
goes on to say that she will be delivered to you,
as soon as she’s assessed by the psychrons at
his base.”
Mirak nodded and turned away, as a
gesture of dismissal. He wanted to enjoy that
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feeling, that inner glow of success. The next
step was to use this news, to place an emotional
grip on his adversary in Jilta. He would do it
slowly, taunting the Master Templar at first,
before sending him the image hologram of his
daughter in captivity. It was so good to be the
victor.
He looked from the window of his office. He
had changed his abode, on the suggestions of
the psychrons, after their assessment of the
typical rebel profile. They found that the rebel
was intelligent, highly motivated, and would die
rather than be captured. The rebel's devotion to
the overthrow of Mirak, meant he could expect
suicide squad attempts on his life. Thus,
Brandon Mirak accepted their advice and
surrounded himself in a fortress, protected by
guards that had been programmed and
approved by the psychrons.
He looked from the window of his fortress;
he no longer saw the people moving about in the
park below. He couldn’t see the traffic buzzing
around, from the pickup terminals. Now his only
view, was of walls surrounding him, his
protection. He could see three guards standing
on the perimeter wall and no doubt there would
be many more beyond. Mirak sighed;
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sometimes he wondered if he was a prisoner and
not a ruler. He guessed that was the sacrifice he
had made, for greatness. Palbo and the
Federation would once again rule the galaxy, as
superior specimens of the human race. Brandon
Mirak had no other purpose.
Ω

The short cold mid-winter day was drawing
to a close. Three generals stood at close
attention. The tallest general was attired in a
black spartan uniform, dagger and laser hanging
from his black wide belt. He stepped forward
and pointed to the map of Palbo, the planet.
“My Leader,” he said. “The rebels seem to
vanish into thin air and then appear in another
part of the world.”
Mirak’s face reddened, as he seemed to be
trying to control his ferocious wild temper, which
he had become known for. He strolled over the
hard baked terracotta floor, and stared the
general with ice blue eyes.
Mirak began to feel the growing heated
rage, trying to burst from him. Finally, he let
out the tensely controlled words. “My life and
my regime are not safe. Either you find the
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rebels, or… else....” He turned and walked
away.
The general had inherited the rank from his
predecessor, who was hanged for non-dutiful
acts of not fulfilling Mirak’s orders, to dismantle
all rebel opposition. The general left the room.
Mirak drew the ornate window curtains. He
looked at the harsh yellow light on the black
walking compound, and tall grey stone fence
beyond. He wondered whether he was really the
master of the New-Age, or a victim of his own
paranoia. He shook his head. Such thoughts
were counterproductive to the aims and needs of
the Federation. Yet, he wondered if it was
possible that his whole existence was nothing,
but a manufactured dream. How did he really
know that he ruled over the Outer-Worlds? How
could he really know that he now ruled,
unconditionally over a third of the old
Federation? He could never get to see the limits
of his New-Age. He had to rely on the reports of
persons, who he never knew.
Strolling over to the banks of computer
screens, he glanced at the reports that were
flooding in, on the states of the various planets.
His ground forces were now in control of the last
resisting movements, on four Outer-Worlds, and
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two defiant Federation sectors had capitulated,
in just the last two days. He sighed as he
realized the data was three months old, at least.
News could only travel as fast, as warp drive
craft could carry it.
The lack of being in total control of all
events simultaneously seemed to make him
nervous. Was he becoming paranoid, really?
He looked at the screens, showing the most
recent locations of the Templar forces. It seems
that they would soon disclose their strengths. It
mattered little. He knew about their secret
separate Cordello fleets. The fact, that these
fleets were now about to join made little
difference. Every moment he grew stronger,
larger and his own forces unassailable. Mirak
smiled, as he realized his gamble to stall, which
was accepted by the Templars, was their
undoing. Smugly, he moved to the next screens
to read how his plans to destroy their fleets,
without mercy, without survivors, was
proceeding.
Mirak had already gained the upper hand,
and fighting from planet to planet had gained
him many victories. He was not interested in
fighting great space wars. It was, who
controlled the planets, controlled the galaxy.
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With the advent of warp drive travel, the
distance between planets was irrelevant. It was
planetary war, which was winning the galaxy.
He now had the forces and numbers, to
overcome the remainder of the Templar
controlled sectors. The newly designed Templar
frigates would have no impact. These latest
ships of the Templars were known for their
deadly accuracy and killing power, but they
couldn’t fight a ground war, nor could they
destroy planets. They were designed to kill
cruisers and destroyers, and as long as those
forces were not committed too long in one place,
then that weapon of the Templars was impotent.
Yet, it seemed that the real war was about
to begin. The Palboan fleet outnumbered the
Templars, seven to two.
Mirak stepped back. He had full faith in his
generals and turned to view the jewel of the
galaxy, which had eluded him and his forebears.
On the other side of the room, was a tall
hologram of the planet Jilta, revolving, in all its
magnificent glory.
Jilta was a sister planet to Palbo. It was
watered and culturally similar, but it had never
been tamed into the fold of the Warp Drive
Bank, as Palbo had. When the Alliance fell over
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a millennium ago and the Royals had vanished
from rule. The Warp Drive Bank had taken
control of their financial affairs, but the planet
was individualized. It seemed to refuse the role
as second sister, to the greater planetary culture
of Palbo.
Now, the destiny of Palbo would befall it, as
ruler over Jilta. Mirak smiled, as the holographic
impression turned with glistening waters, under
its sun. Under Mirak’s New-Age, Jilta would be
his second seat of power. From there, he could
rule the far side of the Federation, as Jilta now
did with its Templar influence.
Mirak felt the pounding within his head. He
wondered if he should call the psychrons. He
seemed terribly anxious.
Ω

The Master Templar had received word from
the Outer-Worlds a week before, that his
daughter and Amy had escaped captivity of the
pirates on Sleebo. Three days ago he got a
message from Leader Mirak, who said that he
had his daughter captive, and would return her
unharmed should he decide to submit the rule of
Jilta, to the merciful reign of the Palbo military.
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The Master Templar had not acknowledged a
reply, yet. It seems that the Leader of Palbo
was not in control of all the data, yet. Perhaps
the Temple could exploit this flaw.
Ω

It was an emergency summit meeting of
Cordellos, or what was left of them. Many had
vanished, as the Palboans plundered their
planets. There were thirteen Cordellos at the
meeting, with seven of those no longer having
sectors to return to.
The Master Templar stood at the head of
the long dark timber grained table. Their
attention was fixed on him. In times of
emergency, he had broad sweeping powers,
over the Cordellos. The Master Templar couldn’t
be disobeyed. His decision was final, and not
open for a debate. No longer would democracy
govern within the Temple. With war, it would
run as benign, theocratic military governance. It
was strength in leadership, which would bring
the Temple through this crisis, not popularity.
This was the way of the Torren, as it was
written.
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The Master Templar threw back his hand to
indicate the screen behind. His deep voice
boomed about the room. The tall arched stained
windows showed little light as Jilta P.C. entered
its winter. The great slender yellow lights that
hung halfway down from the ceiling flooded the
room with an amber hue.
The screen showed the most recent state of
the Temple Empire. “This, fellow Templars, is all
we have left. We are, but a shadow of our
former strength.
“There are now only three sectors secure,
and we have by no means the craft to protect
them.”
A Cordello rose, his golden hood drawn
back, “My Lorde. What could we defend?”
The Master Templar turned to the screen
and spoke sorrowfully, “We could defend Jilta.
That would mean forsaking all other Temples, to
the barbarian Mirak.”
There was a hushed brief murmur around
the room, until the Master Templar resumed.
“What we will do, is withdraw all military, to the
bases at Jilta. We can’t defend any other planet
in the Jiltanian Sector, or any other sector
without risk of losing Jilta. Fellow Cordellos, we
won’t risk Jilta.
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“The other planets and sectors will survive,
under the lunatic Mirak’s reign, until Jilta regains
ascendency. In the meantime, we must prepare
a resistance on each of our former planets. We
must have the Palboans keep as much military
presence on the other planets, as we can force
them to. He must over stretch his resources, as
he reaches for Jilta. Then, and only then, we
may be able to strike a blow at our enemy and
chase him as he withdraws back to Palbo.
“What is needed is for all craft and military,
to travel to Jilta. There won’t be one craft left
out there. With the use of our frigates, I doubt
that Mirak could sustain a strong campaign on
Jilta. Should he attempt it, then we shall have
the ground forces from the other planets here,
to resist him.”
The Master Templar looked around the
room, at the dour faces. There was naught else
he could do.
He continued. “Jilta has had other invaders,
before. It won then, with the help of the Torren,
and we will win out again!”
The Cordello from Kalanon stood and threw
back her hood. Her voice was strong and
distinctly feminine, in the male dominated room.
“My Lorde and fellow Cordellos, the Master
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Templar is correct, we must save the Temple, or
at least die, trying. There is no purpose in
throwing away defense forces that will be
defeated. My own forces from Kalanon shall be
leaving, as soon as I can get word. I shall send
that barbarian Mirak, word that my planet shall
be undefended and left at his mercy, but the
people of Kalanon shall really resist them. My
military forces, as small as they are, plus the
forces of the provincial government of Kalanon,
will soon be on their way the Jilta. I shall return
home to my planet to personally lead the
resistance.
“May the grace of the Torren be with you,
my Lorde!” She bowed extremely low, and then
strode from the room. All eyes followed her.
Ω

Mirak was pacing back and forth. He had
recently returned from a rest week, on the
instruction of the psycho-surgeons. He had
resisted going, but they insisted. Mirak
wondered how they could so easily have
persuaded him when the war was at its peak?
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The latest reports indicated, that the last of
the Federation systems around Jilta were
capitulating rapidly. The end was in sight.
As Mirak paced back and forth, he couldn’t
find why he felt so ill at ease. He should be
elated. The vermin of the galaxy was being
exterminated and he was the conqueror, but the
pleasure of conquest seemed to have eluded
him, for the moment.
He recalled the pleasure he had felt in days
gone by, when he ruled only the Warp Drive
Bank. Those were good days, when it was safe
for him on his own planet. He shuddered at the
thought of people out there, Palboans, who
wanted him dead. They were the dreaded rebels
who had already slain three of his top generals.
He thought back again, to the days when
the galaxy was run on commercial lines, not
military. Suddenly, a pain shot through his
head. He fell to his knees. It was the same pain
as always. Whenever he began to reminisce
about his former life, with the Bank, as its
Chairman, he fell victim to the pain.
Mirak managed to haul himself up onto the
large chair, by the window and sit, taking deep
breaths. Was this war about to take him as its
next conquest? He held his temples, as the pain
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cursed through his veins. He recalled how, when
his wife had died, only years ago, of a blood clot
in her brain; he had had all the directors of the
hospital slain. It was then, that his plans, for
absolute military rule of Palbo, fell into place.
Finally, the planet administrators that had
imagined him as a threat to the Palboan
sovereignty vanished.
The pain went away, and with it came the
thought that all would come to pass, and even
the unpleasantness would be forgotten; for one
day it would be recorded that Brandon Mirak
saved the galaxy, from the vermin short-lifers.
He stood and straightened. Outside, it
seemed that the bitter cold winds of winter were
dying away. Soon, there would be spring and
with it the news of the New-Age11.
Mirak seldom had visitors any more. It
seemed that they only upset him. All his news
was sent via viewscreens and via a few trusted
aides. Last month, there was even a failed
assassination attempt on his life. The assailant
was caught before he had made it over the wall.

11

DEFINITION: New Age: On Palbo, three years before, it was
declared that the reign of Mirak would usher in the New Age of
Prosperity. This became known as the New Age. Ref: Palbo
Times 23/12/7896 ◄Return
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Mirak’s hands had begun to tremble
uncontrollably. He tried to hold them onto the
chair, but couldn’t grab hold. Like the war,
Mirak knew this too would pass.
Ω

The Master Templar had moved his
residence from the center palace of Jilta P.C., to
Belevak, the military center for on-planet
operations.
Almost all operations centers were
underground. He viewed the rows of
viewscreens and computer banks, seeing the
hundreds of craft surrounding the planet and the
thousands of military stations, buried under its
surface. On the moons of the gas giants, of the
system were attack craft, as well as defending
stations, mid-way between Jilta and its solus.
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The skies over Jilta filled with defense craft

He looked at the screens and saw the
variety of craft that had shipped in, from the
other systems. There were hundreds of mining,
and private craft, as well as government craft.
The results had surprised him. New craft were
arriving every hour.
The response to strip their allied planets of
anything military, and ship it to Jilta, was
overwhelming. At last, the Master Templar
began to wonder, if there was a chance that
they might beat the tyrant Mirak.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 2

TO WAR

The lead marshal and four other Palboan fleet
marshals sat abreast, staring at the Jiltanian
planetary system, watching from the fleet
cruiser's bridge. The data, from their scouting
intelligence craft, was now beginning to be
displayed.
The lead marshal stepped over to the
screens. Their own five fleets were shown on
the lower part of the scene. The solus of Jilta
was in the center and the planet of Jilta lay in
between.
As the lead marshal circled the floor he
spoke deliberating on each sentence. “The
enemy is well prepared. We can see that he has
taken great aims to set his crown planet Jilta,
behind a screen of defenders. I’m surprised at
the amount of defenders, but then, one could
expect this to be a response from the other
sectors, in light of their easy capitulation.”
One of the other fleet marshals stood, “My
Lead Marshal, it would seem from our
reconnaissance, that the planet is surrounded by
many sizable objects.”
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“Yes, this will mean that our campaign will
have to be one of stealth. We will need to be
close in, carefully, and only at such speed if
we’re certain that the enemy has no external
forces deployed, on its outer unoccupied worlds.
I estimate this siege will be in the order of
several months. This won’t be a swift battle.”
The other marshals agreed.
The lead marshal studied the screen as it
displayed updated figures. “Hmm, it also
appears that our opponent has a wide variety of
craft. Some of which, are unknown to us.”
The other marshal sat down. “Well… I have
heard that the destructive power of those
frigates can cripple an unprepared cruiser.
Those civilian craft are an enigma and will need
further investigation.
“Their asteroids will be an obstacle.”
The lead marshal turned to the other four,
“The siege will start with their asteroids. We will
take time, and learn from the errors of the
earlier large battle in space, the Battle of
Sequetus 3. Our opponents down there, will
have learned about that battle backwards, and
how and why it was won. We have time to
study those tactics too, and should this siege
extend into years, then so be it necessary.
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“To start, our five fleets will position
strategically around the Jilta solar system.
Generally, we won’t close in until we have
checked on the whole system, thus ensuring that
we can’t be attacked from outside.
“Marshals; to your fleets now.”
Moments later, the lead marshal watched
the fleet marshals leave in their shuttles,
followed two hours later by the dividing of the
fleets to reposition themselves around the outer
parts of the Jiltanian heliosphere.
Ω

The Master Templar watched the images of
the enemy, from his underground headquarters
in Belevak.
Thirteen generals and eight Templar
marshals stood by his side. This was the time,
when the enemy finally revealed itself. This
could be a turning point.
General Talbar asked, “Do you think he will
expose his all at, the first sighting?”
The Master Templar shrugged, “He may.
There is little advantage in him showing all. He
will have other reserves beyond our detection.
What percentage is here, now, will only be a
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guess, at this stage. We will have to see what
reports come in, over the next month.”
The Jilta guard-marshal said slowly, “It
would be unwise for our enemy to blunder into
the system, when we have had so long to
prepare. He will spend time, scouring the outer
parts of the system and then gradually move on.
He won’t be provoked, into a full scale early
attack, but will respond to any test of his
defenses. He will stay on, and remain behind
the asteroids, until he’s certain that they are rid
of anything, which we might have put there.”
One of the other marshals added, “The
enemy will close in slowly, perhaps taking far
longer, than we intend him to take.”
“Then, we shall have to ensure that he does
close in, at the time that we dictate, not on his
schedule. That will be our battle, to ensure that
he arrives on time.”
The Master Templar turned to his generals,
“Are the ground forces in position? Are we
prepared?”
The Home General stepped forward.
“Master, the home of Jilta is well protected. If
the enemy lands, he will find resistance, that will
overwhelm him.”
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The Master Templar saw the screens,
showing their relative strengths and readiness.
He was impressed and said to the guard general,
“Should our marshals fail, and the enemy does
get to touch Jiltanian soil, then we have to be
certain that he will land, to fight a land battle.
He may decide to use a space barrage, if he
thinks that superior forces will overcome him.
So, generals, keep your strengths well hidden
until called.”
The Master Templar looked towards all his
loyal officers. They were not all Templars, but
they were sworn to uphold the honor and
traditions of Jilta. Some were Federationists and
a few were long-lifers, but they knew that the
Master Templar had supreme authority to
govern, on Jilta. All would obey him, as they
would any other elected president, of their
planet. He was a short-lifer, but he had brought
much culture, prosperity and fame to Jilta.
The main concern of the planet, was the
enemy atomics. Would it use atomics on the
surface of Jilta? The word was that he would
not. It was well known that Mirak knew, that
even a beaten planet could obtain a small craft
and use atomics in retaliation. It couldn’t be put
past Jilta, that if it failed to repel him, that it
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may retaliate with the use of atomic attacks on
the central planet of Palbo.
The Temple movement had lost many
planets, such as Siltonia and Centoria, whose
Cordellos had vowed that if atomics were used
on Jilta, or any of the Templar planets for that
matter, then atomic suicide squads would in turn
certainly be unleashed on Palbo C.C. It was
understood that Mirak had received this
message and to date no atomics had been used
by Mirak’s forces.
Ω

Brandon Mirak had just dismissed another
three generals. He was feeling elated at the
news, that the five fleets had united outside the
Jiltanian system. The end of the Templars and
the birth of the New-Age were drawing closer.
Mirak fought to control his hands that
seemed to want to hit the side of his body. The
psycho-surgeons had given him a narcosis cure,
but the effects had worn thin. Mirak stared at
his arm, in amazement, as it struck his side
again. Perhaps he should have it strapped, or
even removed, he wondered.
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His attention was caught by the latest data
scrawling down the screens. It showed that a
large fleet had become stranded, in the warp
drive mine net. Mirak strained to control his
arm, as he knew that at any moment, two
marshals would enter.
Ω

GALACTIC RANKS OF THE MILITARY:
These ranks are recognized throughout most of the
galaxy.
SPACE MILITARY COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF:
This is the supreme commander of the military.
GUARD MARSHAL (AKA DEFENSE MARSHAL):
Commands in the defending role. Commands the
fleets in defense and is subject to the command from the
commander-in-chief.
LEAD MARSHAL:
Commands all fleets during an attack operation. Is
equivalent in rank to the Guard Marshal and is subject to
the command of the commander-in-chief.
FLEET MARSHAL:
This is the Marshal who has command of a single
fleet. He’s either subject to the command of the Guard
Marshal, the Lead Marshal, or the commander-in-chief.
MARSHAL:
The commander of a cruiser and its support of
destroyers. May be subject to the direct command of any
of the above. (Similarly this applies to frigates)
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SECOND MARSHAL:
This is the commander of a cruiser only, has no
control over the support craft unless the Marshal's
command falters. (Similarly this applies to frigates)
COMMANDER:
Is in command of destroyers, civilian craft of notable
sizes. Can command a large squadron of interceptors.
CAPTAIN:
Is in command of an interceptor or fighter-group.
CAPTAIN SECOND CLASS:
Commands an interceptor or fighter.
LEADER:
Can command a fighter, serve on an interceptor, or
command a troop of guards.
GUARDSMAN FIRST CLASS:
Commands a troop of guardsmen aboard a military
space vessel.
GUARDSMAN:
The common soldier of the military space machine.
GROUND FORCES, EITHER IN ATTACK OR DEFENSE
HOME GENERAL:
Commands the defending forces on the ground of
the entire planet. Is subject to the command of the
commander-in-chief only.
LEAD GENERAL:
Is the equivalent of the Home General but in an
attacking role. Will play the role of the conqueror. Is
subject to the command of the commander-in-chief
CONTINENTAL GENERAL:
Is in command of the continent or the planetary
forces.
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GENERAL:
Is in command of an army. (Of up to six sections)
CAPTAIN:
Is in command of a section. (Of up to five patrols)
LEADER:
Is in command of a patrol (From fifty to two
thousand men).
TROOPER FIRST CLASS:
Is in command of a patrol (From ten to two hundred
men).
TROOPER SECOND CLASS:
Is in command of a patrol of up to twenty men.
TROOPER
Is the common soldier, throughout the Federation.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 3

MINES

Sheril had arrived home from the library. Her
mentor was one who had demanded so much
excellence and she lacked the natural flair of
Jaron.
She thought about him sometimes,
wondering what he was doing. There had been
concern over his further mission to Rambus, and
only three days ago word had been received that
he had reached Sleebo and left for another
destination. She believed that would be Palbo.
From her balcony Sheril stared to the barely
lit park below. It was deserted. The Aaron was
on galactic-alert, the first in a millennium.
She didn’t understand all the ways of the
Aaron, but she knew enough, to know that
something had scared them badly. The pending
galactic war was not as they had predicted, and
nor had the ready capitulation of the Templar
sectors. That had not been expected.
As she looked out, she sensed her son, little
Yandra, as he came and stood behind her. She
said nothing but simply stared out over the
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colorfully speckled parklands, while wrapping her
arm around his shoulders. There was not a
great deal of light in this quarter of town, but
the glowing mosses and fungi, did display a
fascinating small array of rainbow colors.
Yandra, simply looked out from the balcony
beside his young mother. He was seven years
past now. He held her by the hand, tight. He
wondered when his father would be coming
home.
There was no need of speech. They shared
their special moments in silence, thinking to
each other. He could tell his mother was
concerned for Jaron, as well for the events of the
galaxy. He too, had heard about the
experiments deep down in the Aaron wards. As
well, he had heard about the remains, of the
charred Aaron warriors. This was not planned or
predicted, either. He felt the group uncertainty.
He was not concerned for his father. He felt
Jaron would always remain alive. He smiled. He
had led a short but special life, being a naturalborn Aaron. Aaron children were not meant to
be attached to their parents. They were being
groomed in the ways of Boguard. He sighed. It
was easier for children who were not naturalborn, he thought. It seemed the natural-birth
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placed a bond there between parents and
children that was hard to explain to nonnaturals. He knew that both his parents felt
this. They had not voiced it, but he knew they
felt it. He was not just a short-lifer, like his
parents. He was the first short-life Aaron to
ever exist. His parents weren’t Aaron, as they
were born on Sequetus 3, but they were
Boguard however. He on the other hand was
born on Yaltipia to his Boguard parents, and that
made him Aaron, of which he was proud, even if
he would be short-lived.
Ω

A day later, a few Ks away, and several
levels below the residential quarters, an
experiment finally succeeded.
The captain was present. He watched from
the observation station, as all five of the Aaron
opened their eyes. The five looked at each
other, and then towards the observatory, above
them. The leader of the five grinned and said
cheerfully, looking around; “We’re back, and in
our own bodies, alive.”
The captain had quickly threaded his way,
down the stairs to the experimental floor. As
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the five stood up from their ordeal, the captain
embraced each of them. Finally, he said
jubilantly, “That means that you got through?
You know what the obstacles are?”
The leader of the five nodded and smiled,
“My Captain, we will be making a report almost
immediately. However, yes, we do know where
the mines are laid. For the first time we have
been able to get a glimpse of the planet Palbo.
It is no longer occluded to the minds' eye of the
Aaron. Finally, it too can fall under our
influence. The mines that have been killing the
Aaron, have been located. My four colleagues
and I, we know where they lie.”
With that, the five Aaron turned, to make
their debrief.
The captain watched as the five walked out,
after their three hour ordeal, of mind mapping
the warp-fields surrounding Palbo and its
neighbors. He recalled with still a twinge of
horror, the first five attempts to penetrate
Palboan space, and the resulting bodies, charred
beyond recognition. He remembered those who
had managed a glimpse of Palbo in their mind,
only to become babbling mindless idiots, upon
their return to consciousness, waking again in
Yaltipia.
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Slowly though, they had managed to locate
the secrets, that lay in the warp-fields around
the planet. Like mental stepping stones, they
went. Hideous thermal and psychotronic
mines12 lay out there, to wreak unsuspecting
damage upon any, who would dare venture,
across the warp drive universe fields of time.
Finally, now the Aaron could warp onto the
planet Palbo, and weave their magic as galactic
coordinators.
12

DEFINITION:
Psychotronic Mines:
Military
mines. First developed and laid out in the warp-fields
opposing the Alliance in the Torren wars, but now thought to
be unused. Signed treaties exist against their use across the
galaxy. Once mines had been laid in warp-fields, they were
difficult to extract.
Psychotronic mines react upon perceiving energy from
a living being and are directed to its presence. They explode
in close proximity. The deadliness of them is that they are
impossible to detect by a craft in warp drive, as they are only
in the same time band as the warp drive craft, for a fraction
of a second, long enough for the craft to vanish and long
enough for the mine to compute a direction and alter course.
Eventually, the mine shares the same space and time as the
target and then it discharges.
The mines are laid in a particular time net, by a single
craft in time slots, micro seconds apart.
To travel the mine field safely, one needs to know not
only where the mines are laid, but also what fraction of a
second into the future or the past, they have been laid in. On
correct assessment, a craft can alter its warp drive, to
operate safely in time and spatial coordinates, outside a
mine field. SOURCE; Searfinders Military Handbook, Third
Edition. Pp. 568-97. ◄Return
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Ψ
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CHAPTER 4

ARREST

They would soon be arriving in the sector of
Palbo. Jaron paced about the bridge. There was
no way he was able to contact the Man-o-War,
as upon entering warp drive all the craft in the
fleet were travelling on different time
coordinates. As accurate as the warp drive
systems were, there was no way yet of
coordinating exactly the time shifting, of any two
craft within the field.
Jaron paced because he was nervous and
that meant there was something wrong. He
looked at the pale grayish purple screens,
showing the shimmering of the warp fields. It
would be at least another week, before the fleet
would warp out at their predetermined arrival
point, in the Palboan system.
Ω

Brijet looked at the wavering screen of the
holographic imagery of the Jaron's fleet, before
her. The hologram showed the two cruisers and
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seven destroyers, fading in and out of space
nicely, as expected.
The images of the craft lacked the solidity of
a normal hologram, but even their ethereal
vision gave some consonance to Brijet and the
Aaron aboard the Man-o-War.
As she watched, she didn’t notice the
gradual clouding of the peripheral images.
A voice called, from the other side of the
bridge, “Captain Letone… quickly. The
Federation craft have entered a zone with small
objects, in the warp field. Hundreds of them!
Thousands!”
Brijet stood; horrified as the nine Federation
craft drew closer, to the tiny flickering dots that
lay ahead. “Mines!” she called, now staring at
the others.
She knew there was no hope. The Man-oWar mustn’t be risked. She gave the order,
which meant she might never see her comrades
under Jaron's command ever again, “Warp down
now.”
Watching the hologram fade, the blackness
of space overtook the room. She looked to the
second in command. “Find out where we are.
Prepare to pull away. Firstly, do a calculation as
to where Jaron's fleet would be, should any have
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warped down. Also, I want to know how long it
would take, to get to those coordinates under
conventional drives.”
“Yes sir,” he replied.
Letone looked up from his chair. He had
been watching and already had approximated
the time. “Jaron's fleet will be about two weeks,
away under conventional drives. They’ll have
crossed billions of Ks before us, when the mines
took effect. Let’s hope they got down, with
minimum damage. If not....”
Ω

Jaron was still pacing when a screen flared,
showing the living quarters had just been
engulfed in flames; then the galley. The screens
showed they were under attack from within the
craft.
Jaron yelled, to all on the bridge, “Warp
down…. Now…. Mines!”
The crew obeyed instantly and the screens
began to shimmer, but not before more of the
cruiser erupted into flames.
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The shimmering image of warp fields of time

Some of the screens went down. No
images or response resulted. Others showed the
flaming sides of the cruiser and images of flames
within. The screens showed they were quickly
out of the warp fields, and into the real physical
universe that they recognized. The warp drives
had not been struck.
Jaron felt a shudder run through the ship.
The damage reports were rolling down the
screens. They may have to abandon her.
He grabbed two Sleeboans, who had
volunteered as communications officers. “Come
with me. I want to see the damage, firsthand.”
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The three ran from the bridge down the
corridors. The elevators were out of action, and
chaos reigned. Smoke poured up through the
ventilation shafts. Another shudder ran through
the huge ship.
One of the Sleeboans who was jogging at
Jaron's heels yelled above the noise. “Do you
think we will be able to hold her, sir?”
Before Jaron could answer an explosion
ripped through the corridor. The three, along
with thirty others, were flung to the ground. A
fireball rolled across the ceiling above them and
subsided.
As Jaron stumbled to his feet, a party of five
dashed past with extinguishers and foam hoses.
The three continued. Finally, Jaron reached
the fighter bay. It was relatively eruption free,
apart from a fire in the far corner. Jaron slid
and jumped down a ladder and across the floor.
The first images from the inspection craft were
being received.
The port side hull had imploded. The ship
was on fire from bow to stern. Another
explosion erupted, in the mid sections.
Ω
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An hour later, Jaron was able to report that
the flames that licked the outside sections were
diminishing, leaving only black scorch marks of
the devastation.
Inside the craft, whole divisions had been
sealed off, in an effort to eliminate oxygen from
the fires. The loss of life was in the hundreds.

Cruiser afire, coming out from warp drives

Back inside, Jaron surveyed through the
wreckage. Twisted aluminum and steel littered
the corridors. Most of the sections had been
temporarily secured and the bodies were being
removed from the fire ravaged bulkheads.
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Jaron returned to the bridge and sat,
viewing the damage that was rolling over the
screens. The ship could be saved, but was
crippled.
Jaron turned to the communications
volunteers, “Have three interceptors travel along
our original flight path, to search for other
survivors of the fleet.
“We will continue to drift for the moment,
on our present course. Have the interceptors
maintain an open line with the bridge.”
The message was relayed and Jaron
watched, as three streaks of afterburners moved
away from the screens.
Ω

Reports returned, of other craft, three days
later. There were more survivors. There was
also the other cruiser, which was now powerless,
as well as three destroyers. The other four
destroyers were lost, somewhere in space, in
another time. They wouldn’t be seen again.
The fleet cruiser neared its companion
cruiser. Jaron was shocked, but pleased that
such a badly damaged ship could still exist. He
could see from the lights of the interceptor that
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the cruiser had almost been separated into two
pieces. The light of the cruiser’s decks was
extinguished and there was almost no activity
inside. The hanger doors had been blown off,
and Jaron could see that the drives had suffered.
Jaron sighed, and made a mental note of
the Boguard who were still present.
The remaining destroyers had actually
suffered far less damage, and had rendezvoused
with the disabled cruiser.
Detailed inspections showed the heavily
damaged cruiser was beyond repair, but that the
ship could be cannibalized for parts for the other
ships.
Ω

The Palboan fleet marshal looked around his
Bridge. His ship marshal looked up. “Two
minutes to point triple zero, sir,” he said.
The fleet marshal nodded. Two minutes
later, the screens shimmered and the familiar
star studded blackness returned. He watched,
as his six destroyers came out of their warp
drive minutes later, spaced about five thousand
Ks apart.
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Within an hour, five interceptors and a
cover of ten fighters had taken off, on a radial
search of the region.
Ω

Jaron watched on the screens, as his own
incoming interceptor teams were found. “By the
anaconda! No!” he cursed out loud. The enemy
had located them.
There was nowhere to run. The ships were
still partially incapacitated and couldn’t outrun
the enemy, even if they were weeks start.
Jaron gave the command; to prepare for
enemy engagement.
He could finally see the enemy fleet, as tiny
dots a million Ks away.
As they drew nearer, the enemy
interceptors kept a healthy distance away.
Twelve hours on, and the two fleets could
see each other very clearly.
The first communication came through,
from the enemy fleet marshal, “Please confirm
your identity.”
Jaron waited a moment, before responding.
Should he surrender? The enemy was fresh;
military trained, and outnumbered them. They
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couldn’t warp out, without risking further
psychotronic mines.
“We’re what are left, of a party from
Sleebo.” He responded.
“Why were you not using the current time
grids?” came the next question. The screen
showed a man with a hard jaw and heavily set
dark eyes.
“I can only say that we were using the
latest grids. However, our commanders were
lost in the explosions. What went wrong?”
“Never mind what went wrong, identify
yourself,” came the repeated order.
“Never mind who I am, that is classified
information which only Leader Mirak can
declassify. What are we to do now, light years
from any nearest planet?”
“What was your purpose of transit?” said
the face on the screen.
“Classified, but carrying two very important
visitors for Leader Mirak. She still survives.”
Jaron looked at Anki and Amy who were now on
the bridge.
While the enemy seemed to contemplate
the reply Amy said with venom, “I vote that we
fight those grutters to the death, their death!”
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Jaron looked at the woman, with the long
scars across her arms. “You may get your
chance. Can you pilot?” he asked.
“Hah!” she responded as she looked away in
disgust. “I can pilot rings around any flyer that
they can send at us. Just give me my chance!”
“You will get your chance. The enemy has
decided to send an envoy, to board this ship.
They are concerned that we’re not, who we
claim to be. When they arrive, they must
believe that we’re pirates. Then, we may be
able to even the odds, with surprise. For that to
eventuate, we will need to send you back, in
their ferry. Your mission will be to return their
ferry to this ship, before you reach their ship.”
Amy grinned and rubbed her hands
together. “I had better suit up.”
Jaron nodded and watched the young
woman, as she left the bridge. The enemy's
interceptor was drawing closer.
Jaron walked down the burnt out sections of
corridors, finally arriving at the hangers to see
the enemy interceptor and ferry. He took the
elevator down.
He greeted the three Palboans, from their
interceptor. Two enemy fighters circled outside.
The Palboans asked to be shown the captives.
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Jaron turned to his aide, a bearded miner.
“Have the two female prisoners come down.”
The miner nodded, ascended the escalator
and rapidly vanished. He reappeared moments
later, with the women.
He pushed them forward, towards the
captain of the enemy interceptor.
The captain smiled. He took hold of the pair
of women and said, “We will just take this pair
along, so that we can confirm that they are the
pair, being sought by Leader Mirak.”
In a flash, Jaron had a gun at the nose of
the captain, smiling. “They are our cargo out of
here, captain. If they both go, we have no
assurance that you will take us along. If we’re
left here, without grids to the mines, we won’t
survive the journey to the nearest planet, twelve
years away, under conventional drives!”
The Captain smiled and very slowly pushed
away Jaron's laser pistol. “I shall take one.
Which is the daughter?”
Jaron looked and nodded to Anki.
The Captain laughed, “Thank you,” grabbed
hold of Amy, and threw her into the arms of the
interceptor copilot. He had his own gun drawn.
“One thing I have learned from you mercenaries,
and that is never to trust you! We will take this
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one along and confirm her. When we return,
you will be given the correct grids, so that you
can get out of here.”
The door slammed and the interceptor was
out of the hanger in seconds.
Once inside, Amy was thrown to the rear.
The copilot only took his eyes off her for a
second, before a sleek steel blade flashed out
from her boot, to slash across his throat. He
gave out a half muffled gurgle, as he drowned in
his own blood.
Seconds later and there were two other
dead Palboans in the interceptor.
The interceptor turned, ignoring calls from
the fighters, and slowly returned to the Sleeboan
occupied cruiser.
Jaron smiled, as Amy stepped out, grinning
at him. She wiped the blood from her hands and
walked away. Jaron rolled his eyes, shaking his
head, and returned to the bridge.
Slowly, Jaron spoke to the Palboan
command over the communication system, “Sir,
we have a problem. We don’t trust you. You
don’t trust us. We have a cargo that is so highly
valued in Palbo; it is worth more than the lives
of all of us. That was the reason for our
reluctance to hand over the prisoners. If we
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give up our prize, then we have no reassurance
that you will lead us out of this mine field, sir.”
Jaron waited for a moment and then added, “It
is well known that the military hold mercenaries
in contempt and nothing would probably please
you more than to leave us here to rot in space.
So, unless you want to see your prisoners sent
to you floating across space unprotected, then I
suggest that you take our expedition out of here.
Alternatively, blow us up and the cargo, and
explain that to Leader Mirak.”
Jaron saw the rage building up, on the face
of the fleet marshal, but before he could express
that anger he was moved aside, and spoken to,
by another marshal. The fleet marshal then
nodded. “I shall be sending coordinates for your
path in, sir. Should you deviate you will be
destroyed and I’ll enjoy that.”
Jaron nodded. The enemy then proceeded
to give the coordinates for the path through the
mines in the warp drive fields. Then, as quickly
as they had arrived, the enemy left. Their fleet
shimmered from view.
Ω
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Brijet finally had a report about the lost
fleet. They were only hundreds of millions of Ks
away. Within hours, they were soon on the
holograph.
Letone also felt the relief, but the fleet
began to shimmer again and vanish, back into
warp drive space. The Aaron would follow.
Somehow the fleet was on the move, albeit five
fewer ships, but this time leaving a wide-open
warp drive leakage trail.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 1

AMANDA

J

aron and Akeala disembarked, from the
ship. It had taken three months, to get
there. The map they held showed both the

crater and the impact point, which they sought.
“Over there,” called Akeala.
Jaron looked and could see the ridge.
Akeala started to bound towards it.
“Careful Aki, it mightn’t be totally safe,”
called Jaron, as he watched his daughter leap
over a small crater. He turned down his internal
helmet lighting, so that he could see more
clearly, and watch Akeala’s torchlight.
Jaron received a message, across his visor.
It was Amy. She was worried about him, as
their ship had orbited to the other side of the
moon and they had lost direct contact. Now,
however, she could see him.
Jaron smiled. “I think we have it; this time.
I can feel it.”
He could see Amy’s face plainly on his visor,
now. She replied. “I feel nothing. I also have a
creepy feeling; being here. It is like walking on
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egg shells, with the dead sleeping, beneath
you.”
Jaron laughed at the metaphor. “Perhaps
true, but she will be here, somewhere, and the
fact that she can’t be found by our sensors,
means she is here; fully aware.”
Amy sighed.
Akeala called over. “Papa… oh hi Aunt
Amy.”
“Hi Aki… please be careful.”
“Oh, Aunty, there isn’t a thing…oh…” Akeala
dropped from view and her sensors cut out.
Jaron couldn’t see her. There was plenty of
light; to see by, and the ground where she just
was, could be clearly observed, and yet, she was
gone. Jaron looked around as if he was
squinting. He had to turn down his visor, again,
as Amy was becoming frantic. “Stay there,
Amy. I can sense her, both of them.”
Jaron looked around and Belkron Blu was to
his left.
He could feel something. “It gives me the
spooks, sir.”
“Over there.” Jaron pointed. There was
nothing.
Belkron shrugged; inside his suit. He was
watching, as Jaron walked over to a small crater.
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Jaron vanished. “Oh, Amy, this is creepy, now
they both have gone! I’m going to walk closer…”
Amy was watching; from their ship. It was
a standard Man-o-War. Its captain looked at
Amy. He nodded. “He has them.”
Amy wasn’t so confident, but she took some
solace, from his words. Still, she noted nothing.
Down below, Jaron could sense he was now
out of contact, with above. He could see Aki,
beside the ship.
Jaron checked his air and saw that he had
two hours left. “Aki, you found her. Very well
done, daughter.”
Akeala looked up, at her father, and then
along the hull of the damaged Man-o-War.
Jaron looked at her. “I can feel your
thoughts. What is it?”

Akeala, Kantee, and Luna 2 above
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“Papa, I can see the ship, but I’m not
convinced that the ship was alive as you said. I
mean, how can hardware be alive? Ever?”
Jaron looked at his daughter, and then the
ship and then the blue world of Kantee above
them. He loved space and he loved his beautiful
daughter. He could feel the ship, watching and
listening. He thought his daughter was so
clever. He smiled. “There is life, to a degree, in
everything. However, when you enable
something to make a choice, even if otherwise
predetermined, more life will inhabit it. Cells in
our bodies have many choices and have lots of
life. Well, with a ship, when it is highly
computerized, and I mean like a computer that
could run a planet, life will want to inhabit it.
You know that, and that is what we have; here.”
“Why did she crash then, if she is alive?”
“She lost her captain, after the battle of
Kantee. He went down to this moon, where he
then died. He returned to the Pleiades as you
know, after death, leaving his crippled body
here, but his ship went into mourning, and well…
here she is.”
“Why did she crash, papa?”
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“She will have to tell us that, herself. For
really, I might never know. Some ships can’t
handle the loss of their captain, as it is like
losing a brother, sister, mother or someone
perhaps even more dear to them. Few make it
through, and they wish to die too, and return to
where they came from.”
“Why did she not go back then, Papa?”
asked Akeala.
“I think we will need to ask Amanda that
question.”
“How can we ask, if she won’t accept our
help? She has been hiding and did a good job.
I had to stumble right over her to find her. Her
shroud was magnificent.”
Jaron ran his glove, slowly, over her hull.
He knew better, than to try to talk to the ship.
He knew Amanda, from days gone by. He also
knew many ships were never resurrected, when
they went this far. Yet, he had argued that
Amanda could be brought back, and mightn’t go
over, to the other side. They had searched the
Kantee moon for weeks, until Akeala found this
one series of craters, which seemed to have less
impact points, than prior to the battle of Kantee.
Thus, she reasoned, this was the crash site,
shrouded with the image of the ground, before
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Amanda ditched her herself, onto the Kantee
moon.

Outside the crashed Man-o-War
This wasn’t unusual, for a grieving ship,
which had lost its captain. Jaron’s mission was
to bring her out of her grief; and cajole her back
to the Pleiades.
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Jaron thought to the ship. There was no
response. He did it again, and kept it up, for an
hour.
By then, Akeala was looking about, showing
him the time, which remained, and the lack of
air. Jaron nodded. He motioned for Akeala to
switch her spare air, to his, and for her, to make
her way out. The others in orbit would be
worried.
Akeala complied, farewelled her father, and
headed out, to the blurring edges of the shroud.
Jaron checked the tank, and noted that he
now had two hours of air left. He sat.
Back on the Man-o-War, Akeala looked at
Amy. They had noted the region covered by the
shroud; where Amanda had to be. Around them
were other Man-o-Wars, all equally alive,
thinking to each other, compassionate in
knowing that one of their own was down, and
hurting. They too, shared their sister’s grief, but
were powerless to do anything. It had to be
someone, who was human; who communicated
to Amanda. Those were their rules, for being
there. They knew what Jaron was doing, and
what he wanted. He would be a good match, as
captain for Amanda, if she accepted, if she could
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come to terms with her grief, over losing Captain
Bigow.
Amy was getting worried. They had sent
down tank after tank of air; it had been eight
hours now, and still Amanda hadn’t responded.
Akeala was worried; too. “Are you sure that
she is alive, I mean there?”
Amy looked over.
She is there; girl, came the thought from
the ship, in which they were.
Akeala smiled. “Sorry.”
Jaron caressed the hull, again. This would
be the twentieth time, which he had walked
around the ship, feeling her surface, feeling her
pain. He could feel her loss, the anger at losing
her friend, her captain. She didn’t want another
captain. She didn’t want anyone else. She
wanted Bigow.
Jaron saw that he had only twenty minutes
of air, remaining. He sat down; next to the
hatch. “It is no use,” he said to himself, looking
out and up at the craft, which he could now see
hovering, a few Ks, above him.
He had only five minutes of air; left. He
had stopped anyone coming to him. He willed
them away, but in a way, so that Amanda wasn’t
able to hear his thoughts. He wondered to
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himself, if the risk here, was worth it, as he
shielded his thoughts.
He swallowed. What if there was no air;
inside? Even if she did open the doors now, he
could still die. He looked at his air meter. He
was down to three minutes.
Akeala was pulling at Amy. “We have to go
down. Don’t you understand? That stupid ship
is going to kill him, and he is the only father, I
have. Let me go, Aunty!” At that point, Akeala
pulled herself free and bounded to the doors,
fully suited up.
Amy raced after her to the steps.
She is lifting, came the thought.
Who? asked Amy, not knowing whom this
ship was thinking about.
Amanda.
“He is in Aki, come back.”
Jaron was inside the Man-o-War, Amanda.
He had only a minute left, of air. Amanda was
still not answering his thoughts, but she had
coerced him to the bridge, and when he got
there, he was relieved to find it was pressurized.
He removed his helmet, and saw the door close.
“Thank you Amanda.”
“You aren’t welcome,” came the reply, over
the speakers.
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Jaron smiled and was about to say
something, when Amanda said, “Don’t be so
smug, as we aren’t going anywhere! I just
couldn’t let you die. That is all. Do not think it
is anymore; than that. This moon has claimed
enough; from me.”
Jaron looked around. I understand, he
thought to her.
There was no reply, so he sat; next to the
captain’s chair.
Good, you didn’t sit there.
Jaron looked at the vacant captain’s chair.
“Yes, of course, I wouldn’t.”
There was silence; for the next twenty
minutes. Jaron said nothing. He didn’t touch
anything. He just sat. He knew he could stay
alive in this ship, for the next month if needed,
without water, food or even sleep. Therefore, he
just waited.
“Are you just going sit there, like that; for
eternity?” came the voice, after an hour.
Jaron just looked up, and around the room.
“It’s nice to hear your voice.”
There was silence, for another hour. Then;
a single light came on, under a screen, then
another, and after four seconds, the entire set of
screens, and then, the walls came alive. Next,
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the floor and walls and the ceilings lit up. The
lines through the metal began to pulsate; with
life.
“Are you just going to sit there? Get in your
seat,” commanded the ship.
Jaron moved; into the captain’s chair. “Yes,
Ma’am.”
He waited and started to feel the mind,
around him. He could sense her anger.
What is it you want? She asked. I’m not
yours.
Jaron nodded. I want to find those; who
murdered Captain Bigow.
Jaron felt the huge surge, of thought and
anger, towards him. He held it off. I’m not one
of those, who did that, Amanda.
Sorry. You are right. Can I? She asked.
Jaron nodded and opened his mind to her.
He wanted her to see that his motives were
transparent, where he wanted to go, where he
had been and what he wanted to do with her.
He felt Amanda smile. And Amy, too? She
asked.
Jaron was surprised. Do you know her?
Amanda knows her. She is good, and a
friend.
Amy is my friend. Can I invite her inside?
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Yes, came the thought; reluctantly.
Ω
Amy sat; beside Jaron.
Akeala was there, cautiously surveying the
ship. She asked, “Is this ship really alive?”
Jaron looked over, at Amy.
“Aki, that is a very rude comment, to make
here. It is like an animal asking if you, if you
are alive. Everything is alive, and all existence
has a small measure of created life, even those
things, which others consider inanimate. A Mano-War? It is very much alive, and Amanda is
alive, just as you and I are also alive.”
Akeala looked around, at the walls and
floor. It didn’t look that alive; to her.
Jaron, feeling the tenseness in the air,
changed the subject. “We are going to turn on
the computer, to show us the circumstances of
Captain Bigow’s death. Ready?” he asked Amy.
Amy looked around, and nodded. Akeala
shrugged.
The screens came on, at Jaron’s touch, and
commenced showing their invasion of Kantee.
They saw Amy leaving, right on cue. Next, the
others departed, leaving Amanda and Bigow as
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the only ones, on this side of the moon. Bigow
was now outside inspecting some damage, which
seemed to have happened to the hull of the ship,
during the confrontation with the Kantee Space
Command. Suddenly, out of nowhere, came
three rockets. Bigow jetted away from the ship,
ordering Amanda to leave, to warp out; now.
She refused. He ordered again. The rockets
were almost upon him. He dodged the rockets,
and then three lasers struck out and somehow,
Bigow suffered injuries to his face and leg.
Then; they hit again; a huge bolt of bright light
came from the left and the lasers were
smothered by a large shadow, which covered
that section of the moon. Bigow began to sink
slowly down, onto the surface.
Akeala stared incredulously, as his body
divided into two portions, then the laser was
shielded away, by some kind of … nothingness.
Akeala could see the nothingness; being hit, and
hit again, by the lasers.
The ship began to heave. Akeala looked
about, worriedly. The ship heaved again, and
again.
“Papa, what is happening? Are we under
attack? Please help; quickly.” Akeala called.
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Jaron just held up his hand and indicated to
her, to be silent.
The ship heaved; again.
Amy leaned over and whispered, “Amanda
is grieving, child. Respect her. Please.”
Akeala held her hand, to her mouth and
looked around. The walls seemed to have a
faint glow, to their solidity.
Jaron reached over, and played the
recording again. It was the same, but this time,
they saw the look on Bigow’s face, as he saw
something that caused him sheer terror. Then;
the lasers struck.
The ship again heaved, and heaved. A very
loud yowling noise came from the bowels of the
ship.
Akeala was about to say that it was spooky,
when Jaron put his hand on her arm, and
whispered, “Be Boguard, if nothing else, Aki. Be
silent, or leave.” He turned back, to the controls
and replayed the images; again.
The ship was reverberating now, and the
yowls were coming stronger, and louder and
even more deafening. Jaron played the images,
another three times and then he asked,
Amanda, what did he communicate to you,
before he left?
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The ship heaved again, and again. It
seemed to Aki, that the ship might even tear
itself apart, and she wondered how the structure
was able to hold itself; together.
A whimper came; into Jaron’s mind. He
said…. The ship heaved, again.
He said…. He was sorry …. Sorry …. That
he couldn’t protect… me… me….
The ship heaved again, but it was less; this
time.
What did you not say then, that you wanted
to say; that you held back?
The ship heaved. I wanted to say that I
loved him. He was my captain and I failed… I
failed… I failed him.
The floor started to buckle up; the walls
began to push inwards.
Akeala was sure that they were close to
death, and would die. Yet, she couldn’t work out
how the ship didn’t break up, even if it was still
on the moon’s floor.
Jaron asked the question, repeatedly. Each
time, the reaction of the ship became less. Then
there was nothing.
Amanda?
Yes Jaron?
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Can you answer my daughter’s question what is life?
Amanda thought for a moment. Then the
ship started to shake; up and down.
Amy smiled, and seeing the concern return
to Akeala’s face, said, “Lighten up child, she is
laughing at you, now.”
Akeala looked around, and saw the floor
and walls getting brighter, that the lines and
pulsating lights had returned, which she knew
indicated that the ship was alive.
Aki? Came a thought, into Akeala’s mind.
Akeala stood up and looked around. Jaron
smiled.
Aki? I’m all around you. My name is
Amanda. Can we be friends?
Akeala had never interacted with a ship;
before. That was way above her training and
expectation. She nodded. Yes, she thought
back.
Can you help me? Was the next thought,
which came to Akeala.
Yes, she answered, a bit wimpishly.
The ship slowly began to rise; from the
moon’s surface. The screens changed; to show
there, under the ship, in a shallow depression,
was the body of Captain Bigow. His ship had
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protected his body, in a shallow crater, for the
past many months.
Amy leaned across. “That explains why she
didn’t leave. She is still protecting - him. Aki, it
is your honor to go out and retrieve her bonded
Captain. Do you want help?”
Akeala shook her head. “I feel this is a
greatness I’m being afforded. I would like to
take the responsibility, of accepting that; alone.”
Aki bowed her head to Amy and turned. She
slowly wiped a tear away.
Amy slightly nodded back.
As Akeala stepped away she looked back at
her father and Amy, a thought came to her.
Thank you.
Ω
Akeala was returning inside, with the body
of Bigow. It was frozen, lacerated and cut into
pieces. It didn’t feel heavy, as there was almost
zero gravity. Amy was fully suited, at the entry
door; waiting.
Akeala looked up, at the ship. She looked
at it and then beyond. Above; were another
four Man-o-Wars. She felt something there, and
it wasn’t the captains. It was a kindred feeling;
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between the ships. They, the ships themselves,
seemed to be watching her; looking at Akeala,
as well as Amanda.
It then dawned on Akeala, that these ships
were, what could be termed a race. They looked
after themselves, but worked with Boguard, and
served with Boguard. They were a race, and
together they stuck. They above, were looking
after Amanda. Akeala felt their concern. She
looked at them, and nodded. They seemed to
return her feelings, of admiration. In addition,
she thought she felt a faint series of thank you,
in return.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 2

RENDEZVOUS

After the farewell-ceremony on Yaltipia, where
Captain Bigow’s body was laid to rest, and words
read for him to return, Akeala was looking
around the cavern wondering, what she was
going to do, next. Being Boguard was exciting,
or it should be, she thought to herself.
However, being in a boring old cave in the
Pleiades, hiding; might seem okay, but….
Jaron walked over, with Sheril by his side.
“Aki, I can feel your thoughts. You need to keep
up your study and practice of The Way, and you
will get there.”
Akeala shook her head. “I think there
needs to be a reason, a motivating force, which
has lost me; now. I wonder if I should return to
Palbo, or even Rambus. I liked that, and
chasing after you, Papa. That had a reason, and
the Cordukes were fun.” She sighed.
“Aki, I’m going to the Sequetus Series, on a
recognizance mission. You have been named, as
one of the crew.”
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Akeala brightened up a bit. She threw a
pebble into the pond and watched the ripples,
move outwards. “What is the point?” she asked.
Sheril kneeled down, beside her exhusband’s daughter. “Aki, can I call you that?”
Aki turned from her stepmother. “If you
wish.”
Sheryl pointed to the pond. “That one
stone, all it did, when it hit the water; was to
cause the ripples to travel, to every corner of the
pond. We are like that, and the ripples from us,
are felt; all through the galaxy.”
Akeala nodded. “I know. I’ve been told
that; before.” She threw another pebble, to
watch the splash.
Sheril sighed, “I suppose I’ll have to tell
Castano, to get a replacement. You were to be;
his second in command.”
Akeala stood up straight, hugged Sheril,
and then her father. “You are so mean, both of
you. You should have told me. When do we go
to briefing? I will be ready to lift off; in an
hour.” She hugged Sheril again, and ran off.
Jaron watched her leave, and smiled.
Sheryl gave him a strong look. “She is
right. You are mean to her, sometimes in a fun
way.”
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Ω
Akeala met her father again, after her first
briefing. “You knew I wasn’t going straight to
Earth. Why am I going to boring old Palbo,
again?”
Jaron straightened. “It isn’t my place to
replace your Mission-Ops. Do you not know why
you are going there?”
“To pick up someone for you, who you think
is important.” She looked at him. “That sounds
boring, Papa.”
Jaron looked upwards to the center of the
cavern. He looked back down. “I see. Who
would be so important, that I’d send my own
daughter to fetch them?”
Jaron waited, and waited and finally
watched his daughter arrive at the answer.”
“Mother? I’m going to pick up mother?
Really? She is improving?” Her lips began to
quiver.
Jaron looked at her and said nothing.
“Why? The psycho-surgeons damaged her,
when they passed all that electricity and knives
through her brain. Why, she can’t do anything.”
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Akeala waited a few seconds, and asked, “Oh!
What’s changed?”
Jaron looked away, again, still saying
nothing.
Akeala was watching him carefully now.
“Unless – do you think, that there is some way,
to fix her? Is that it?”
Jaron smiled at his daughter, and with a lot
of effort, he held back the tears, in his own eyes.
Akeala just jumped at him, and put her
arms around his neck, kissing him, as a tear
rolled down her cheek. She stood there, holding
onto her father, and began to sob.
Soon, Jaron moved back, so that he could
talk to her. “I just have a theory, that’s all.”
“I love you, Papa.” He watched her, as she
ran away; down a path. She called back, “I love
you.”
He called back. “No promises.”
“I don’t care.” She ran inside the corridor.
“I love you.”
Ω
The five Man-o-Wars left Yaltipia, for the
world of warp drive space. It would be two
months, before they neared their rendezvous
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position. Out there in the warp fields, they could
somehow sense the destroyers of Commander
Beel and his crews, even though they were
hundreds of light years, away.”
Ω
On another mission, was a single Man-oWar, transporting Castano and his group.
Castano was a Corduke, and not Boguard.
He could still not quite get around the reality,
that the Boguard ship itself was life, as distinct
from someone, just running the computer
section.
“It would seem feasible, if someone said the
computer was alive, but the hardware of the
ship?” he commented.
Akeala sighed. “Of course, she is alive.
The ship is her body and she imbues it with her
presence, the same as you do, with your body.
It has cells, but they are a different creation
than yours, different material. Yet; they are
equally as alive, as we are. The fact that she
wants to take procession of a ship, is no more
questionable, as to why you would want to take
procession of a body, before or at birth, is it?”
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Castano looked at this young fountain of
wisdom, bubbling away.
She continued, enjoying captivating his
attention. “Do you really know your own reason,
as to why you came into this universe and chose
the body, that you have, Captain?”
Captain Castano looked long at this young
woman, whom he admired and respected. He
had seen her in action, against the Talkron. She
had ability. Castano put his hand, on his
allocated bridge section. He felt the metal, and
it seemed to pulse, as though communicating to
him. “Sometimes, I wonder if I can feel him;
under this. It is a him, err, isn’t it, he?”
Akeala smiled and pressed Castano’s hand,
onto the wall. “Yes, his name is Ginola. He is
quite old in our world, a veteran ship, of
thousands of Standard Years. He can feel you,
when you touch him. He likes your touch. He
isn’t really a he, however, as the Man-o-Wars
don’t have a gender. But, they amuse
themselves and us, by presenting themselves,
as such.”
Castano looked at the floor and the pulsing
lights, which ran along the seams.
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“You can try to think to him, if you want.
He is there and will receive your thoughts, and
may answer you.” She added.
Castano smiled. “Perhaps. Right now, I
see the commanders have us coming out from
warp drives into the physical universe, around
the rendezvous point.”
They both looked at the screens, which had
changed from their warp drive purple color, to
the blackness of space, studded with stars.
Amy looked on, at Akeala. She smiled to
herself and wondered what it was like, to be
young. She reflected back to her early days on
Rambus, and the fun she and Anki used to have,
until the pirates came, and they had to take
refuge on Jilta.
That was when Amy found out her friend
Anki was actually the Master Templar’s
daughter. “We were a pair, in that Royal Court,”
reflected Amy. She sighed. That was taken
away from her, when she and Anki went back to
Rambus.
They had to fight for their freedom, then.
While they won, out of sheer evil some crazed
group of psycho-surgeons had cut out part of
Anki’s pre-frontal lobes, to prevent her from
being victorious.
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Amy swore a dozen oaths, that she would
even the score, a thousand times over. She
swore at the image of Brandon Mirak, the
images of the psycho-surgeons she had killed,
and their patsy psychrons. She also recalled the
Talkron, those seemingly behind it all, those she
had killed, and those she still had interned, in
her own private mental universe.
A tear rolled down her cheek, as she
reflected her lost younger days, and how there
was little room for fun, now. The universe really
wasn’t what it seemed; out there. It was an
illusion, painted over make believe. How long
would it take, for all sentient life to be free, she
wondered.
Amy looked over, to see Akeala and
Castano watching her. They smiled. They
somehow understood. She reached up and
touched the scars on her neck, from those days.
She felt the mental pain, as much as anything
physical.
Akeala came over, and held Amy by the
hand. “Aunty, we will be there soon, and you
will be with your old friend, my mother.” Akeala
couldn’t hold it back anymore, and she looked
away with moist eyes, while trying to watch the
approach; to Palbo.
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Castano understood. He said nothing.
Down there, he also sensed the mixed feelings.
There was that old hostility of Palbo: to the rest
of the galaxy. There was still the underground
network, of Talkron agents. He knew that the
Temple hadn’t found them all, and that the hunt
still went on. He could feel the anxiety of
Akeala, for her mother. He even wondered
about his own capability, to lead a joint
Corduke-Boguard mission. It was an honor to
be appointed as leader, but would it work? He
wondered, at the similarities between the
Cordukes and the Boguard.

Approaching Palbo
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He wondered about the ship. He put his
hand on Ginola’s wall, feeling him, as though
somehow sensing him, through the metallic skin.
He looked around slowly, as he thought he could
hear a distant voice in his mind, telling him it
would all work out; soon enough.
Ω
The rendezvous point for Jaron’s small Mano-War squadron, wasn’t near any system. It
was instead, a simple three-dimensional point in
space selected, at random. It was a
predetermined point so that the Man-o-War
squadron, and the small Sandrist fleet under
Poltan Beel’s command, could meet securely,
and coordinate their next strategy.
Jaron signaled. Amanda.
Yes, Captain.
Sweep the area: for foreign fleets and
troops.
Yes, Captain. There was a five-second wait.
All ships have come up, with the same result.
There is no detectable other craft or life, within a
light year all around.
Thank you, Amanda. Prepare for
rendezvous.
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Ω
Tubin was excited. He was waiting, at the
executive disembarkation gate. It didn’t matter
that he was perhaps the most influential person
on the planet. He made a point of following the
rules, without favor. He had thirty Temple
Guards, surrounding him. The spaceport
security had cleared away most of the other
personnel. There were an additional hundred
City Security staff, on alert, through the
building. For Tubin, this was his being there;
without favor.
Finally, Amy, Akeala, and two other
Cordukes marched through the quarantine area.
Amy and Akeala were Corduke Templars, prior
to joining the Boguard. They never renounced
their Temple fraternity, and why should they?
They were still who they were, and the two
doctrines didn’t conflict. Rather, they enhanced
each other, they thought. Moreover, Goren
Torren became Boguard, and even if he did not
found the Temple, he was its founding source.
Tubin grinned, as his sister embraced him.
He thought he might suffocate, as she squeezed
him so hard. He looked sideways; as two
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photographers captured their image,
immediately sending their shots and a brief story
of Akeala, back to their editors.
Once, they had been hailed as the royalty of
Palbo, after Akeala and Tubin rescued their
mother, and freed her from the hands of the
Talkron.
Finally, Akeala released her brother, but
held his hand.
Tubin looked at Amy. “Welcome to Palbo,
Amy of Rambus.” He bowed deliberately low.
“Thank you for bringing me, my sister.”
He looked around and the guards were
closing. Castano held back behind. Tubin
looked back to him, and nodded. “Thank you,
too, sir.” Tubin gave him a knowing look,
recalling the time that they spent together, in
the Southern Polar Region, rescuing his mother.
Castano paid a deep professional bow. He
felt privileged to serve.
Amy looked around, at all the faces;
watching. There were not only guards and C-S’s
now, but also many civilians.
“I think we need to get you all, into your
floater,” advised Castano. “We can give you a
short briefing, on the way in. It is more secure.
I’m beginning to feel vulnerable.”
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Tubin nodded. He waved his hand, the
guards packed in tightly and they formed a
column, to the exits.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 3

ABOUT EARTH

Beel was in his flagship theatre room. Jaron and
his leaders were there. The room was
illuminated with, its three dimensional model of
the Sequetus Series, and all its new activity.
The planets and ships were translucent laser
projected images, allowing the commanders to
move around amongst them.

The image of Earth and its two moons

Jaron stood by Earth. “Enlarge,” he
commanded, and the image enlarged. “Bigger.”
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It did again. The scale was finally so big, he
could observe people, on its surface.
“I can see; what you say. These Earth
people have the freedom to go about their daily
lives, for some reason. They have a small
degree of technology, with animal-drawn
transport.” He looked over to Beel and his
commanders. “Do you have any guess, as to
why they are there, not lifted off, and not part of
an overall scene; here?”
Beel shook his head. “They are primitive,
but not unobserved. It seems that there are
visits by out there, but it is seldom. I cannot
see why they allow them to exist there, and
non-intervened.”
Jaron nodded. “That sounds familiar. Why,
I wonder? What are they allowing to happen?”
Beel answered. “We have no idea, without
going down. However, as there are over fifteen
hundred spacecraft around Earth and the inner
planets, we cannot get near it.”
Jaron stepped over to Mars. “There’s no
interest here?”
Beel shook his head. “It is vacant, I think.
There are no ships going and leaving, that we
can see.”
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“What about Sequetus 2, Venus?” The
second planet out from the sun appeared, and
enlarged. It was a planet with a noxious
gaseous atmosphere.
“There are corrosive elements in its
atmosphere. However, there is a lot of activity
around it, which we cannot explain. Most of it is
here; around this region. Small ships go in;
ferry craft go down, into the atmosphere, and
then return, after a day. It happens regularly
every hundred hours. I can only guess that
there is a base there; being supplied. I’ve no
idea what the purpose would be for the base. It
is however, the most heavily guarded planet and
has at least thirty attack satellites around it,
which is three times that of Earth. These
satellites are very mobile. They will be hard to
get around.”
Jaron nodded. He looked at Belkron Blu.
“Belkron, have you have seen this; before?”
“No, my Lorde, I haven’t.”
“You have a sense for the Talkron
melodrama, and how they think. You’ve been
hunting them; successfully. So; what is their
motive, when they leave alone this society here.
They also have protected another planet, which
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they almost never visited, and a mining camp on
these two moons, one of which recently arrived.”
Belkron looked around, at the holographs.
He commanded various enlargements of the
model. He walked, quietly asking for different
planets to appear, and others, to vanish.
He looked up. “They are related. They
need these people. Perhaps, they are harvesting
them, collecting them, to use in their mines, on
the moons. They are taking something from
these moons. The moons are both non-natural,
to this planet. Earth originally never had a
moon, until eleven thousand years ago. It came
to Earth for a reason. It is being mined now,
and it is possible that it was being mined, then.
History said that the population of Earth wasn’t
welcome, there. The terrestrials of Earth first
arrived on their moon in 1969, and a few years
later were forbidden to return.”
Belkron had been studying all the available
materials on the subject, for months. He walked
around. “Sequetus 3 wasn’t allowed to be
intervened, but was, on the other hand, seeded
technology that sped its development fast,
through to their atomic age. They developed
warp drive travel seemingly accidentally, and
exported it to Maluka. The planet was also used
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to manufacture drug resin, used by the Talkron
for decades, to keep vat-grown bodies, drugged
semi-conscious, so they could be controlled.”
Belkron looked up. “We know it has to be a
Talkron base, and likely has been, since the
early days of its civilization.”
Belkron didn’t know of the Pleiades and
their attempts to colonize the planet, thousands
of years before. Jaron knew about it, but let
Belkron continue.
“The planet has had various civilizations.
There was an ancient electronics civilization,
possibly the Talkron were responsible, based on
an island in their Mediterranean. I believe they
referred to it, by the same name as the outer
ocean. However, that civilization collapsed and
the whole island vanished for some reason.
There was also an even earlier civilization, in
what is Australia, going back before fifty
thousand years. It also vanished.”
Belkron walked around Venus. “Speed up,
please,” he commanded. He could now see a
spaceship. A ferry left the ship, and descended.
“Faster,” he called. The ferry returned; after a
third of a revolution of the planet, went into the
ship, and then, the ship vanished, out from the
system.
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Belkron walked around, more. He looked at
the new arrivals. “If we could work out where
the ships are from and going to that would
help.”

Venus
He asked for the planet to rotate, so they
could see more clearly, where the ships were
operating. He shook his head. “The carbon
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dioxide heats the surface up to uninhabitable
temperatures, and the sulfuric acid in the
atmosphere eats most metals. I can’t think of
any reason why they are there. It isn’t mining,
but it is something.”
He looked up, at the commander. “Our job,
is, what, to get more data?”
Jaron looked around and closely observed
each person. “Please, commanders, lock the
doors, and turn off all communications.”
The room sealed; Jaron looked around,
having scanned all the minds; of those present.
He looked at his fellow Boguard. “This is strictly
confidential. No one, outside of this room, must
learn of this. If there are others, who must
know, I will personally brief them. You mustn’t
discuss it amongst yourselves. Any questions
must be asked now. Do I have your
agreement?”
The Cordukes and Boguard looked on;
impassively. Those with Beel, swallowed. They
nodded. “We agree,” they said, one by one.
Jaron inspected all their minds, as they said
so. They were clean, and honest. He leaned
towards Beel. “You recall what Goren Torren
was wearing, in his last days?”
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Beel took a sharp breath inwards. “Yes, of
course. The Golden Cap.”
Jaron looked at all of them. “Our task is to
find it and bring it out, from Sequetus.”
Poltan Beel whistled, to release the
emotion, which was running through his mind.
“This is fantastic. After the removal of his
exalted body from the United Nations General
Assembly Hall, where he was assassinated, the
cap went missing. That was where it ended;
there is no story, after that. On Sandrist, we
have all speculated, on ways to find it.”
Jaron smiled. “That is right. His body was
hidden. Our job now, is to find it.”
Beel looked around to the others. He felt
goose bumps, going, up and down his spine. “It
is a big planet, Lorde, but where do we look?
There are so few of us; how can we know where
to start the search?
Jaron looked over, with a wide smile. “I
have the whereabouts; up here,” he said,
tapping his head with his forefinger.
Beel nodded. “I see. I know many have
tried to find the corpse, the remains, and
searched for the Golden Cap. It has had a
mystical quality, for hundreds of years, and
there are big rewards for its retrieval. We had
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thought that someone must have the cap, and
hidden it, for their own purposes.”
Jaron looked at Beel. “The reason I was on
that planet, those many lifetimes after I was
assassinated, was to find the cap. It has
enormous value.”
Beel thought about that. “From what I
recall, the wearer, Goren Torren, you if you like,
could do amazing things, using that cap. He
could read thoughts, move objects, and more.”
Jaron nodded. That is so, Commander.
The commander’s pocket’s button undid by
itself, and his room pass slowly exited, from the
pocket, and drifted over to Jaron, who then
pointed back to the commander, whereupon the
pass returned: to his pocket.
Beel stood there, transfixed, then pulled out
the pass and stared at it. “Then… why do you
need the cap?” he asked, as he turned over his
card to inspect it.
Jaron watched the card, as it grew, and
then began to shrink, in size until it was no
longer there, and then, he held open his hand,
and it appeared.”
Beel stood: with his mouth open. “That just
teleported itself, without moving. That isn’t
possible.”
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Jaron was watching them all. Everyone was
watching him. “All is indeed possible, because
everything is spiritual. Spiritual presence,
created every piece of matter. There isn’t
anything, that isn’t spiritually created,
anywhere. Every piece of inanimate matter has
some life in it, to some degree. It is all life.
Nothing is absolutely dead. Not even
broadmatter. All I am doing is communicating
with matter; letting it decide it wants to do what
I’m asking it to do. I remind you, that you are
bound to that agreement of silence, which you
all pledged, a while ago.”
No one spoke, so he continued. “Knowing
this, I imbue that matter with more life, so it is
able to decide itself, what it wants to be, where
and how it is going to get there.”
“But…” stammered Beel.
Jaron smiled. “This, is also the power of the
Talkron. This is my power. It is merely being
able to communicate. This was very common on
planet Earth; in its founding days. There were
real magicians, down there. Many legends
wrote, of their ability. This is how they worked.
I know it looks like I’m doing the moving, or I’m
making things vanish. However, it isn’t me. It
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is the life, within the matter, itself doing it, upon
my suggestion.”
“What about the cap,” asked Beel.
“That enhances the wearer’s ability,
anything from up to hundreds times, maybe
thousands. That is all. Enhancing the wearer’s
ability, to communicate with the physical
universe, does it. People normally have veers
when they communicate, but the cap tends to
remove the veers, enabling the wearer to push
his communication through the veers. With
that, brings the understanding of the inanimate
physical universe, to want to comply.”
Beel swallowed. He was living in the
greatest time of all, now. He knew it. His
dream as a young boy was to be here, in this
moment.
Jaron nodded to him. It was that dream
that led you to me, and brought me; to you.
Jaron continued. “I can feel many of you
asking, why there are no more Golden Caps.
The answer is that this cap came from a
technology: from the future. That technology
itself, originated from this cap. The cap was
taken by the Talkron, perverted to their use, and
it somehow ended up in a program matrix, we
know as Centrecom. Goren Torren and the
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Boguard fought Centrecom thousands of years
from now, in the future. Goren brought the cap
back, through time. We removed it from a small
gray alien in the future, who also came back
through time. It is a loop, as time is on a loop.
There was an anomaly in the physical universe,
right here, over this planet. It connected the
past and the future. The Talkron need that cap,
to create their future. They can see the future
and the past, just as I can, too. However, to
have any lasting permanent effect, they need
this cap, with its technology, from that future.”
Beel sighed, to everyone’s relief. “Then
that means whoever has that cap, will have
control of the future, more or less. If you had a
thousand times the ability you just displayed, or
if they had it….” He let out another deep sigh.
Ω
Akeala watched, as their floater passed over
ninety-story buildings. They were in the top
most level, the fourth floater level up, which
only important dignitaries used. She just kept
hold of her brother’s hand.
“I just get excited, being here. Palbo is
such a lively planet, full of people moving, huge
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buildings above and below the ground. It’s not
like stuffy old Jilta, which has so many
regulations that you can’t do anything.”
“You can study, Akeala,” said Amy.
“Oh, Aunt Amy. You are so awful. That
horrid academia on Jilta. It is so old. Even the
professors seem as old as the buildings, and
about as lively.”
Amy looked out the window and chuckled.
Akeala was so full of life.
They could see Tarj Himble, coming into
view. Its towers stood two hundred pacs high,
with six corners. The floater was slowly
descending. The buildings seemed to grow.
Tubin looked at all three of them, squarely.
“So; why are you here? This is an important
mission. The three of you, in just one ship?
What is it?”
“We are here, for Mother.” explained
Akeala. “Papa is going to fix her. It is simple.”
Tubin looked around, as though the floater
may have had ears. “You think that he can?” he
asked very quietly, with his eyes getting moist.
He looked out of the window.
Akeala nodded excitedly. She squeezed his
hand again, and he looked back.
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Tubin glanced to Amy. Had she gestured to
him? “We are here, to transport her. That is
all.”
Tubin sat back. “That makes sense. You
are her best friend, Amy, and Aki, her
daughter.” He looked at Castano. “A top
Corduke. It makes sense. When?”
“Now,” explained Akeala. “We must lift off,
within an hour. No choice, brother; those are
our orders.” She looked to Castano, who slowly
nodded. “We cannot even stay the night. We
cannot risk it.”
Tubin sat back, comprehending everything.
“I suppose you cannot tell me, about where you
are going?”
Amy leaned forward. “If we could, and it
got out, you would be in jeopardy. So; no.”
Tubin straightened. “I understand. Let’s go
down to the west wing. She is there. We can
collect her now, put her on this floater and be
back at the departure terminal, in an hour.”
Amy looked at Akeala and Castano. “If we
do something like that, it will be fine.”
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Palbo: Taj Himble arrival port

Tubin looked at her; sideways. She wasn’t
telling all. He just smiled. He loved Amy now
like his mother.
The floater slowly came down, through the
city, and nestled onto its private landing pad.
The hatch opened and they all alighted.
“Follow me,” called Tubin, as he led them
inside, and then down a series of corridors.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 4

ANKI

Tubin led the group in, to find Anki standing at
the window. She just looked out, at the traffic
below.
“She does that, a lot,” explained Tubin.
He turned to Anki. “Hello, mother. Guess
what, Akeala is here again, and so is your friend,
Amy. They want to take you, to see Papa.”
Anki just looked out, and watched a floater,
going by.
Amy stood beside Anki and held her hand.
“It is me, Anki. Remember Rambus, how you
saved me, from the pirates?”
Anki looked at her sideways, and gave a
small hint of knowing.
“We are going on another adventure, to see
Jaron.” Amy looked over towards Tubin and
said. “Have someone pack her belongings. We
have all of ten minutes. No more. Please,
hurry.”
Tubin waved at the guards and called in a
woman, who tended Anki. She quickly gathered
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what she could. Anki’s clothes were spread out
on her bed fast.
Amy was getting irritable. “This isn’t good.
I can feel it. Hurry. Quickly, Aki. Get out of
here. Take what we have, no more.”
Tubin felt flatfooted. “What…”
Amy dived at them and screamed. “Down,
everyone down.” Explosions erupted outside,
and light flashed past the windows. “That
floater, out there, just fired missiles, and more
are on their way. They are after Anki. You have
Talkron in your neighborhood, Tubin. Grab what
you can, and get to the lower levels, to the
courtyard, outside.”
Three more missiles exploded, prematurely.
An anti-missile battery, which Tubin had
installed, was working furiously.
Anki’s carer was already outside with the
bags. She was part of Tubin’s intelligence corps.
“Follow me,” she cried, and pushed Anki and
Akeala, hard ahead. “Don’t stop until I say so,
but run, Akeala run. Lorde Tubin, I have three
armed details on their way now, to specifically
protect you.”
The walls took an explosion, but held,
behind her. The rooms shook, but were heavily
reinforced with steel to withstand much of the
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impact. Then, again and twice more the
explosions happened.
Akeala heard firing, overhead, and
explosions in the air, outside too.
Tubin called out, “Marie, get them all down,
below. The anti-missile batteries are failing.
There are too many, out there.”
They were in the courtyard, when a bright
light appeared overhead.
“It’s ours,” called Amy.
Castano was speaking to someone, using
his collar microphone.
A hundred and fifty Templar guards quickly
surrounded them, waiting, looking up and
around. It calmed.
The light slowly descended past the walls,
to the courtyard. The glow lessened, to reveal
the small Man-o-War. A hatch opened, and the
landing stairway exited.
In seconds, they were inside.
Amy was on the bridge with Captain, Mahn.
“Like old days, Amy of Rambus, Goddess of
War.” He laughed.
Amy smiled. I like your ship, and your
style, Captain.
Thank you, Madam. Our next stop will be
at the rendezvous point, near Sequetus.
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Amy nodded, as she watched Tubin, barking
orders, in the dust, and running his defenses.
She could feel that he was in his element. She
envied him. They just shot down the last three
floaters, with three Templar destroyers still
overhead. The number of green lasers from
above finally eased off.
Tubin had been waiting for an excuse. The
Temple was under blatant attack by the Talkron,
again. There was going to be another purge in
Palbo, and Amy wasn’t going to be there.
Ω
Jaron was pacing the modeling room, of the
Sequetus solar system. This was an
amphitheater, bigger than the previous room.
In this room, they magnified holographic images
of planets to become the equivalent, of three
stories high. The resolution was excellent, and
like before, built of lasers and holograms.
“See here, the Martian pyramids,” he said
softly.
Beel shook his head. “Lorde, they were
searched, by parties from Earth, many times.
There was no evidence, of your earlier body
being there.”
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Jaron nodded. “I understand that.
However, how did they search? One of the last
images I recall, was watching the large pyramid
from space, and followed by the face at Cydonia,
and then; nothing.”
Beel looked at the planet. He stepped
closer, to the pyramid. It enlarged. It was big,
especially by Earth standards.
Jaron walked over to it. There was only he
and Beel, in the huge amphitheater. “You have
to get me and one or two others, down there.”
“Aye, that’s a hard one. Get’n you down, is
easy. Unseen isn’t possible.”
Jaron looked around the Sequetus System
for a clue, but found none. “There is a way. We
just have not thought of it; yet. In my mind I
see us there, in the future, so keep thinking,
Commander.”
“They are alert to us, and I have lost good
men, already. I can’t think of a good disguise,”
explained Beel.
Jaron looked over, at the asteroid belt.
“What about, as a meteor?”
Beel looked at him puzzled. “What do you
mean; disguised as a meteor?”
“Yes, or a comet, disguised, so we can go
down; onto Mars.”
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Beel rolled his eyes. “A comet? A ball of
ice? To go crashing onto Mars? How would you
survive? That is ridiculous, but something they
wouldn’t suspect.” Beel thought for a moment.
“We would need to get a comet that was so far
out; one that wasn’t suspected and seen, by all
that inner activity. Then; you would need to get
into it, wrap it around you and then…. This is so
good. You’d hurtle your way towards Mars; on a
natural trajectory.”
Jaron liked Beel.
“How will you stop, but still create the effect
of impacting.”
Jaron smiled. “As I explained about
communicating, it will work. I can do that, with
my ship.”
Beel shook his head, smiling. He felt
excited again, about the mission. He had
stopped in space, for too long. He was calling
up all the Sequetus comets, and their
trajectories on the computer, looking for just the
right one. If they found one, which wasn’t being
tracked, it was going to have to be close to a
collision course with Mars.
Ω
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Amy was looking around and saw Akeala
watching her mother. “Is something bothering
you, Aki?”
Akeala walked over. “No, just the opposite.
I think my mother is calmer here, more present,
and less … down the road, if you know what I
mean.”
Amy looked affectionately, at the young
woman. She saw she was still growing up,
becoming wiser, more observant. “Yes, that is
to be expected, in a Man-o-War. There is a lot
of life around, everywhere. It’s in the walls, the
air, and the benches. Your father was right; to
bring her here.”
They both watched Anki, as she seemed to
be caressing the ship wall, looking at it, maybe
looking at the molecular structure, or something.
Anki was now putting her face, against the wall.
Castano was watching her now, too. He
spoke to Amy. “She is aware of us, more now,
and now knows that we are watching her. She
wasn’t like this before; she never really noticed
others, around her.”
Akeala stopped next to Castano. Amy
looked at the pair of them, together. Akeala
liked this man and looked at Castano.
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“Oh,” Amy said, “The captain wants you to
know, that we will be coming out from warp
drives soon and will be rendezvousing; with the
fleet.”
Akeala’s heart jumped. They were getting
closer, to action. She stepped over and held her
mother’s hand. “You will be seeing Papa soon;
Jaron.”
At the word Jaron, Anki turned and looked
at Akeala and nodded. Her mouth moved, as
though she was trying to get something out, and
then gave up. She nodded and smiled.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 1

MASTER TEMPLAR

T

he Master Templar sat in his stateroom,
looking over the courtyard. Beyond the
Royal Palace of Jilta, to the west, were

the mountains. He was waiting for his next
meeting, with the Commissioner of the
Hallowmen. He considered this one of his best
actions, developing such a corps. They were
pulling in results, otherwise unseen before.
There was a knock on the door.
His aide entered, a Boguard. “Sir, the
Marshal Commissioner of the Hallowmen has
arrived to see you.”
“Show him up.” The Master Templar stood.
He was a powerful older man, possessed with a
reason for ensuring that his world, and many
others, were protected, well into the future. It
had been a year and a half since they began to
expunge the remnants of the Talkron and their
agents, throughout Jilta. Still he felt them
though, or he believed that he felt them. He
just couldn’t get the thought of them out of his
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mind. It was as if they were still there, unseen,
planting ideas in him, and watching them grow.
The Hallowman came up several flights of
stairs, through the rear entry, as it was this
man’s custom.

Palace Corridor

The Hallowman delighted in seeing the
same Boguard each year, when he presented
himself to the Master Templar. Now, he was
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worried. The Master Templar had survived many
attacks on his life, lived through the death of
Anki, his daughter, and much more. However,
for all that, the Master Templar wasn’t about to
survive the death, of his short-lived body. That
was as inevitable as it got.
One more corridor, and a flight of stairs,
then, he would be there.
He entered, and stood the official pac
distance, in from the doorway, with the Boguard
aide behind him. The Marshal bowed low, as
was the tradition. The Master Templar was
standing in the room’s center, and gave a
reciprocal short nod, of acknowledgement. That
over with, the Hallowman entered, and looked at
the old man. The Master Templar looked
stronger, than ever.
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The Palace State Room
The Master Templar nodded. “I seem to
think you approve of my health, Grant.”
The Marshal smiled. They had been
friends, for a long time. Marshal Grant Tagora
had been the first choice, by the Master
Templar, to head the new Hallowmen division.
He was the most distinguished Corduke, and the
only person who refused the offered position of
Cordello.
“Please,” the Master Templar indicated,
pointing to the seat.
The Marshal moved closer, careful to make
sure that the Master Templar sat down, before
he did. This was the palace protocol.
Grant looked around the room, as he
always did. The Master Templar nodded to the
aide, who closed the windows and swept the air,
with his instruments. He wanted to make sure
that there was no eaves dropping, beams, aimed
at the building from afar.
“What have you got?”
The Marshal handed over a pile of papers,
made of real paper, a sign of important
information. Such information was difficult to
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copy. In a world of computers, paper and
copying machines was now an ancient
technology; which only the more sophisticated
spies knew how to deal with.
“This here, sir, is my intelligence estimate,
of the situation. In essence, Sequetus 3, or
planet Earth, was made toxic, deliberately.
Many people knew about it, but their greed and
fear stopped them, from doing anything. They
thought their planet was an infinite resource, like
their expanding population. However, all planets
are finite. They outstripped it, and the planet
life folded.”
The Master Templar sat and listened.
“Back then, they had a money-model as
their most important standard. While they had
old religious texts telling them to be careful, and
that even the love of money is the root of all
evil13, they somehow ended up with a
democratic system, controlled by monetary
power brokers. The Talkron, in turn, controlled
the brokers. The monetary people owned the
media. The media convinced the people that
money was the only real issue, which needed
13

INFORMATION: 1 Timothy 6:10 “For the love of money
is the root of all evil: which while some coveted after, they
have erred from the faith and pierced themselves with many
sorrows.” King James Bible. ◄Return
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solving, and that until the people had enough,
there was simply not enough money. They even
gave a name to their monetary system, and
called it the economy, which by implication
meant not enough money. The democratic
parties then pushed the concept, that the party
offering the most money, should be given
power. That is what happened. That was the
social mechanics of Sequetus 3 - money.”
“Did that cause the fall of their
democracy?” asked the Master Templar.
Grant sighed. “Almost so. The democratic
countries fought hard, to get the world under
democratic rule, that is, under their international
bank cartel. It worked. It meant that the
banking cartel, which owned, or had great sway
in the established media, could lead the thinking
of the average person. They ran the drug
industry: pharmaceuticals, which helped keep
the population’s intelligence down. It was the
votes of the not-so-bright, which kept their
democracy going. The less bright always had
the balance of power. They decided, so the
decisions were obviously flawed.”
The Master Templar had heard this
criticism, before, and was a firm believer in the
voting process of leadership. “Though, surely,
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they were able to vote in people, who would
reform their democracy?”
Grant shook his head. “Every country was
eventually established with a two party
democratic system, with both parties being
almost identical. The media had sway over
which one they wanted, so the politicians did, as
the media lobbied. This in turn, was what the
banking industry wanted, and that in turn, was
what the agents of the Talkron were pushing for.
Understand, that the average person on Earth
wasn’t very intelligent, and so long as the
democratic forces were able to promise wealth
and prosperity, they ruled.”
“Did it change under Lorde Hymondy?”
asked the Master Templar.
The Marshal nodded. “It did, for a short
time. He too, was hamstrung; Lorde Hymondy
needed to keep a public relations profile. He had
lost his original power base from here in Jilta,
and being only the administrator of Earth, placed
great pressure on him, to agree to what the
locals wanted.”
The Master Templar nodded. “I
understand that pressure, here. So when did
the planet turn? I can see indications here, that
we in Jilta are being pushed, to develop similar
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ways. What were the critical points along the
way, which made large differences? When could
they have turned back, and didn’t, because of
some kind of intervention?” asked the Master
Templar. He was genuinely concerned.
Grant nodded. “There was a time, when
Hymondy pushed for radical reforms on the
planet. However, he had by then, lost his seat
of power of Jilta. He pushed to get Earth
cleaned up, but it didn’t work. The media told
the populace that he wasn’t thinking of Earth’s
interests. There were seventeen attempts on his
life, back then.”
The Master Templar stood and walked
around the room. “Did he not work out that
someone was clearly against him?”
“He did. Nevertheless, he lacked Goren
Torren, our Lorde of Wisdom. He didn’t have the
Independent, and as a result, he couldn’t get the
correct why, on what was happening, or who
was attacking him. That, in turn, led him to
withdraw his programs, and try to fight them, at
their own game. He couldn’t dictate what to do,
or how to run the planet. He had an open
rebellion, at one point, and he erred on the side
of being humane. He wouldn’t crush those
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opposing him, with arms. He couldn’t, as he
wasn’t from Earth.”
The Master Templar poured Kalo.
“Marshal?”
“Thank you, sir. No sweetener.”
An aide handed Grant, his cup. He
continued. “There was a critical moment, when
the planet was obviously running short on
oxygen. That was when it was exposed, that the
number of oxygen generating trees, plants and
plankton had been reduced by two thirds, while
the machines and ways of using oxygen, had
increased twenty fold. That was during their
year, of 2035. Many governments tried to
change the situation. None did more than cry
about it, though. The democratic process is
that, it only needs a majority to agree to do
nothing, and nothing is done. This has been the
cause of Earth’s ruin, since their first empires.”
The Master Templar brightened up. “I saw
an educational program about that. There was
one city, called Rome. I know. In Rome, to get
power, the politicians would give away corn and
games to the masses, and in doing so, become
elected.”
Grant nodded. “Correct, and it was that
way on Earth, until its demise.”
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“That’s until they ran out of air.”
“Correct, my Lorde. In addition, when
they had crossed the line, and gone too far down
that road, to return, it was impossible to pull
back, without catastrophic effects. Some wild
schemers called for a culling, of ninety percent
of the population. Others called for mandatory
sterilization of all people over twenty-two years
old. Some tried to prohibit mechanical transport
to every second week. Some simply wanted to
overthrow industry. In all, they were doomed to
fail, as none received majority agreement.”
“Correct. I read about it,” explained the
Master Templar. “Shall we move outside?”
The Hallowman looked around, and out to
the mountains, straining to see, if anyone out
there could observe him.
“It’s safe,” explained the Master Templar.
The aide opposite nodded to him.
They moved, and made their way, to the
outside courtyard. As they moved Grant spoke of
how some of the crazier schemes to solve the
planet were really the work of the Talkron, to
make the more rational schemes seem
ridiculous. He gave the example of the Rationale
Party, as it was called. It was established in
most democracies. They were secretly funded by
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the banks, and promoted that people should be
forbidden to spend and carry out financial
transactions every second day, and thus
supposedly cut industrial waste and pollution by
half. Of course it was nonsense, and most
people knew it. However, it enabled these
crackpot ideas to be lumped together by the
media, with intelligent solutions, and for anyone
who was concerned with the obvious deadline of
planet Earth to be labeled, a crackpot. “It was a
clever subversion.”
“Tell me more,” requested the Master
Templar.
Grant moved closer to him, and they
walked between some trees, as three Boguard
aides trailed, behind. Grant had been told, not
to worry about them, but that wasn’t his way.
He always worried. He said that was his job to.
Grant looked around. “Sir, there are
similarities to here, and many of the planets are
populated by us, short-lifers. I have information
here, that our exodus, out from Earth, is
possibly part of an earlier attempt, to subvert
the Federation, with short-lived bodies.”
The Master Templar, himself a short-lifer,
like Grant, was intrigued. “Continue, please.
It’s dangerous ground for the Temple, but we
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must know. How is it that we got here? Was
there an overall plan to do to the Federation
what had been already done, to Earth?”
Grant nodded and looked around. “When
our races from holy Earth were evacuated, it
was on humanitarian grounds. Our short-lived
races were stuck on that planet, dying or forced
to die, are my thoughts. By dying, I mean there
were billions dying. Therefore, mankind of Earth
had been given approval to migrate, to the
Federation’s other planets. We went out in
waves, and because of that, the economic
climate, on all the Federation planets changed.”
“How so?” asked the Master Templar.

From the Royal Courtyard
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“Well, sir, have a look. The long-life
economies are based on endurance, saving
money through hard work. There is no frantic
hurry. These endurance economies have been
slowly replaced, by the Earth-styled economies
of borrowing. The banks and financial
institutions that we have now, didn’t exist until
short-lifers settled here. Before we came, banks
were nothing of importance. They were just a
business where you placed saved money and
valuables, for safekeeping. They were relatively
unimportant. Now, as lending institutions, they
have power over all who borrow.”
The Master Templar stopped walking. “We
have rid ourselves of the Imperial Federation
Warp Drive Bank. It’s now a relic. As of a year
ago, the government of Jilta appropriated it. So,
how does that fit in?”
Grant nodded. “You have power. You’re
not democratic. You’re theocratic, but benign.
So, therefore, you’re tolerated by the people,
and this newer styled democratic government
can’t challenge you or the Temple… yet.”
The Master Templar looked at the Marshal.
Grant continued. “Sir, I believe that if the
banks had the power, and they had the media,
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similar to what they had on Earth, they would do
to you what they did to every rising religious
institution there. They would make it ungodly to
belong to.”
The Master Templar looked at Grant. He
then looked over to a flower. “Do you think I
could be tossed, thrown out?”
Grant laughed. “Every few years they try,
and you outsmart them. Yet, that’s the illusion
of time, right? Nothing good lasts, they say; not
even a Master Templar.”
The Master Templar looked up and nodded
slowly, while holding a rare flower and smelling
it, before letting go. “A rose,” he said.
Grant deeply breathed the air. He almost
smiled. He had spoken much to the Master
Templar in the past, about the Master Templar’s
passion for Jilta to be a true democratic
institution. Nothing would sway the Master
Templar from it. He always would simply say
that it was up to good-minded people and
groups, to better the education of the not so
bright, and raise them, so they could make good
decisions.
Grant looked at the Master Templar, who
was smiling at him now. “I think it’s time for me
to head back to Earth, sir. I need to get more
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data again, before anyone gets the idea of
closing our investigators down. I have fifty
Hallowmen on that planet now, and they are still
searching for clues, as to what went on, and
what went wrong, there.”
The Master Templar nodded and looked
back to his palace. “Please take me back, Grant.
I’m a long way from inside, now.”
Grant nodded and held his old friend’s
arm, and slowly guided them back, along the
winding path.
“One last question, Grant,” said the Master
Templar. “What did the governments of Earth
do, when it was obvious their climate change
was going to affect the planet, so dramatically?”
Grant stopped for a moment. “In the
United States they built prisons. This period in
their history, was also after their so-called
terrorist scares, at the turn of the new
millennium. It was also after the Kyoto
Accords14, to which that country said they

14

INFORMATION: Kyoto Accords: Kyoto is an inland city
in Japan, the historic seat of the Emperor of Japan. In 1997
governments met from around the world to decide what to do
about the rapid warming of the planet and impending climate
change. The accords drawn up were known as the Kyoto
Accords. The nation that stood out most as objecting the
accords was the USA, stating the accords were weighted
against industrial countries, and not enough against
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couldn’t adhere. However, in essence, they built
prisons, tightened laws, so that if the population
got too out-of-control, they could swiftly
imprison two million people.”
The Master Templar looked up. “That was
a lot of people. What did that nation’s allies
do?” he asked.
“They did the same, and the funny part
was, the people didn’t even know their nations
were passing laws, stripping the population of
their freedoms, so that if they ever woke up to
it, they would be locked away.15“
“Was it the Talkron?” asked the Master
Templar.
The Marshal shrugged. “I’m not really
sure, but that’s how it happened.”
The Master Templar nodded. They were
now back, inside the stateroom. “Then, you
need to go back there, find out what was
happening, and why the planet didn’t avert a
disaster, which was so obvious. I believe that
the Kyoto Accords were the first major attempt,
developing countries. As a result the accords failed to reach
a consensus, and no action resulted by governments to
curtail the impending climate change of Earth. ◄Return
15
INFORMATION: Planetary Mass Prisons of Earth: By
2010 Earth had many unmanned prisons. In Australia and its
territories they were mostly out in the oceans and inland in its
deserts. America had them scattered throughout. ◄Return
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before intervention, to stop the catastrophe. It
failed. I want to know why, and what happened.
I want to know if there are any similarities to our
worlds, and I want to know what the solution is.
I intend to keep power. However, if I fail, I have
a successor, but that successor isn’t ready yet.”
Marshal Grant Tagora knew when his
meeting had finished. It had been exactly one
hour, since he had arrived. He bowed low, and
stepped backwards, towards the door. He slowly
turned, nodded to the Boguard present, and
started to leave.
“Grant,” called the Master Templar.
“Yes, sir?”
“The Temple, the House of Torren, and I,
personally, all owe you an enormous debt. We
will never be able to repay it. I just want you to
know, that you’re absolutely vital, to the cause.”
The Marshal stopped, and smiled at his old
friend. “Master Templar – Elysis Morander, I
remember when they used to call you The Fox,
when you were young, before you took this
office. Both you and I are a pair, Elysis.” The
Marshal raised his hand, in the form of a casual
salute. “Until we meet again, and when I bring
you the conclusion of the estimate, which I have
been promising you.” The Marshal then assumed
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a formal stance, bowed deeply again, turned and
promptly strode out.
The Master Templar chuckled to himself,
about having been reminded, of his earlier days.
She smiled. The Fox was a short story given by
Goren Torren during one of his staged events on
Earth. He sat down in his large sofa, and looked
out, of the window thinking about the past. He
signaled one of the Boguard aides.
“Sir?”
“Can you get Captain Macrod Curr for
me?” asked the Master Templar.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 2

SHERIL AND
THE AMAZON

Sheril looked out over the small riverbank, to
the other side. “Who can hear what the trees
are saying?” she asked her small class.
Megalin raised her hand. “Miss, I know.”
Sheril nodded. “Yes, you’re tuned into the
trees. I can tell. I can hear them; whispering to
you. They tell you, that they like the rain.”
Megalin stepped back, and looked at the
trees, on the other side. They were so big. She
looked at Sheril. “That’s what they are saying.
How did….”
Sheril nodded. “I can hear you, and I hear
the trees. They are alive; they have thoughts,
like you. They also have feelings and emotions
like all life does.”
Megalin looked at Sheril, as if she was an
old time goddess. “You know.”
“Yes, Megalin. I know, and so do you.
Now, who else?” Sheril asked, as she looked
around the rest of the group.
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A young boy put up his hand and said,
“The fish say that they are hungry.”
The other children laughed.
Sheril looked at the boy and nodded.
“They do, too. What about the trees, on the
other side of the river Boni, can you hear them?”

Trees
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Boni was only seven years. He put his
hand to his head and stared. “Miss, they tell me
that they are in pain.” Boni started to feel a tear,
pooling in his eye, and he tried to look away.
Sheril walked over to him, knelt down and
put her hand on his shoulder. “You’re very
awake, as a spirit guide, Boni. Tell me more,
about their pain. I want to know,” she said, with
understanding.
Boni looked around at the others, and
Sheril put her hand up, and said in mind talk:
The first person, who laughs, will go swimming
with the hungry fish.
There was silence.
Boni half smiled and wiped his eye, and
looked across the river. He could feel the trees.
Sheril felt with him, and she helped him feel,
what the trees were saying. “They can’t
breathe, Miss. They are choking. They are in a
lot of pain, and….” Boni started to cry.
Sheril sat right down, on the sand next to
him. She looked at the young boy, face to face.
“You can feel something, which I can’t. This is
important, Boni. You are getting a message,
which I do not get. You have an extra gift. I
must know more, please. Tell me: what do they
have to say?”
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Boni looked at her, and then across the
river. He looked up in the air, and then to the
ground. He walked over, to a small plant,
nearby. He picked off one of its leaves. “The
tree said that I could give this, to you. Look
inside, Miss. Can’t you see it?”
Sheryl tried to see, what was there. She
saw the leaf, some veins and some life. She saw
the aura, and the now diminishing life of the
leaf. She shook her head. “Tell me. I can’t see
it.”
As Boni held the leaf in both hands and
stared into it; he was able to put his attention,
right into the leaf.
Sheril felt the strength of his ability. She
was a little envious, but very grateful that the
boy had it. She saw into the leaf, following his
thoughts, reading what he saw. He could feel
her too, and he went deeper.
He looked at the leaf, then at her, and
then back at the leaf, and then at her.
Sheril gave a gasp, as though she had
been pricked, with a pin. It hurt, but on a
psychic level. She looked at Boni, searching for
an answer.
He nodded. “That is happening to all the
life of the world, Miss. All the trees are
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experiencing this. They are under some attack,
and it isn’t from the physical world. They are
being attacked, and hurt, in another world, on
another level. They get hurt and hurt and hurt,
so much so, that they can’t stay. They leave.”
Sheril dismissed the others. She took Boni
to the side of the bank. Sheril permitted Megalin
to stay and observe.
Sheril was quiet. She sat, looking out over
the water to the tall trees. She looked at them.
They were thinner than what she remembered,
as a child. She had thought the cause was
pollution; and had never suspected that the
trees were under some attack, from inside their
own field, of life-force.
Sheril looked at the leaf, and imbued it,
with her own life. She cupped it in her hands, as
if in a cup of water. The leaf came back to life
again. She then withdrew her imbuement of life,
and watched the cells of the leaf. Slowly, they
died. She could see them. They were being
attacked; each cell, one after the other was
being punctured, causing all life, to leave the
cells.
She looked over to Boni, and asked, “Are
my pictures right? Am I seeing correctly?”
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The young boy said, “Of course, yes,
Miss.”
Sheril smiled. “Boni, really, tell me if I’m
wrong. I’m not as good, as you are. Do I see
correctly?”
Boni looked at her and then at the leaf,
and then at her. “Yes, Miss. The life of the tree
is being attacked by another, a long way, from
here.”
Sheril put her hand down, and placed the
leaf in a pool of water. “How?” she asked.
Boni shook his head. “I can only see. I
don’t know how, or why. I can only see.”
Sheril sighed. She wanted to know.
“Miss,” said Megalin, “I know.”
Sheril looked at her, with surprise.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 3

JARON AND AMANDA

“Captain?” asked Amanda.
“Yes, Amanda?”
“Do you know where we are?” Amanda
asked.
“No, Amanda. I just know that we decided
we would step through the time frames, of the
universe.” Jaron answered, as he looked around,
feeling bewildered.
He stared at his hand. It was translucent.
He glanced at his feet, and he could just see the
ground, through them. He looked out and away,
and saw some trees. They were very clear,
rustling in the wind. He looked around at the
field beyond, then the clouds. He looked at his
hands again. He could see the ground through
them too. He clasped them together, to make
sure he could feel his hands. He put his hand
onto the ground, and he could feel that too.
He saw a tree. He liked the texture of its
bark. It was fifty meters away. Instantly, he
was there, in front of it. He hadn’t even decided
to move there. He looked at his hands again,
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and then placed them, up against the tree. He
could feel it. He pushed hard against the bark,
and his hands slowly went into the tree. He
quickly withdrew them out.
“Amanda, what … where are we?”
“Sequetus 3, Captain,” answered Amanda.
“You’re on Earth. You can’t recall what
happened?”
Jaron shook his head, pushing his hand
curiously through a tree trunk, and looking at it,
on the other side. He looked around and
realized he couldn’t see Amanda. She appeared
before him, as a translucent wavering light.
Jaron stood back and thought, Amanda?
Yes, Captain.
Jaron looked over at a small pond; he then
walked to it. He saw the clouds in its reflection,
and then his own reflection. He was wearing his
white shocksuit, and his golden cap.
He heard a thundering noise behind him,
and a scream. He turned quickly, and there
were horses, bearing down upon him. He was
still too shocked to move. They were pulling a
carriage. Jaron had no idea what they were, but
was thinking back, to his youth. Maybe he knew
about the uses of horses. Moreover, the driver
sitting on the carriage saw him. Half out of
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terror, and the other of fear, he whipped the
horses, as they were almost upon Jaron.
The horses saw him, and began to rear
and scream, but the duress of the whip thrust
them forward. Jaron held his arm up, to protect
his face. The horses and carriage raced on and
through him, and out, the other side. The
carriage driver looked back at him, wide-eyed in
fright, and shook the reigns, to push the horses
even more, even faster.
Jaron waved the dust from around his
face. It made no difference. The wind blew it
away. He looked out to the mountains. The air
was clear and clean. There were trees and
grasses, and the air smelled rich to his nostrils.
He looked for Amanda, and she appeared
again, as a small light in front of him.
Jaron asked, “Tell me the truth. Am I
dead, Amanda?”
Amanda laughed. “What is death? If you
mean, are you a life-force, and you have no
body, then yes, that’s true. However, if you
mean that you are bodiless, no, that isn’t true.
You do.”
Jaron thought he might have heard her
softly laughing. He waved away an insect that
was now buzzing around him, as though trying
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to work out, how to feed off from him. He went
to brush it away and his hand appeared on its
other side, without touching the insect.
“Am I a ghost?”
The light of Amanda twinkled, in front of
him. “In a fashion, perhaps, but not really.”
“All right, Amanda. Please tell me what
happened, and where we are, please.”
Amanda sighed. Here is what occurred.
Ω
A few minutes before, Amanda was looking
down at Earth. “Captain, it’s time to go.”
“Where? Down there?”
“Yes, Captain. That’s a start, but it isn’t
all. I believe, what you wanted, will allow us to
alter that, what we perceive. You won’t be
physically there.”
Jaron nodded. “Tell me, what do you have
in mind?”
“Very well Captain. It is like this. The
universe moves forward, in a series of present
time flashes. We call them nows, that span a
series of eighteen universes a second. You
actually don’t move in this universe; you only
perceive movement. You alter position; every
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eighteenth of a second, and your mind tells you
that you’re moving by making the necessary
computation. You don’t move. You change from
one position in one universe, instantly to the
next position in the following universe. You
appear to be moving, in a single universe. That,
however, is an illusion. You’re doing, what we
call the now sequence, from one universe frame,
to the next. All life in the physical universe does
this. It’s an enormous agreement and series of
computations, made by all life; that are almost
too complex, to understand.”
“Hmm….” was all Jaron could say.
Amanda continued. “You experimented in
the Boguard of moving your attention from now,
to back in time, right?”
Jaron nodded. “Yes.”
“Well, what that was, was you sending
back a mental machine into the past, and
looking at the past universes, and experiencing
them again.”
“That description is simply memory,”
protested Jaron.
“No, it wasn’t memory. You were able to
influence your thought back then, when you
visited yourself. You also transmitted ideas to
yourself, back then. This happened when you
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stopped the bullet at the United Nations building.
You seemed to be there in the UN building,
looking at yourself, but you weren’t. You were
actually still back on Yaltipia, in the caves.
However, you had a mental machine you
projected to back then, in time, back to the UN
building. All your attention was on, and in, that
machine. However, that was only your
attention, not you.”
Jaron looked at his hands. During their
conversation, they had left Black Knight, and
were now back, on Earth.
“Those aren’t your real hands. You’re
creating the image of them, and very
accurately.”
“Where am I, then?”
Amanda laughed. “Where are you,
Captain?”
“I’m here!”
“Correct. That’s where you are, however,
you have a body, back on Black Knight.”
Jaron looked up. “I was there, then,
now…”
Amanda put them both back, aboard the
ship. “Watch, now Captain. That’s your body.
It’s sleeping, as such. Now, we’re on Earth.”
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Jaron looked up, to above the atmosphere
and was able to remotely view the ship. From a
distance, outside of the atmosphere, he could
see Black Knight.
“I have shrouded the ship, so no one will
find it, not even Akeala. I have given her a
second ship image, to try to get into, but she will
give up, trying to enter it.”
Jaron looked at his feet and saw
something, which darted past. He jumped back.
He looked again. “Kuro!”
Amanda sighed. “That wasn’t meant to
happen; she was supposed to stay up there, and
not come here, like this. It’s like there is you,
and a ghost of her. You can ignore her, as she
isn’t sure about where she thinks she is. She
will follow us, however, so please don’t distress
about her.”
Jaron shrugged.
Ω
Even earlier, Jaron was with Amanda,
speaking over the intercom system. “I’m ready.
I assume it will be similar to when I go back into
the past, like back in Yaltipia.”
“Hmmm,” was all Amada said.
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Jaron was excited, as he was sure that he
would be able to take his body. He had it all
worked out, though Amanda seemed to not be
letting on too much.
She had asked him to tell her, what year he
wanted to visit, and she insisted that he give the
first figures, which came to mind; no thinking
allowed. Jaron had quickly spouted the numbers
1587. Amanda pointed out that those numbers
were a date on Sequetus. She asked where, and
he simply said Yoo Rup. Amanda said that was
Europe.
As a light appeared before him, he focused
on it. He smiled. “You know Amanda; you’re
very aesthetic, as that light.
Jaron saw the light turn a slight shade of
pink. He smiled.
Ready to go, Captain?
Jaron nodded. He expected somehow, to
have to move, inside Amanda, and she
explained: Lie your body down, Captain. It’s
important.
Jaron did.
Ω
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Jaron remembered now. He remembered
as he looked down at his body, and the room
seemed to lose its solid feel. Jaron could feel his
golden cap, around his temples, and he could
perceive the presence of Amanda. He
understood.
The very next instant, and they were in
Europe. A horse team, pulling a carriage, was
bearing down upon them. Jaron recalled it all
now. The disorientation left him. He looked
around and could sense Amanda, as light,
pulsating not far from him.
Is this going to be any benefit to me? asked
Jaron.
It’s your time, Jaron. This is the year you
chose. It’s the continent you nominated. I
looked into your mind, and you have pictures of
nearby here, somewhere.
What does that mean, Amanda?
That you have pictures of here? she asked.
Exactly, he answered.
You tell me, she responded.
Have I been here before? asked Jaron.
Very funny, Captain. Before when?
Before now, he responded.
Before now? she asked.
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Jaron stopped and thought: No, before, in
the future… You mean, I could be here now,
elsewhere? The concept that he had been on
Earth before, had only fleetingly been
entertained.
You’re here now.
I know that. However, am I also here as….
Correct Captain. That’s what we’re here, to
explore. Why are you carrying that date, in your
mind? Why do you have this location, in your
memory?
Jaron nodded while thinking. He looked
down both ends of the road. “Then, if I’m
following what seems to me, to be the right
direction, we should follow that carriage.”
The light that was Amanda disappeared.
Jaron looked around, and saw more dust
coming from the same track, as the previous
carriage. He stepped back, into the cover of the
trees. The thunder of the horses’ hooves grew
louder, and the ground began to shake. He
watched them go past. The driver hadn’t seen
him.
After they had gone, Jaron looked in their
direction. “I expect we should start walking.”
Walking?
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“Yes, it will help me think.” Jaron began to
walk. He was taking a lot of effort, to watch his
steps, to make sure that he appeared to be
walking. He didn’t want to seem, as if he was a
floating image.
“So, Amanda, tell me, how do we go back in
time, and how is it that I have this image of my
body again?”
Amanda was happy to explain. The
universe moves through eighteen frames a
second. With your cap helping, and with the
coils and circuitry, which I possess in my ship,
we’re able to tune out, and be away from the
noise, of the physical universe.
Noise? asked Jaron?
The chatter of all the minds; I call that
noise. The mental chatter from all the creations
by life. Life itself chatters. This gives chaff of
thought. It pervades the universe as matter.
It’s overwhelming to us, in our native existence,
without bodies.
Jaron thought about this concept. Are you
trying to tell me, that the physical universe is a
result of thought?
Amanda didn’t answer and continued her
explanation: With these coils around us, you and
I tune into broadmatter. Broadmatter doesn’t
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influence us; greatly. We’re able to tap into
broadmatter, and pull out energy, which then
enables us to screen out the physical universe.
If we can screen it out, and hold it out, we can
go exterior to the physical universe. When that
happens, we’re no longer in any of the frames,
which we believe we’re meant to be in, so we’re
able to select the frames, in which we want to
be.
Jaron said nothing but waited.

Searching through the
Myriads of Time
You have a lot of attention on this date, so
it was easy to be drawn back to this point, in
time. If you had no attention here, then it
wouldn’t be so easy. However, as you want to
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be here, we followed that yearning, and here we
are.
“Didn’t I do that, in Ataran, when we were
experimenting with going back, into the past?”
asked Jaron.
Amanda answered him. No. Your attention
then, went way down through the past, to where
you could see yourself, very clearly. It was
more real there and then, than where you were
back there; in the present.
You were able to give yourself thoughts and
ideas that you wouldn’t have been able to;
otherwise. You were in the present on Ataran,
and you sent your attention down back, into the
past, and from there, linked your present time
self, to your past self. Then; you gave your past
self a message.
That’s déjàvu Captain. That’s all déjàvu is,
nothing else. Next time you experience déjàvu,
Captain, look up into the future, and see
yourself. You can do that, and strengthen the
line and bridge of your attention into the future.
Then, while you’re in the future, put your
attention into the past.
Jaron looked at Amanda. I’m not sure.
Now I’m getting confused and dizzy. I think I
understand what déjàvu is.
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I’m pleased to help, Captain. Next time
that you have déjàvu, see if you can locate
yourself and see what comes, from that.
Jaron laughed. Will I not vanish? I thought
nothing could occupy the space in the universe,
and duplicate itself.
No, Captain, you don’t occupy space.
You’re a life-force, and don’t have physical
properties. You’re not duplicating yourself.
What is the difference with us, here now,
then?
Captain, in this instance, you’re here: now.
Jaron looked up. They were crossing the
brow of a hill. He saw a walled town, further on.
Jaron was walking properly now. He also
had the appearance of his body’s image, looking
denser and more real. He continued, walking to
the perimeter wall of the town. He walked a
small narrow track that followed the wall.
A person stepped out from the shadows,
and yelled at Jaron. Jaron didn’t understand.
Amanda? He thought.
Yes, Captain, I will translate the thoughts,
for you both.
“Stop in the name of the Bishop.” A lance
was thrust, in front of Jaron.
Jaron balked.
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“Who are you?’ demanded the guard.
Jaron thought. “My name is Jaron,” was the
translation that went into the mind of the guard.
“What do you want here?” asked the guard.
“I want to learn.”
The guard looked at Jaron, in his white
shocksuit. He looked at his clean-shaven face,
and his shorter hair.
Jaron on the other hand, was taken aback,
by the repugnant smell of the guard, who hadn’t
washed, for several weeks. He smelled as
though he slept with animals, not humans.
Jaron felt inside the man’s mind, and withdrew.
The man did sleep with animals. Pigs were his
bedmates.
Jaron looked at the guard, as the lance was
pushing harder, against Jaron’s throat. The
guard’s clothes were strange, heavy wool, with a
leather front piece, protecting his chest. He also
had brown leather leg bands and boots. He
sported a short knife, dangling on his belt.
The guard called out something, which
Jaron didn’t understand.
Where’s my translation? thought Jaron.
Sorry, he is calling for another guard.
The other guard appeared; from behind a
thinly planked gate. He was similarly dressed,
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but slept with horses, so didn’t smell as bad.
Jaron somehow wondered; perhaps the horses
could give them both tips on how to keep
themselves clean. The small town might be
better for it.
The second guard took one look at Jaron,
and in turn, called for another. That person
shortly arrived, at the gate.
Jaron looked around at the gate. It was
four pacs high and the walls were only three
pacs high. He estimated that the town likely had
only a thousand people.
Two children crept around, behind the
guard, and Jaron could hear them speaking, in
the local language. It sounded nothing like
Standard, yet he thought he might have been
getting a feel for it. Amanda was still
translating.
The first guard stood in front of Jaron, lance
held out. He called to the second guard, who
was now yelling to another person. This time, it
was a black robed man, who came out through
the gate. This robed man stepped forward, and
he wasn’t scared, like the others. He walked out
from beyond the gate, and circled Jaron holding
a crucifix. He stepped back, to stand beside the
guards.
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He nodded to the second guard, “Bring him
inside. He is the one.”
The guard barked at Jaron, which meant
that he had to move inside, under the threat of
the lance.
Ω
Jaron had been roughly jostled, pushed,
prodded and threatened. He was concerned not
to break his attention, from the image, which he
was projecting of himself. He didn’t want to
have the lance go through his image, as it would
spoil what he was learning.
Jaron was shoved up, inside, a stinking
building. He wondered if this was where the
pigs were kept. He wrinkled his nose. He saw
the black robed man, standing there.
He was then led inside, and the door locked
behind him.
They walked down a flight of stone steps,
and the smell became more rank. There was
almost no light. They weren’t completely
underground; the very top of the room had
barred outside windows, along two walls. It was
a small prison, with three cells.
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Jaron was pushed into one of the cells.
There was a young woman, in the other cell.
Jaron looked at the woman. She seemed to
attract him, under her grime.
She stared back at him. “I know you, right?
Where from?” she called.
Jaron stepped away from the cell door. He
looked at her hard. “If I said, when, it would be
more accurate. Let us say, in the future, we
meet again, and I’m from there, another place;
out there. There are worlds from out there, like
this. You and I maybe meet there.”
The woman thought this was confusing talk.
She looked at the man. His clothes seemed to
shine. His hair was clean. His face was shaven.
He did not smell bad. He was a rare type of
person. She sat up, pulling against her chains.
“Tell me again, who you are.”
Jaron looked back at her and then walked to
the window. He had no chains attached. He
stood on his tiptoes, and looked out. He saw the
trees. He sighed, turned and smiled, looking
back at her.
“Are we meant to be here now, together?”
she asked.
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Jaron looked at his memories. “You’re
interesting, and that’s a very interesting
question. I’m sure you don’t ask that, always.”
She sat up and looked at him. “You’re not
from here. You’re like…. I don’t know what.
You’re from… out there.” She pointed out,
through the window.
She had Jaron’s attention now. He walked
over to the bars separating them, curiously
looking at her. She certainly looked familiar.
Jaron half laughed to himself. “I knew a girl,
who looked like you, and we met in a prison. It
was much colder, than this then.”
She strained at her chains to move closer,
over to the bars. “Was that in Geneva?”
Jaron was confused. He shook his head.
“No, Sleebo. Where is Geneva?”
She looked at him and pointed out the
window. “Out there. Where is Sleebo?”
Jaron smiled. “Out there, too.”
The woman sat back down. “I haven’t
heard of it.” She looked a bit dejected.
Jaron looked at her. “I think when people
are together, they were always meant to be
together.”
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The woman looked up interested again.
“Have we met before? You look familiar. I’m
sure that we have met.”
“No. We’re meant to meet in 1576, in
Venice,” said Jaron, in all seriousness.
“I have been to Venice,” suggested Amelia,
not looking a bit surprised. I don’t remember
you. What is your name?”
Jaron looked out to the stars, and simply
answered, “Bruno.”
She accepted that. “Are we going to
Venice?”
Jaron looked over, to where Amanda would
have been, if she had been visible. Well? he
thought.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 4

GARTH KWOK

Garth Kwok had been a normal Malukan. He
had never wanted to become better than he
was, and was happy for the world to be, as it
was. He was pleased to listen to state broadcast
transmissions, raise his family, and die at the
age of two hundred and seventy-five years old,
like any other Malukan. He was a middle class
worker. He knew that he hadn’t been bred, for
thinking. That didn’t bother him. He was happy
to be the simple cog in the machine, and not its
operator.
However, something happened to him. He
had a daughter, who had joined the state-run
troopers, and she had changed. She was no
longer the gem of a girl, which he had raised.
She had become an angry and hateful person,
and this hate had surfaced, once she had joined
Malukan Guards.
Garth didn’t say much, and then one day
he came home, to find his wife had been
arrested. She had been charged, with inciting
sedition. Garth couldn’t believe it, until he read
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the report, and watched the recorded visio.
There was his wife and daughter, in his home,
having an argument, about the standard of
Malukan life.
It wasn’t as if Garth, and his wife Aka were
really that unhappy. They knew that after they
came of distinguished age16, they would be
shipped to an outer planet of Maluka, where
they would be allowed to live the rest of their
lives, in peace and quiet. There, they would
ripen in old age, until they joined their
ancestors, in the beyond. Anyway, that was
how it was promoted, on the Malukan state-run
media. No one questioned the media.
Garth was a janitor, in the building, where
he lived. That was, until he found his wife had
been arrested. He stood in shock, with a C-S in
front of him. He had never had City Security
come to his home before, and they were there
waiting, when he got back, off from his shift.
16

DEFINITION: Distinguished Age: A term used in
Maluka, meaning that the person was no longer contributing
to the state or society. That age was generally around 220
years old. It however varied from person to person. The
state recognised the person’s achievements, and was
granted residence off in another world. This was how the
state made room for those on Maluka, the head planet of the
sector. To be allowed to reside on Maluka, one had to
continually show they contributed to the state and planet, or
else they would be moved to another domicile, appointed by
the state. Source: Searfinders Index p. 6771 ◄Return
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There they were; just standing, waiting. He
showed them inside. They sat down, and pulled
out the all-play17. That was when he saw, what
changed his life.
The recording had been made; from inside
the lapel of his daughter’s guard uniform. There
was his wife, arguing that the state didn’t know
everything, and that the state didn’t own the
people. That was what was called radicalthinking in Maluka, and considered a vestigecrime, punishable by transportation to the FarColonies of Maluka.
Garth still recalled that day: his daughter
was standing at the door, with three C-Ss, as
they took his wife away. He never spoke to his
daughter again, ever.
He thought back about the past. He could
recall when he first heard about the resistance
movement, and thought that it was stupid. His
life was going along, fine. He had a nice wife,
and family.
Garth never wanted for too much. That
was what they warned about, on the state-run
17

DEFINITION: All-play: A portable hand held recorder that
plays back a three dimensional hologram of a pre-recorded
event. The image is about two hands high. Made by State
All Industries Maluka. Source: Searfinders Index p. 3.998
◄Return
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media, not to want too much. They warned,
want was the source of all evil. He had thought
that was correct. It was wanting, which created
the problems in the world. People wanted too
much.
Many books had been written on the
subject of wanting, and how it was an evil trait.
The state had warned them, and now the state
had found his wife guilty. She had been proven
to have wanted a better world, and that was the
biggest want, of all. To want something that
was outside of your life’s potential, was the
worst want, and it was a source of a fruitless
and wasteful life of wanting.
Garth had wondered what he should do,
when he saw his wife being escorted away. How
should he react? Did he want her back? He did
want her, but wasn’t wanting an evil crime? He
was confused, and didn’t know what to do. That
was when he met a very unique woman.
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Planet Gogon Surface

He stared, thinking of the memory of it all,
now. It had been strange. He looked out from
the Gogon cave where he was now living,
wondering if he was now wanting to return to
Maluka.
He remembered the way it used to be, the
way he used to exist. He thought that was
strange now. He would work his days on the
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job, watch the state-run news, and listen to the
great strides which Maluka had made,
economically. He would also listen to the staterun challenge shows18, as they were known. He
used to be a great supporter of them.

Gogon Cave

18

INFORMATION: Challenge-shows: On Maluka the
state-run media promoted challenge-shows. This was where
the average person could get notoriety and fame, and even
money, by being part of a local group to win broadcast
competitions. It was reasoned by the state that such shows
gave people a feeling of belonging and self betterment, and
satisfaction, and were a release for what otherwise might
become anti-state attitudes. It was better to give that
frustration an outlet, and a chance to win, rather than have it
surface as rebel activities. Source: Searfinders Index p 4983
– Maluka – 3 ◄Return
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He also remembered the state-run showtells19. These were where ordinary people like
him, were invited to speak on the state-run
media, and say how they could get back, to the
old Malukan days of power. Ordinary people
were invited, to suggest how they could one day
bring back prosperity, to Maluka. He thought
these were good. This wasn’t wanting, it was
dreaming, explained the state, and it was fine to
dream.

Maluka Prime Planetary Center
19

INFORMATION: Show Tells: Malukan betterment shows
run by the Malukan State Broadcast Bureau. They were
informal shows showing local members of the community, to
the larger parts of the community. They promoted life
betterment of Maluka. Source: Searfinders Index p 4888
◄Return
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Then, his wife was taken by the state. It
seemed so unfair to him, as it was just an angry
moment, between his wife and daughter.
He remembered thinking: what could a
small insect like him, do against an injustice, like
this? He was looking out from his window that
day, feeling sorry for himself, and looking at the
massive buildings, opposite his. That was until
the door buzzer sounded.
He turned, and looked at the door. He
walked over and opened it. There was a
woman. She seemed different. There was an
intensity about her, which made him invite her
in, to listen to what she had to say. She had
said she was with the state-run water
department. He knew that wasn’t true, as he
had met plenty of those. This person was
different, so, he asked her inside his apartment
out of curiosity.

Ψ
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CHAPTER 5

MAROEN

Instructor Maroen was a member, of the
Boguard Fronts.
Garth looked at her. She wore the same
kind of clothes as he did, but she seemed
brighter. “The front of what?” he asked.
Maroen walked, to the other side of his
apartment, and looked out, from his window. He
stood beside her.
“Did you know you have four security
cameras, watching you right now, watching you
speak, with me?”
Garth looked out. He couldn’t see
anything. He looked at her and then outside
again. She just sighed. Malukans, she thought
to herself.
“I see no cameras,” he said.
Maroen smiled, and pointed to the opposite
building. “On its seventy-fourth floor.” She
pointed to another. “Next to that building, on
the thirteenth floor, is another camera. There is
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another: over the cinema there, and one, at the
top of Duds department store.”
Garth looked at her. “Are you an
insurgent?” he asked naively.
She looked at him, smiled and nodded.
“That’s correct, Garth.”

Malukan City Life
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“Then, you’re not really from the water
department?”
She shook her head.
Garth was pleased that he had worked that
out, beforehand.
Garth thought about this a bit more, and
looked out, over at the buildings. Then, it
dawned on him. If that were true, then he was
about to face the Outer Colonies, or be killed in
the process.
He looked at her; he was about to speak,
and she just nodded her head. “That’s correct.
Someone, from high up, framed your wife. I will
explain that. They don’t have what they
wanted, yet. They have your daughter, or at
least her mind. However, what they want, is
you, Mister Garth Kwok. They want you. More
precisely, they want your mind. You have been
under suspicion for some time, and they want
you.”
Garth looked out, and at the people,
passing below. He really was a bit confused. He
looked up.
“What were you doing, four years ago?” she
asked him quietly.
He was about to answer, when he realized
he couldn’t remember four years ago.
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There was a bang on the door.
Garth looked at Maroen and then out the
window. She nodded. “Yes, they are here,
because we were speaking together by your
window, and now they have all the evidence,
which they need, to really lock you away. You’re
about to be arrested, on the vestige-crime of
association. You’re associating with me, but
really it’s the vestige-crime of remembering,
remembering who you really are, or were.”
Garth looked at her. He didn’t know what
to say. “Then, who was…?” he was about to ask.
He turned, to the sound of heavy thumping,
on the door. There were three C-Ss outside,
now trying to bash their way in.
“Your daughter wasn’t your daughter. It’s
time to go, Mister Garth.”
With that, she placed four small caps on the
corners of the window. The door behind
exploded inwards. The window blew outwards.
“Here!” she yelled. She threw her hand, up
in the air. A rope was being shot into it, from
outside. She instantly caught a small missile,
with the rope attached. She wrapped it around
his waist, and called, “Now, now, now!”
The door behind them was crashing to the
floor, and three burly C-Ss leaped in through the
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dust, to see Garth and Maroen being yanked
outwards through the window opening.
Maroen looked at Garth’s face, as he
appeared half petrified, and half just a bit
puzzled, as though his life had changed before,
and now, this was just one more episode.
The C-Ss ran to the window, and as one
was about to raise his rifle, Maroen raised her
finger and shook it. She looked intensely at
him, and smiled. If you do, you’re dead. We
have lasers trained on your faces, all of you. Be
good, or be dead.
The C-Ss looked at each other
incredulously, and yes, there were small blue
laser dots on their foreheads. They blinked, and
quickly ducked down, out of sight, behind the
walls. The senior of them began screaming
orders, into his lapel microphone.
Garth looked above, and saw their escape
vehicle was a small C-S patrol car, racing away
over the building tops. He was about to suggest
that it was illegal to impersonate the C-Ss.
Maroen winked at Garth, and pulled out her
gun and aimed back at the window. The C-Ss
were aiming their weapons. She shot, then
another, and finally a third. She put the gun
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back in her holster. The C-Ss fell back stunned,
but not dead.
Garth looked down, as he swayed, dangling
precariously, above the city streets. He was
moving at about two hundred kinopacs an hour,
he thought. He looked up, as the vehicle above
was getting closer. They were slowly being
winched, aboard.
Ω
It didn’t take long for a small fleet of
floaters to come charging, after them. Maroen
was finally inside the vehicle in the pilot’s seat.
She saw that Garth was strapped in, at the back.
Her co-pilot grinned. “I just love it, Maroen.
You get more destruction, per nanosecond than
any woman from Yaltipia.”
Maroen winked at Markoni. He was her
bondmate, ever since training school. “Maybe
so. Perhaps, but there was still one, who will
always be greater.”
Markoni didn’t need reminding. “Amy of
Rambus, the Goddess of War,” he murmured,
under his breath. Now that Amy had died in
battle, Markoni had adopted her name and
image, as his unit’s patron guiding force.
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Floater pursuit over Maluka PPC

“Well, she wasn’t exactly from Yaltipia, but
she might have been, as her spirit has always
been with us.” He yelled above the wind, roaring
through their canopy.
Maroen nodded. She turned and called
back to Garth. “Have you ever heard of her,
Garth? Amy, the Goddess of War.”
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Garth cringed. Gods and goddesses weren’t
proper thoughts, to have in Maluka. A vestigecrime of imagination, he thought. He took many
breaths, breathed deeply, and cringed lower.
The pursuit craft were getting closer. There
were two missiles, coming their way, and so
Markoni swerved. The missiles went aimlessly,
towards the ground.
Maroen took the controls. “Hang onto your
lunch Garth, and don’t choke.” With that, she
pulled the floater straight up, almost vertically,
then upside down and back towards the
pursuers, inverted. Then, she side swerved, and
two of the pursuit craft fired at each other, in
the confusion. Maroen was on her way back,
into the center of Maluka Prime Planetary
Center.
The pursuit craft turned, but they were
slower. Maroen could see three more, coming
in, from out over the bay, and then another.
She was pushing top speed, to the center of the
sprawling mass of Maluka PPC.
Maluka PPC boasted seven million people.
Maroen, saw a tall building, and instead of going
around it, she aimed for it. Garth reared back,
as he saw the wall of steel and glass, dead
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ahead. The walls started to open, and their
craft’s reverse thrusters engaged.
It took all of three seconds, and then, their
floater was on the floor of the fifth level, of the
building.
“Come on. We have only seconds, Garth.
Get out, or die. These C-Ss aren’t going to be
taking you to court. They will kill you first, and
then feed your body, to the fish in the bay.”
Garth unstrapped and jumped from his
seat: when he looked out, he saw that their
pursuers were only a kinopac away.
Maroen led. Garth hesitated and looked
back, as their floater exploded.
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Boguard Leader Maroen

“It’s no use to us now, Garth. Follow me.”
With that, she ran down a corridor, as
Markoni hauled on Garth, to hurry him. They
turned into the stairwell, and ran down more
steps. Garth counted the levels, until level
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eleven. Then, Maroen simply stopped, stood
and listened. They all stopped. They could hear
the footsteps of C-Ss above, in pursuit down the
stairs.
The C-Ss were soon shooting, in the
direction of their quarry’s breathing. They threw
two percussion grenades, in the general
direction of Maroen, which exploded.
The Boguard ducked. After the flash, they
called back to the C-Ss, “You’d be foolish to
follow. If you do, you will all die. The tunnels
belong to us. You know that.”
Maroen smiled, as she leaned back against
a wall, out of sight, and looked at Garth. “I
could taunt them more, but here, we leave
them.” She opened a low half door, by her side.
It was black inside. Lights lit up beyond the
door, as she jumped in. Markoni pushed Garth,
and he followed. They closed the door, behind
them.
They sprinted down about a hundred pacs,
and came to a three-way junction. They chose
the right tunnel. That led to three more
branches; they took the central tunnel. Then,
this crazy Boguard woman led Garth and the
group, down three more sets of stairs.
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Garth’s nose reeled, at the awful smell. It
was raw sewerage and it seemed to get worse,
the further down they went.
Maroen smiled, slowly breathing. She had
slowed to a walk. “All those doors are locked.
They have no lights, which all turned off after
us, as previously arranged.”
Garth stopped. He was panting heavily.
This wasn’t the normal lot, of a janitor. He
looked up at the group, then down the tunnel.
He began to shake his head. He was leaning
forward, with his hands on his knees taking deep
breaths.
Markoni turned to Maroen. “It’s time,
better tell him or he isn’t going anywhere. Right
Mister Garth?”
Garth looked at them both. “You Markoni,
seem to know what I think. You, Madam Maroen
aren’t who you seem. Neither of you are. What
is going on? I’m not moving until I find out.” He
continued panting.
Markoni smiled. “Lights,” he called. The
lights turned on. They were in a larger open
space. “Present yourselves, please, Boguard
Fronts.”
Seventeen Fronts came forward, all wearing
black shocksuits.
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Garth stepped back, looking worried. He
wasn’t a fighter and these were obviously
professional soldiers.
“No need to worry, Garth,” explained
Markoni. “They won’t hurt you. If we wanted to
harm you, we would simply let you go. Those
above us, up there, would kill you.”
Garth stood straight, looking around, and
thought of this. He had caught his breath now.
He looked at this group; their weapons, and how
they looked. “Are you rebels? You can’t
overthrow this government. It’s too big.”
Markoni shook his head. “No, we’re not
from this part of the galaxy.”
Garth looked at him sideways. “Are you
Jiltanian?”
Maroen smiled “Nope. However, I have
been there. I’m not from Palbo either, though I
have been there, too.”

Ψ
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SAMPLE
GLOSSARY, DEFINITIONS, HISTORICAL
NOTES
AND BACKGROUND DATA
Editorial note: When the term Terrestrial appears beside a
word or term, or historical note, this indicates it is a
terrestrial word from Sequetus 3 – Earth – and the
definition is a terrestrial definition, or historical note. It
isn’t a fictional term or definition.

BACK MATTER
CONTENTS
1. Glossary
2. Working Notes
3. Credits
4. Illustrations
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SAMPLE GLOSSARY
Abydos Temple: (Terrestrial) 1. Egypt circa 3500
BC. Abydos is the site of the most famous of Egypt’s
artifacts, the burial site of Seti I who ruled Egypt
from 1313 to 1292 BC, and son of Ramses I

2.

Glyphs. There appears to be a helicopter, and a
toy plane to its right. 3. The temple became the
chief temple for worship of Osiris and Horus - who
went up into the heavens to do battle in winged discs
with Seti. The bottom photo is inside the temple.
Academia: 1. A college of high learning, tertiary
education, offering doctorates. 2. (Plural –
academias) The institutions of the highest places of
learning in the Federation. Source, Jiltanian after the
gardener Academos who used to tend the gods in
making their gardens a paradise.
Acron Field: This is one of several kinds of fields
that hold free-air inside military craft. The Acron
Field is generated around a ship and prevents the
free-air from leaving; while permitting large sold
objects to enter and leave the ship. This effect is
achieved by a magnetic force that is held as a ridge
at the perimeter. The magnetic force is strongest
nearest the center of the source of the field.
Through unifying fields gravitational, electrical and so
on, the magnetic fields can be made denser out from
specified epicenters. They then prevent free-air
molecules passing; while at the same time allow
more solid masses and objects to pass. Named after
its inventor, Luis Acron of Tilk.
Adams, Lieutenant: United States Air Force NASA astronaut turned Interceptor crew. Survived
the Battle of Sequetus 3. Born in Ohio, went to
Caltech.
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Aeroitek Corporation International: ACI – The
corporation on Earth used by Goren Torren to
legitimize his operation being there.
Afterburners: When dumping fuel out through the
exhaust system, and igniting it within the system,
the continual explosion of such afterburning adds
speed to the craft.
Agent: 1. Two levels below independent. Starting
at the top is: Independent, Junior Independent,
Agent, Agent Junior Grade. 2. Malukan agents are
on Sequetus 3. They report to Moonbase and
through the manipulations of world leaders are able
to control the destiny of a planet. 3. Agent and
Agent Junior Grade are often referred to by the same
title – Agent.
Agnest, M.M.: (Terrestrial), Soviet, had theories
that visitors had been on Earth for some time
represented in biblical stories.
Alaca Hoyuk: (Terrestrial) Ancient city in what is
now central Turkey, was where Hattusa of the Hittite
Empire was situated. This site is where the earliest
copper tools alongside stone tools were found.
Alfrash: The planet that was first colonized by the
Pleiadians. It has 1.04 Standard Gravity, was lush
with forests, had deserts, ice poles, temperate and
tropical rain forests. A super solar flare, itself a
series of 12 flares, took out the colony over a sixtyyear period. There were suspicious circumstances to
think that the flare(s) may not have been completely
natural. Over ninety percent died during those sixty
years. The planet was abandoned, and at vast
effort, it was engineered to remove all evidence of
previous occupation.
Algon Sea: The nearest sea to Jilta PPC, measuring
765 Ks across at the widest point.
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Magi, The: From The Early Works, one who has
redeemed his natural inherent abilities of life, who
will lead the Galaxy away, from a hidden tyranny.
Magi: (Terrestrial) 1. In the fourth century BC, the
Greeks saw the magi as being associated with the
Zoroastrian religion of Persia, and the term became
synonymous with practitioners of magic, astrology,
and higher knowledge. The Gospel of Mathew refers
to magi being the wise men of the east. The number
three (three wise men) was added perhaps a
thousand years later, to the English version. 2. The
Old Chinese word for magician, wizard, is m’ag,
coming from magi. The Old Chinese symbol for this
is the following cross (a cross with serifs: ☩), and
can be dated back to the 8th century BC. , The point
being is that the term has crossed from China to the
far West, and generally means people who have
wisdom and who can perform real magic. 3. The
term illusionist, or one who performs tricks to have
people believe the magician is performing a real feat,
came during the Hellenistic period of Greece, when
the term magician was applied by skeptic thinkers.
This term survives today in the English words:
magic and magician. ◄Return
Magians: (Terrestrial) Old Persian: magus, experts
in Persian (Iran and Iraq) religious traditions.
Possibly of the Median tribe, of which Zoroaster was
a member. Can be traced back to sixth century BC.
They attended many religious affairs, particularly the
Zoroastrian religion. 2. When Alexander the Great
conquered Persia, he destroyed many of the Persian
temples, texts and persecuted their religion in 330
BC. The Magians became part of his court.
Alexander died mysteriously at 33 years of age.
Magnaplate: n. The flexible plate threads that are
electrically locked into polynylop. When woven into
nylop and charged, the impregnated nylop adds
dramatic strength and endurance to the wearer. v.
magnaplating.
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Magnoclamps: ® Clamps which hold vehicles in
space stationary to each other, and lock them
together. They are used particularly on interceptors
when they dock for refueling and need a quick
turnaround. Magnoclamps are made by Standard
Solid Industries, of planet Peel.
Magnopolop: A non-metallic resilient compound that
has no magnetic properties.

Magnorail: A system of rail transport, using two
magnetic rails, powered electrically, that push the
car to hover above the rail surface, so the vehicle
doesn’t have friction with the rails.
Magnoripples: (Also can be called magnowaves)
The ripples are actually waves of magnetic ridges,
that emanate out from the portal, when it is in use.
They are in wave patterns and are dubbed
magnoripples by the crew.
Magnoscanner: 1. All machines have certain
characteristics, from all the different metals within it.
They are like an individual imprint that can be
scanned and recorded and matched later. 2. All
metals have magnetic properties: iron, magnesium,
manganese, gold, mercury and so on. They are like
machine fingerprints that can be measured for
identification. The magnoscanner measures these
properties and characteristics.
Magnowave: The wave that holds the magnetic
property characteristics within it, and it, which
radiates outwards. See also magnoripples.
Main, Destroyer: FSS Main, saw service in
Sequetus 3, survived the Battle of Sequetus 3.
◄Return
Maluka, Lorde: A Royal Lorde who rules the
Malukan sector, originally from the Kantee Sector.
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Maluka, also Maluku: The main central and Royal
Planet of the Malukan Sector. Famous for its
industrial products, and engineering skills.
Manapet, the Great: In 86,000 years the Boguard
Mepat becomes known as the prophesized Great
Manapet.
Manik, Geko: Trooper (second class) of Maluka.
Son of Marian Malo and Billo Manik, Maluka PC.
Specialized in communications.
Manly Ferry: (Terrestrial) The ferry that leaves
from Sydney city, and crosses the harbor to the
coastal surf beach suburb of Manly, and return.
Mantle: (Terrestrial) It means an important role or
responsibility, it is passed on from the previous
incumbent.
Marconi, Rill, First Mate: Traveled with Goren
Torren, through the time portal, to battle Centercom
and returned, via the Palbo portal. He then went
with Felice Karo to the Pleiades, learned and became
Boguard, went on to Palbo to defeat Centercom,
along with Engineer Halman. He fought in the Battle
of Sequetus 3. Career military. Born Jilta and
graduated the Jiltanian Academy of Military Science.
Parents Brida Baluka and Brena Marconi, Jilta.
◄Return
Mars Base: The scientific expedition base on Mars
set up by the Federation on Sequetus 4, in the
Cydonia region. Its job was to monitor the Sequetus
Series, for Scientific purposes. ◄Return
Marshal: The senior military rank in IFFCo. The
rank of Marshal in order, on downwards is:
Defense Marshal - five stars, Ranking Marshall - four
stars, Reserve Marshall – three, Marshal - two and
one stars. ◄Return
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Masters: The self proclaimed creators of life such as
Togs; beyond the portal.
Matherson, Wolly: Sociologist from Jilta; at the
beginning of Federation.
Matherson Hypotheses: 1. A social philosophy
that planet civilizations will self destruct to war
unless intervened, and under what circumstances
they do so. 2. The longer the life span of a race of
humanoids, the faster it evolves culturally. Simply
put, races that live longer, gain more knowledge in a
lifetime, have a greater expectancy of life ambitions,
and so achieve more in a lifetime; thus long living
races speed up cultural evolution.
Matow: Planet previously known for its industrious
work ethic, and manufacturer of galactic ships on its
three moons, prior to its demise at the hands of the
Patuans.
Medallia, Luis: A colonel of the CCP who rose to
ranks when he invented intelligent computers, but
which took on humanoid thought features and began
to rule humanoids instead of being subservient to
human races. Medallia is known today for his
consequent severe measures to rid the Galaxy of
these machines. It is recorded he was later lost in
the now Malukan sector at the end of his career,
after the machines had been put down. He was also
attributed to seeding a very early and old civilization
in the Malukan sector.
Medallian Rebellion: Computers had been
programmed to both survive and create, and this
consequentially began intelligent computers. In their
own right intelligent computers began a conquest of
the Galaxy before Medallia lead a revolution to
expunge all the intelligent computers, over seven
millennia ago. From this time on it has been
forbidden to program a computer with survive or
create or in any other way enable computer
intelligence to exist. While 15 billion humanoids died
in the rebellion against the machines, it was
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estimated about ten times that many were injured.
Many sectors fell into a dark ages, severe
depression, and took a thousand years to recover.
Media: Media on Sequetus 3 was centrally run by
media moguls at this time. The television stations,
the newspapers and magazines, and radio were
interlinked. Sequetus 3 was developing a global
computerized network called the internet, but by
1997, this was still not media oriented. It was still
developing as a mass of opinions, only run by small
group of interested persons. There was no social
media; computers were still in their infancy. This
time period was perhaps when print and broadcast
media was at its peak and when it was concentrated
and controlled by a very few hands.
Melbourne: (Terrestrial) The capital city of the
southeastern state of Victoria, Australia. Population
around 5 million.
Meld: (Terrestrial) merge, blend, and combine,
perhaps from MELT + WELD – Oxford Dictionary
Men in black: (Terrestrial) 1. An investigatory
body or person, who would arrive as fixers or
investigators to UFO scenes. The results were
varied. Some people reported that the men in black
were alien or non-terrestrial in features. Some
reported missing persons after their visits. 2. The
Men in Black phenomena became so part of the UFO
culture, that several movies of the same name, were
made about the phenomena.
Mepat: Captain of the Boguard stationed at Jilta.
His Excellency High Commander of the Boguard.
Metaphysical: (Terrestrial) Transcending physical
matter or the (physical) laws of nature.
Metov, C P: Associate of Dr. A. P. Minsk. See
Klivinski.
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Microwave bluster: A wave device, working on
broad matter theory, which sends out a microwave
which can be tuned to any known element, and
through oscillating the broadmatter between atoms
and molecules, it can get those molecules to drop
their bonds and collapse in towards each other. For
example, if the microwave bluster was turned to iron,
which is a metallic lattice, then that lattice that holds
iron together and gives iron its strength, breaks
down and the iron in the path of a microwave bluster
beam becomes no stronger than chalk. Turned on a
building, from above, an entire building can be made
into rubble and free fall into its own footprint.
Technically, this works on broadmatter, which is the
unobservable particle that space is full of, that holds
atoms and molecules apart. Broadmatter is
harmonized by atoms nearby, and in turn, holds
those atoms apart and gives the element its strength
and gravity properties, as well as preventing the
molecules from falling in on each other. Once the
broadmatter is polarized for that specific element,
say iron, then iron loses the property of holding each
iron molecule in its metallic lattice. Iron then
collapses under any strain. The blusters can be
tuned to any element, or elements. So; all particles
in the bluster’s path can reach the polarizing moment
at exactly the same time. For example, in a building,
all the iron and steel, in the beams, girders, columns,
and the reinforcing in the concrete, will give way at
the same precise moment. The building then
collapses in a cloud of dust within its own footprint,
just as a controlled demolition. If the bluster is
tuned to iron and calcium carbonate, which are the
main elements in concrete, then a superrise can be
turned to dust in a few seconds after twenty minutes
of polarizing. The blusters draw their power from
space itself, or the broadmatter within space. Space
has energy, and isn’t an absolute zero vacuum, but a
mass of small particles that glue the universe
together. They measure a couple of degrees warmer
than absolute zero. It is this energy, the energy of
free space, unlimited, that the bluster draws upon.
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For more data, read Broadmatter Theory Addendum.
◄Return
Militaries: Slang 1. A lose term meaning military
vehicles 2. Meaning military people.
Mind-saw technique: This is a Boguard technique
of unison mind, whereby one person – while in
unison with others, scouts to find a mind, and when
finding such a mind, notifies the others of the unified
mind, that there is this mind. When the full load and
power of the unified mind follows, it overloads the
artificial man-made circuitry, connected to, and
behind the mind found. Developed by the Boguard
for the Battle of Six Worlds. ◄Return
Minsk, A P: See Dr. A. P. Minsk.
MI6: (Terrestrial) An intelligence arm of the British
government; dealing with internal security counterintelligence overseas. Formed in 1912 and officially
called the Secret Intelligence Service in 1964.
◄Return
Mission Charter: The Imperial Federation issues a
Mission Charter when it sends a Federation mission,
so that the mission knows what it can do, and what
lengths it can go to, and what it cannot do. Failure
to supply such a charter will cause the mission to be
aborted and often, with crimes against a local
populace. ◄Return
Mission Executive: The executives who have an
interest in the mission are the mission executives. It
is those in charge of the mission, plus those running
the mission who stay behind; the mission operations
(ops).
Mission to the United Nations: There are no
embassies to the UN, however there are peace
missions, and countries have peace missions to the
UN. ◄Return
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Moon: (Terrestrial) 1. The Moon is 356,410 km
from the Earth at its closest point, perigee. It has a
diameter of 3,473 km and has a surface gravity of
one sixth of Earth, with a comparative mass of only
one to eighty-one.

The difference between the comparative mass of
earth and the relative gravity is of unanswered
interest. Obviously, the moon is very unusual,
compared to the volume its mass takes up, meaning
that the gravity of the moon isn’t in line with its
mass.

Here are photographs of the far side of the moon
that have sparked comment In his book Alien
Agenda, Jim Marrs presents evidence that the moon
is much older than the Earth. He cites evidence that
the moon is hollow and that it was placed around the
Earth 10,000 years ago. The far side of the moon is
constantly facing away from Earth.
Moonbase: The Malukan base on the moon,
overseeing Earth. Moonbase consists of six
interconnecting bases on the “dark-side” or far side
of the moon, interconnecting via sealed underground
tunnels. The base is really a series of bases built
over three thousand years. The bases are built into
the natural irregularities of the moon, and are
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underground, and well away from the surface, which
is subject to meteor damage. ◄Return
Morcan Class: One of the early designers of Warp
Drive military vessels, Berry Morcan designed
Destroyers, Carriers and Cruisers. Born in Delerum,
Maluka, he became famous for his military designs.
The early Morcan Class ships were generally smaller
than their later counterparts by other designers.
Moses, Pilo: One of the pioneers of Sequetus 3 who
established early colonies there, and on Sequetus 4.
His rank was captain and he played a part in the
beginning of the planet’s prime cultural evolution of
thought.
Mulzer: 1. It is a series of atomic bombs, within
each other. It doesn’t explode once, but many times
and is used to force direction of small comets,
meteors, and natural satellites to push them into the
pathway of an oncoming planet, so as to impact
through the crust of that said planet. A mulzer team
of engineers could move a 10 km (six mile) meteor
onto Earth and destroy 99% of all human life with
the one impact. The meteor would go through the
Earth’s crust and send ocean waves around the
planet’s shores, destroying life well inland.
2. The mulzer is an effective weapon. Often used to

subdue a planet’s populace to a victor’s bidding,
meteors will be lined up as threats in nearby orbits,
to the target planet, and the governments reminded
what will happen if they disobey.

Murphy, Chris: USAF, NASA, fought in the Battle of
Sequetus 3. After the battle he worked for ACI in
Australia setting up the launch operations.
Warp Drive: The faster-than-light speed travel
around the Federation. Theoretically possible at the
speed of light squared. See also Imperial Federation
Warp Drive Bank. See Broadmatter Theory
Addendum. ◄Return
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Warp Drive Coils: “Before them was the coil that
circled the entire rear perimeter of the ship. It was
the Warp Drive coil, and moved them from the now
universe into another smaller universe, which was
only theirs, from which they could travel at
accelerating speeds, beyond the relative speed of
light.
As free electrons surged into the coils, and then
reversed, it created a charged field. That field was
interwoven with another field, which was woven
around the previous field, like coils around coils. The
fields did not cancel each other out, but instead,
created a greater field that extended over the whole
ship. The influenced was hyperbolical, increased by
smaller coils around the larger ones. Soon, all the
ship and its components would start to harmonize in
resonance with the coil fields. Then, the final
accelerators would play. Around the coils small
electronic particles would be accelerated. They cut
the field from time itself. The ship could then be
edged into the future, or back into the past by
nanoseconds.”
“Before, was the dark grey void of space. No stars,
no coil, nothing. All she saw was black, as though all
before her, had absorbed all light. Navia couldn’t
determine how far the coil went up, but she felt it
must have been sixty meters. She looked to the
sides, nothing. It was not as though the coil was
black, or missing, but rather like a dark black fog
shrouded the coil prevented it from being seen. The
blackness had no edges, no corners or center. It felt
as though you could simply walk into it, to vanish
forever.”
“The coil was a series of spikes, like millions of tiny
tentacles, waved from a central band”
“The Drives occupy their own universe, or are at
least accessed to a different universe” See Book 5
Chapter 8.
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Warm: The term given to the state of Warp Drives
as they become more operational, before
commencing faster than light speed travel.
Warmsuit: ® A one or two piece multi-layered suit,
that is thermostatically set to keep the body warm by
warming layers separately within it. The suit has ten
layers with glass and metal fibers, which conduct
energy from the inner to outer layers. The suit has a
thermal inducing battery within the lining. This
stores electrical current so as to transfer heat. As
the suit’s outer layers cool to sub zero temperatures,
the suit uses battery power to warm the metallic
layers of the suit. The cold outside air contracts and
shrinks the suit fabric, trapping warm air therein. As
the suit warms, it then expands; allowing trapped
warm air to ventilate out, permitting cooling. Also
see Electroware. Made by Suit Enterprises, Dalka,
Jilta.
Wanten, Jenny: See Jenny Wanten
Wanten, Marlene: Sister of Jenny and mother of
Mathew. Writer. Graduated Monash University,
Melbourne. Lives outside of Melbourne, Australia.
Wanten, Mathew: Son of Marlene Wanten, and
Richard Kelp. Moved to Los Angeles with his mother.
He took on his adopted name of Torren and married
Vicra Starn of Norway. He was succeeded by two
children. ◄Return
Washington Flap: (Terrestrial) In July 1952 there
were UFOs seen over the capital of America,
Washington, for weeks. This was after LA had been
inundated with UFOs following WW2 some years
before, and after Roswell etc.
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Notice in these three photographs, taken from this
flap, that the UFO multiple lights all reposition
correctly, in relationship to parallax.
Hundreds and or thousands saw these and other
lights in the sky. Notice also that in the second two
photos that there is a drop on the window pane and
it is in a different location. As these are stills taken
from a movie, and the viewer is moving as well. It
appears from the movie that the film is taken from
the window of a moving car. The photographer
moved, downwards, giving further authenticity to the
pictures.

The Washington flap is the most prominent saucer
flap in the western world. Thousands saw the craft.
Jets were scrambled to intercept them, but as per
the newspaper article based on a statement from the
jet pilot, the craft outran the jets.
The President of the USA went on record in a press
interview as stating that saucers existed and there
was nothing much one could do. The media
coverage continued.
War Footing Alert 1: The first stage of war alert.
There are a total of three alert footings for war. Alert
1 means preparing for war.
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War Footing Alert 2: The second stage of war
alert. There are a total of three alert footings for
war. Alert 2 means a declaration of war has been
sent.
War Footing Alert 3: Active war is engaged with
troops, losses etc.
Web Dock: (Terrestrial) A dock in Melbourne in
1989.
WDs: Warp Drives
Wheelie: ® A wheeled electric ground vehicle for
mining camps. Dozens of models available.
Maximum speed 15 Ks. Manufactured by the
Wheelie Vehicle Co. Inc., Telco, Kinetics Province.
Williamsburg Bridge: (Terrestrial) A bridge on the
south east side of Manhattan Island, NY. An above
ground bridge, leading to the mainland. ◄Return
Wilson, Senator David G.: Totally fictitious name
for a US senator.
Word, the: The Great Sharman was given a
spiritual understanding by insight that he was the
chosen one to promote the testimony of Goren
Torren. This undertaking came to him as a moment
of revelation, during in deep meditation called the
Word.
Wright, W.H.: (Terrestrial) Astronomer at Lick
Observatory in California
Xelofom: Royal leader in Karacas before the
uprising. He believed that by placing mental
implants into the brains of people one could control
the thoughts of the many from an external source.
He thought this would eradicate war, poverty and
bring about an ideal society. It did the reverse and
led to the Karacas uprising.
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XF-5-U1: (Terrestrial) The Flying Flapjack was a US
Navy experiment, with a disk shaped plane, in 1947.

Yaltipia: Karo 4, the larger of the binary planets of
Yaltipia and Orbat. Yaltipia is the home of the
Boguard race. It varies in gravity; approximately at
1.4 standard. It has 28% water coverage. ◄Return
Yamma Yamma, Lake: (Terrestrial) A lake just
inside the southwest Queensland boundary with
South Australia.

It is mostly dry. The region surrounding the lake
extends into South Australia, where ACI has set up
its commercial rocket launch base. The area is
isolated, hot, with almost with no population.
Yard. The: The Yard is 145 square kinopacs of
land, devoted to the setting down and storage of
military vessels to be scrapped or left as salvage. It
is outside of Centrum, Celtron 4.
Yildon; The second smallest world of the 6 worlds
beyond the portal. Yildon means little sister, 86,000
years into the future. It is where the Masters reside,
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and where there is countryside, mountains, and
lakes: where the oxygen is made. The senior
Masters live in these buildings, overlooking a lake in
the mountains.
Zaltro: The senior god of Mount Gangels, God
Zaltro, of Jilta. He procrastinated in saving his son,
and in turn, his son was boiled alive. The phrase for
the sake of Zaltro means not to procrastinate. See
Halz
Zeto Bull: Five Star Defense Marshal, in the
Hymondian forces. Served 158 standard years.
Graduated Quadrain Military Academy, with honors,
served in three war theatres. Son of Wan Algo and
Zila Bull of Jilta.
Zip Suit: ® A bulletproof suit, also zipsuit, made in
Tilk by Tilk Industries. These are the preferred suits
most government dignitaries wear. For the first 100
years after Federation, there were a recorded 15,679
assassination attempts on various government
officials in the Federation sectors, mostly in the first
twenty years. Zip Suits became very necessary.
Zone, The: (Terrestrial) 1. Otherwise called the
Zone of Silence. The data given in Chapter 12 of
Book 4 about the Zone is reportedly correct. In 1989
when The Silent Enemy was first written this region
in Mexico was referred to as the Zone. Now it is
referred often to as the Zone of Silence. Refer to
The Silent Enemy for more data.

2. A mysterious region in Mexico where unusual

phenomena happen and where UFOs are reported as
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sighted, especially in the 1970’s and 80’s. It became
notorious when a missile from the USA
unintentionally veered off from course and came
down in Mexico in The Zone. The area is noted for
radios not operating, microwaves not working,
compasses spinning, and extraterrestrial sightings
being reported.
It is also known for the strange colored cacti, purple
and or red instead of green. Apparently, meteors are
drawn to land there. The desert floor is littered with
pieces of meteorites. Also, the reports indicate that
there is a much higher incidence of meteorite activity
over the Zone, than in other areas. The meteorite
rocks that litter the surface vary in type, but they are
all on the surface, not buried under it.

In September 1976, a 300 meter long UFO was
reported at 8:59 pm, outside the small community of
Ceballos in the Zone. The craft was rectangular.
Lights surrounded it, green to blue to white,
pulsating light, with a humming sound. All the dogs
in the town started howling. Two dozen residents
gathered, to watch the object at the outskirts of the
town. There have been many other reported
sightings of other craft and even sightings of
extraterrestrials that fit the descriptions of greys in
this region.
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Mexico has many reported UFOs and many You Tube
videos have been recorded that really cannot be
explained away from the UFO type occurrence,
particularly in 2012.
Zoroastrian: (Terrestrial) Started in the 6th C BCE,
and based on the teachings of its prophet Zoroaster;
based in Persia, what is today known as Iran. The
religion almost collapsed after Alexander the Great
invaded the Achaemenid Empire. The religion still
exists today with perhaps up to 190,000 members
worldwide.
Zovotinski: (Terrestrial) A town in Siberian Russia.
Zyke Zaran: A Pleiadian who came to Sequetus 3 to
rescue independent Goren Torren on date: BS 15.
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SAMPLE CREDITS (BIBLIOGRAPHY):
Below are some sites that may help those curious on
the background data of the New-Earth Series. These
sites and many others shed more color on the
tapestry of history upon which this series is written.
The following sites were also selected because they
include the photos that I used as source materials in
the Glossary and this also needs to be acknowledged.

Abydos Temple:

Key words: Abydos temple, glyph, plane, Egypt, UFO,
helicopter

Site: http://www.ufocom.eu
Notes: Bilingual site. The fascination with Egypt
and some connection from outside of earth is more
evident when one looks at this temple. Here appears
the outline of a helicopter as well as a small-stylized
picture of a jet fighter.

Key words: abydos, interior, Egypt, temple
Site: http://www.all-about-egypt.com
Notes: Abydos temple is cut into rock. This site is about
Egypt and a travel guide. This is just about Egypt, its
history, its kings and people.
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Bermuda Triangle:

Key words: Bermuda, triangle
Site: http://www.bermuda-trangle.org
Notes: Perhaps one of the most professional sites of its
kind. It is very detailed. It is the detail that gives one the
correct proportions to this phenomenon of the Bermuda
Triangle. This is perhaps the premier site for the Bermuda
Triangle phenomenon.

Catal Huyuk:

Key words: Catal, Huyuk, early, civilization, mystery
Site: http://www.ancientmysteries.eu
Notes: Bilingual site but does have translations. The
site itself is very interesting and has its niche in this
phenomena. But as it is written originally in a foreign
language, you will need some patience. Your time spent is
worthwhile.

Condon Report:
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Key words: Condon, report, UFO
Site: http://www.alienwar.com
Notes: A professional site. The creators are passionate
about what they’re writing.
The site hasn’t just the
Condon Report, but also alien abductions or various, and
horrific kinds. You can get lost in this site with the data.
The author of the site has his own story to tell and goes
over much of it. His experience is subjective and worth
the time to go through the site. This site is put together
with a passion not seen in other sites. Read the author’s
subjective experience and you decide.

Cydonia:

Key words: Cydonia, Mars
Site: http://www.enterprisemission.com
Notes: The above site has good data, and the wiki link
below has specific information on where this face is found
on Mars, its coordinates etc. One will also find there the
pyramid, fort and other named anomalies adjacent to the
face.
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Dinosaur tracks:

Key words: dinosaurs, man, together, footprints, Texas
Site: http://www.ascensionearth2012.org
Notes:

This is a professional site and certainly shows
that this is a real phenomenon. They have even taken a
slab of the clay of where the dinosaur footprint overlays
the human print and examined the pressure cross-section
of the cut, revealing scientifically that this is a true event.
Of course this isn’t the only evidence of man-created
phenomena found on Earth on millions of years old strata
of mud.

Ψ
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We hope you enjoyed reading this sample of
the Sequetus Series. We hope it has you interested
enough to continue with the full purchase back at the
site where you downloaded this sample from.

Ψ
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